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NOTICE

This report presents excerpts of analyses comparing the serum dioxin aays with physical examin2tion
data collected in 1987. It is intended to serve as an extended summary of the udy's background, the

serum dioxin assay, the findings and conclusions. If additional detail is required, the reader may refer
to speci& discussions in each clinical area (Chapters 6 - 17) found in the compkte report. I
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SERUM DIOXIN ANALYSIS OF THE 1987 AIR FORCE
HEALTH STUDY EXAMINATIONS

This publication is the fourth morbidity report resulting from the Air Force Health Study
(AFHS), an epidemiologic investigation of the possible association between occupational
exposure to Herbicide Orange (and its dioxin contaminant) and adverse health experienced
by Air Force personnel who served in Operation Ranch Hand units in Vietnam from 1962 to

* 1971. A Comparison group was formed from Air Force veterans who flew or maintained
C-130 aircraft in Southeast Asia during the same time period. The 1982 Baseline
examination, summarized in the first report, was followed by additional studies in 1985 and
1987. Additional evalvations are planned for 1992, 1997, and 2002.

The 19 chapters of this report present conclusions drawn from statistical analyses :,f
approximately 300 health-related endpoints in 12 clinical areas: general health, malignancy,
neurology, psychology, gastrointestinal, dermatology, cardiovascular, hematology, renal,
endocrine, immunology, and pulmonary. The analyses focused on dioxin measurements in

i serum collected from 1,670 participants as part of the 1987 examination.

This report summarizes the first large-scale study of dose-response effects based on
an accurate measurement of current dioxin levels. This investigation is an important
enhancement of the AFHS and supplements previous AFHS reports, which focused on group
contrasts between exposed (Ranch Hand) and unexposed (Comparison) cohorts.

3 Three statistical models were used to evaluate associations between the health of
study participants and their serum dioxin levels:

I • Model 1: Estimated initial dioxin levels, using Ranch Hand participants only
- Model 2: Current serum dioxin levels and time since military service in Vietnam,

using Ranch Hand participants only
- Model 3: Categories of current dioxin levels, using both Ranch Hand and3 Comparison participants.

Analyses based on model I depend directly on first-order kinetics and a constant dioxin
decay rate, while those based on model 2 assume nothing about dioxin elimination other than
that Ranch Hands were exposed in Vietnam and that their body burdens have, decreased in
an unspecified manner over time; All health data were analyzed using both of these models
to reduce the likelihood that an effect would be missed because of incorrect assumptions
regarding dioxin elimination. Models 1 and 2 were implemented under two assumptions-
minimal and maximal. The minimal assumption included only Ranch Hands with current
dioxin levels above 10 parts per trillion (ppt) (n=521); the maximal assumption expanded the
analysis to inclthde all Ranch Hands with current dioxin levels above 5 ppt (n=742).

I
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In addition, model 3, using both Ranch Hands and Comparisons, assessed the health
consequences of current dioxin levels above background. This assessment required no
assumptions about when or how increased dioxin body burdens were attained.

Statistical analyses were often applied to clinical endpoints in continuous (Le., originsrl I
measurement) and discrete (i.e., measurements group,.d into categories based on abnormai
levels) forms. Analyses were also performed to account for the effects that demographic and
personal characteristics may have on the clinical measurements. Such analyses are termed
"adjusted analyses."

The general health assessment found that higher levels of body fat and the erythrocyte
sedimentation rate were significantly related to both the initial and current serum levels of
dioxin. The findings for body fat are consistent with the association between dioxin and

7 diabetes mellitus in the endocrine assessment and lipids in the gastrointestinal assessment
The sedimentation rate findings raise the possibility that a subtle, chrouic inflammatory i
response may be related to higher levels of dioxin exposure.

The malignancy assessment determined that serum dioxin levels were not significantly I
associated with the incidence of skin neoplasms, except for an increase of basal cell
carcinoma on sites other than the ear, face, head, or neck in Ranch Hand enlisted flyers.
However, these results may be the result of a multiple-testing artifact, because they were i
not noted for the enlisted groundcrew who, as a group, had higher levels of serum dioxin than
the enlisted flyers. Previous AFHS reports showed that the Ranch Hand group had a
significantly increased risk of basal cell carcinoma relative to the Comparison group; however, I
the skin neoplasm findings in this report did not support a positive dose-response
relationship. The serum dioxin analyses detected significantly increased risks of benign, but
not malignant, systemic neoplasms (approximately 75% of the benign neoplasms in Ranch
Hands and 70% in Comparisons were lipcmas). There was one verified case of non-
Hodgkin's lymphoma in a Ranch Hand at the 1987 examination.

The neurological analyses revealed no consistent evidcnce to indicate that dioxin was •
associated with neurological disease. The adjusted analyses for the verified neurological
disorders were not significant. Dioxin was found to be significantly associated with
coordination and a central nervous system index, but cranial nerve function and peripheral
nerve status were not associated with dioxin.

Higher serum dioxin levels were unrelated to verified psychological and reported sleep 1
disorders. Results of the two clinical psychological tests (the Symptom Check List-90-
Rtvised [SCL-90-R] and the Millon Clinical Mtldaxial Inventory [MCMI]) were
inconsistent Most of the adjusted results for the SCL-90-R variables were not significant.
Many of the adjusted MCMI results were significant, but substantial overlap and correlationbetween test scales of the MCMI limit the clinical importance of these statistical differences.

The serum dioxin levels showed no association with verified liver diseases. However,
the laboratory results showed a consistent pattern suggestive of a subclinical effect on lipid
metabolism, possibly related to the positive association between dioxin and body fat I
observed in the general health assessment. I
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Dermatologic endpoints were not consistently associated with dioxin concentrations.
* For Ranch Hands with a later tour of duty in Vietnam (time since tour_18.6 years), there

were significant or marginally significant positive associations between current levels of
dioxin and post-Southeast Asia acne and several of the other icne-related physical

* Iexamination variables. However, the corresponding adjusted relative risks for Ranch Hands
*s with an early tour (time since tour>18.6 years) were not significant or were significantly less

"than 1.

S I The cardiovascular findings offered no consistent evidence of an adverse dioxin effect
among nondiabetics. There was a signifiltantly increased risk of essential hypertension for
Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category (>33.3 ppt) relative to Comparisons in the
background category (.10 ppt) when the effect of body fat was not considered. By contrast,
the analyses of verified heart disease (excluding essential hypertension) found that the
adjusted relative risk was significantly less than 1 for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin
category. The analyses of systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure in their
continuous forms found that the adjusted mean level for both variables was significantly

i higher for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category relative to Comparisons in the
background category when the effect of body fat was not considered. However, the
corresponding analyses of the percentage of participants with abnormally high systolic or
diastolic blood pressures did not show an association with dioxin. The assessment of
peripheral vascalar function found significant associations between dioxin and decreases in
the peripheral pulses.

The hematologic results revealed no evidence that overt hematopoictic toxicity was
related to dioxin exposure. The white blood cell count revealed statistically significant
associations consistent with a positive dose-response effect in all three models; consistently
significant results were not found for the other variables. A significant increased risk of an
elevated platelet count was found for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category relative
to the Comparisons in the background category. These findings suggest the presence of a
low-level, chronic inflammatory response related to higher levels of dioxin exposure.

The analyses did not indicate any relationship between renal health and dioxin. Under
the maximal assumption (but not the minimal), the initial dioxin analyses found a significantly
increased risk of urinary occult blood cells, but results were not significant for the other
models. Statistically significant results were not noted for the other variables.

U The endocrine assessment established a strong positive association between glucose
intolerance and dioxin, but concluding that dioxin directly causes diabetes would be
premature. The initial and current levels of serum dioxin both were associated significantly
with an increased incidence of diabetes. Significant positive associations also were noted for
the analyses of fasting glucose and 2-hour postprandial glucose. These findings may be

* related to the association between dioxin and body fat observed in the general health
*I assessment. The basis of these relationships will be investigated during subsequent phases

of this study.

I Assessment of testicular size as evaluated at the physical examination revealed
significant positive associations in all three models between serum dioxin and decreased
size. The serum dioxin analyses did not reveal a significant association with abnormally low
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levels of serum testosterone, but the analyses found a significant negative correlation with
testosterone when the effect of body fat was not considered. The clinical meaning of these
findings is unclear. The results for thyroid stimulating hormone and T3 % uptake treated as
continuous variables were consistent-with subclinical decreases in thyroid function related to
dioxin exposure. However, the corresponding analyses on the percentage of participants with
abnormally high levels for these variables did not show an association with dioxin.

The immunologic assessment did not find any clinically significant alterations related to
the current or initial levels of serum dioxin. An evaluation of immunoglobulins found a
significant association between initial dioxin level and increased IgA levels, consistent with a
subtle inflammatory response. The analyses of the other immunoglobulins (IgG and IgM) did 3
not indicate the presence of any dioxin-related effects. Analyses for the other laboratory
variables revealed several statistically significant findings, but they either were internally
inconsistent or were not in a direction expected in an impaired immune system. Serum dioxin
was not significantly associated with delayed hypersensitivity skin-test response. The I
previous report of the 1987 examination data had showed mat significantly more Ranch
Hands had possibly abnormal skin-test reactions than Comparisons. These new analyses
suggest that the previously noted group difference may not be related to dioxin.

Analyses of the pulmonary disease history found no evidence of a dioxin relationship for
the five respiratory illnesses studied. However, based on physical examination results, the
risk of thorax and lung abnormalities for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category was
significantly increased relative to Comparisons in the background category. Abnormal
spirometric measurements were often significantly associated with dioxin levels, but the
differences in the mean levels between high- and low-exposed participants were not
clinically important. These findings may be related to the association between dioxit. and
body fat noted in the general health assessment because obesity is known to cause a I
reduction in vital capacity. These relationships will be investigated during subsequent
phases of the study.

Extrapolation of the serum dioxin results to the general population of groind troops who
served in Vietnam is difficult because Ranch Hand and ground troop exposure situations were
quite different. Based on serum dioxin testing results done by others, nearly all grour []
troops tested currently have levels of dioxin similar to background levels. Even the ground
troops who served in herbicide-sprayed areas of Vietnam had current levels indistinguishable
from those of men who never left the United States. The AFHS subgroup most like the
ground troops in terms of current dioxin levels is those Ranch Hands who currently have
background levels of dioxin (designated as the "unknown" category in the model 3
analyses). Therefore, if the results of the AFIS are applied to the general population of
Vietnam veterans, the focus should be on the Lt:known Ranch Hand versus background I
Comaparison contrasts. However, extrapolating the results of these analyses to Vietnam
veterans should still be made cautiously. in general, the adjusted model 3 analyses found
that Panch Hands in th-. unknown category did not show a significant health detriment 1
relative to Comparisons in the background category.

Small but significant mean differences in a continuously measured health variable when I
there are no corresponding differences in the percentage of abnormal tests are difficult to
assess in any study. For examp!e, in the discrete analysis of serum testosterone, abnormally
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low levels were not significantly associated with dioxin. However, the adjusted continuous
anazysis found a significant negative association between dioxin and testosterone when the
effect of body fat was not considered. The continuous and discrete analyses of systolic and
di•,stolic blood pressure also exhibited conflicting results. Observations such as these could
represent an early subclinical effect, or they could be the result of a multiple testing artifact.
Significant trends in the mean with increasing levels of dioxin are interpreted as a dioxin-
related effect if a corresponding trend is seen in the proportion above or below the normal
range. These observations emphasize the importance of continued evaluation of a broad
spectrum of health endpoints in the subsequent physical examination phases of the AFHS.

The -serum dioxin analyses in this report detected significant associations with lipid-
related health indices. In particular, diabetes and body fat were associated positively with
dioxin. Cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), cholesterol-HDL ratio, and 2-hour
postprandial glucose also were associated significantly with dioxin. Erythrocyte
sedimentation rate, white blood cell count, platelet count, and IgA were positively associated
with dioxin, suggesting the presence of a chronic dose-related inflammatory response. Other
variables, such as the spirometric indices in the pulmonary assessment and benign systemic
neoplasms in the malignancy assessment showed significant associations with dioxin that
may be related to body fat (approximately 75% of the benign neoplasms in Ranch Hands and
70% in Comparisons were lipomas). These finidings and their possible relationship to dioxin
elimination will be explored in future examination cycies. The serum dioxin analyses also
revealed a significant positive association between divxin and decreased testicular size, but
the importance of this finding is unclear (fertility and other reproductive outcomes will be
assessed in a separate report). Results for other variables revealed no consistent pattern,
within or across clinical areas, indicative of a health detriment due to dioxin exposure.

* In summary, many of the findings in this report reveal a consistent relationship between
dioxin and body fat. Two hypctheses may explain the observed relationships. In one, dioxin
could cause an increase in body fat, or the level of body fat could influence the dioxin decay
rate, which in turn alters physiologic outcomes, such as blood pressure, serum lipid
alterations, and blood sugar levels. An alternative hypothesis involves dioxin as a direct
cause of two or more of the observed endpoints, including body fat. Whether dioxin causes
these observed effects directly or is a sxep in an extended causal pathway cannot be
determined from these data. Additional analyses following the physical examination
scheduled for 1992 may help resolve this question.

i
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

I AIR FORCE HEALTH STUDY
The Air Force Health Study (AFHS) is an epidemiologic investigation to determine

whether occupational exposure to Herbicide Orange in a group of U.S. Air Force personnel is
associated % ith adverse health effects. During the Vietnam conflict, Herbicide Orange was
the primary herbicide used in a military operation, code-named Operation Ranch Hand, which
disseminated the herbicide through aerial spraying for purposes of defoliation and crop
destruction.

As documented in prespecified analytical plans and predecessor reports, the AFHS is
based on a cohort design in a nonconcurrent prospective setting. The study design consisted
of a baseline morbidity assessment that is to be complemented by five followup morbidity
evaluations over a 20-year period. The baseline morbidity evaluation, conducted in 1982,
was performed by the Air Force. Followup evaluations were conducted in 1985 and 1987.
The 1985 and 1987 evaluations (also known as the third- and fifth-year sr'-lies,
respectively) were performed, under contract to the Air Force, by Science Applications

S I International Corporation (SAIC), in conjunction with Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation
* (SCRF) and the National Opinion Research Center (NORC). Future evaluations are planned

for 1992, 1997, and 2002 (i.e., the 10-year, 15-year, and 20-year followup studies,
* respectively).

For the Baseline and the 1985 and 1987 studies, the major focus of the analyses was to
compare the health status of the Ranch Hands (i.e., :he exposed cohort) with that of the
Comparisons (i.e., the unexposed cohort). An ancillary analysis used an approximate
estimate of exposure (low, medium, and high) that was constructed for each Ranch Hand
using historical military record information with herbicide procurement and usage records.
For the most part, the constructed exposure index failed to display consistent and/or
meaningful dose-response relationships.

I During the conduct of the 1987 physical examination, the Air Force initiated a
collaborative study with the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to measure dioxin levels in
the serum of Ranch Hands and Comparisons. The purpose of this report is to perform a
thorough statistical evaluation to assess dose-response relationships between various
measures of dioxin and approximately 300 health-related endpoints in 12 clinical areas. The

* statistical analyses associated with the serum data wil' evaluate the association between a
specified health endpoint and dioxin among the Ranch Hands, as well as contrast the health
of various categories of Ranch Hands having differing serum dioxin levels with the health of
Comparisons having background levels of dioxin in their blood. The analysis of dose-
response relationships based on serum assays provides an important enhancement over the
previous AFHS investigations. This research is the first large-scale study of dose-response
effects based on an accurate measurement of current dioxin. The results of this study
supplement the findings of previous AFHS reports, which have focused on group contrasts
between exposed and unexposed cohorts, rather than on the dose-response relationships in
this report.I
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Of the 995 Ranch Hands who were fully compliant to the 1987 physical examination, 932
had serum specimens analyzed by CDC; 64 of these 932 specimens were rported by CDC as
not quantifiable by the analytical method. Two of the 932 participants provided blood but
were not part of the 1987 examination. The Ranch Hand participants used for the statistical
analyses of the serum data excluded the 66 Ranch Hands specified above. Thus, the serum
"levels of the remaining 866 Ranch Hands were candidates for evaluating the association
"between health status and level of dioxin. Current dioxin levels exceeded 5 ppt for 742 of the
Ranch Hands, and exceeded 10 ppt for 521 Ranch Hands. These two Ranch Hand groups are
the maximal and minimal cohorts, described later in this chapter.

Of the 1,299 Comparisons who completed the 1987 physical examination, 1,198 had
serum specimens analyzed by CDC. Dioxin assay information on a randomly selected subset
of 888 Comparisons was received from CDC by January 1990, at which time statistical
analyses involving Comparison data began. Eighty-three of the 887 Comparisons who
completed the physical examination had a current dioxin level reported by CDC as not
quantifiable. Therefore, 804 Comparisons were candidates for use in the statistical analyses.

An additional 314 Comparison dioxin assay results were subsequendy received. Of
these results, 311 were based on Comparisons who had completed the physical examinaItion,
and 3 were reanalyses of specimens of 3 Comparisons who completed the examination but
whose dioxin result was indeterminant.

Chapter 2, Dioxin Assay, contains a more complete discussion of the dioxin assay, the
888 and the subsequently received 314 Comparison assay results.

Questionnaire Methodology
One source of information used in the statistical analyses for the AFHS was the

participant questionnaire. For the 1982 Baseline study, the questionnaire was administered
at the participant's home. The questionnaires of the 1985 and 1987 followup cycles were
administered at the physical examination site. New participants or participants who refused I
to take part in the 1982 and 1985 examinations had the option of responding to the Baseline
questionnaire either at their residence or at the physical examination site. The instruments
provided baseline or updated information on such items as: demographic characteristics, I
education, occupation, medical history, study compliance, toxci, exposures, reproductive
experience, personality type, sleep disorders, and risk factors fcr skin cancer. For a detailed
discussion of the development, expansion, and implementation of the questionnaire (i.e., 1
interviewer training, scheduling of participants, data collection, and data processing), thereader is referred to Chapter 3, Questionnaire Methodology, AFHS 1987 examination (1).

Physical Examination Methodology
Another major source of information for the analyses in the AFHS resulted from the

various health evaluations performed at SCRF in 1987. The evaluations consisted of the i
following major elements:

"* Review-of-systems questionnaire

"* Psychological testing
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* Physical examination

I Laboratory testing
• Specialized testing (e.g., phlebotomy for measurement of serum dioxin)

3 1* Psychological and medical outbriefings.

* The logistical efforts involved in contacting, transporting, and examining the study
participants for the 1987 phase of the AFFHS are described in Chapter 4, Physical
Examination Methodology, of the AFHS 1987 examination report (I).

During the clinical examinations, data were collected in the laboratory and by a general
and two subspecialty (dermatological and neurological) examinations. In the clinical
laboratory, cutpoints between normal and abnormal measurements are in most cases well
defined. In the physical examinations that were conducted by multiple examiners, however,
some subjective variation in data collection would be anticipated. By adhering to a strict
examination protocol and by blinding the examiners to the exposure status of all participants,
a group bias was avoided.

The format of the physical examination was designed to address the wide range of body
organ systems suggested by the scientific literature on both human and animal studies, the
spectrum of health problems reported by Vietnam Veterans listed in the Agent Orange
Repository of the Department of Veterans Affairs, and concerns expressed in the press. The

1 examiners were kept strictly unaware of the exposure status of each participant and were
required to conduct their examinations in a standardized and consistent manner. Each
participant was provided with all of his examination results by a specialist in internal
Smedicine and a clinical psychologist. Whenever a condition requiring prompt medical followup
or further evaluation was identified by one of these debriefers, arrangements and
appointments were made with a referral physician before the participant departed from the
clinic. In this manner, continuing treatment of important medical conditions was not
overlooked.

3 Quality Control
Throughout the 1987 examination, a rumber of steps were taken to maintain stringent

quality control (QC) and quality review standards. In general, quality assurance (QA)
activities were defined and implemented in the areas of administrative QA; questionnaire,
physical, and psychological examination QC; laboratory QC measures; data management QC;
and statistical QC. Chapter 6, Quality Control, of the AFHS report on the 1987 examination3 contains detailed descriptions of these quality control efforts (1).

Administrative Quality Control3 For the 1985 and 1987 examinations, and the associated serum dioxin analyses
presented in this report, an internal Quality Review Committee (QRC) was convened by the
prime contractor. QRC members provided independent reviews and comments on draft report
materials submitted to the Air Force. The QRC also provided advice on issues that might
affect study quality.

I
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Questionnaire, Physical, and Psychological Quality Control
For administration of the 1987. questionnaires, interviewers were provided specific

training and detailed instructions by NORC on conducting the interviews. In addition,
schedulers were trained to perform initial contacts with individuals to invite them to
participate in the 1987,examination cycle. Conversion specialists were used to contact
refusals or to id'.ntify replacements for unwilling Comparisons. Site supervisors monitored a
sample of interviews from each interviewer. If necessary, immediate onsite retraining was
provided for interviewers to ensure proper administration of the questionnaire. A rigorous
review process for monitoring the completeness and quality of responses to the questionnaire I
items was followed.

After the questionnaires were reviewed for completeness and data validity, the
questionnaire and physical examination records were provided to the Air Force for medical
coding of the reported information. Once the medical coding was completed, the questionnaire
information was provided to NORC for data processing. Various edit and data verification
procedures were performed and discrepancies were resclved on a case-by-case basis. All
corrections were documented and entered into the data base. QA reports were generated
monthly and the review process was continued until no errors or discrepancies were found.

The physical examination provided most of the health status information used for clinical
and statistical evaluation. Hence, a number of steps were taken to guarantee the quality and 1
completeness of the information generated during the physical examination. The steps
included a stringent selection process for all personnel directly involved with the study
participants; a complete pretest of the physical examination, interview, psychological test,
and laboratory test procedures before the start of the study; refresher training for diagnostic
procedures (e.g., to diagnose chloracne); weekly review of participant critique forms; timely
review, and revision if necessary, of items reported on the physical examination forms; anddaily monitoring of clinical examination activities by the onsite Air Force monitor and theSCRF Medical Project Director.

Clinical Laboratory and Immunology Laborctory Quality Control I
Multiple actions were implemented in the area of QC for the clinical laboratory. An

integrated medical laboratory management information system was used to provide direct
device to data base interfaces for automated testing equipment; stringent calibration
standards were maintained for all automated equipment; control samples were used to
monitor test quality; formal analysis and review of QC data was performed on a weekly
basis; and CUSUM and FIR CUSUM techniques were used to detect calibration problems. A U
stringent QC procedure was also implemented in the cellular immunology component of the
AFHS to address problems in a!;say performance, reagent validity, data analysis, and results
reporting. Chapter 6 of the 1987 examination report provides an indepth discussion of the I
clinical and immunologic QC procedures (I).

Data Management Quality Control i
The QC program for the data management activity consisted of multiple checks at all

steps of the examination, data collection, and data processing cycle. Data QC procedures for
data collection, conversion, and integration were developed before the clinical examinations

I
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began. Pretesting of forms, procedures, and logistical arrangements was conducted 3 weeks
before the examinations actually began.

Five interwoven layers of QC were instituted to ensure data integrity: dam processing
system design; design and administration of all exams or questionnaires; data completeness
checks; dam validation techniques; and quality control medical records coding.

I Statistical Analysis Quality Control
QC was exercised in the following areas addressing the statistical analysis:

* construction of data bases for the statistical analysis of each clinical chapter, the statistical
analysis, and the preparation of the clinical chapters containing the results of the statistical
analyses. Each clinical area data base was examined for extreme and improbable values.
Discrepancies were resolved through contact with the organization responsible for the data
item of interest (e.g., SCRF or NORC). Technical issues related to statistical analysis were
discussed, and resolved through frequent telephone and/or written communications between
the SAIC statisticians and the Air Force principal investigators. The content of the report
was verified for accuracy and validity among the reported text and tables, and for consistency
with the output results generated by the statistical software.

Statistical Mode!s
The serum dioxin measurements were used in three different ways to assess the

relationships between current health status and dioxin. Within a specified clinical area, the
I results of three analyses performed for eact dependent variable were described under

sections titled:

I • Model 1: Ranch Hands - Log2 (Initial Dioxin)

- Model 2: Ranch Hands - Log2 (Current Dioxin) and Time

i • Model 3: Ranch Hands and Comparisons by Current Dioxin Category.

Models I and 2 usd serum dioxin values for only the Ranch Hands. For model 1, the
dependent variable for each Ranch Hand was regressed on an initial dioxin level. The initial
dioxin value was estimated retrospectively from a first-order pharmacok.netic half-life model
using the measured current dioxin, the estimated haif-life of 7.1 years (2) and time since the
end of each Ranch Hand's tour of duty in Vietnam. For model 2, regression relationships
were developed between the dcpendent variable for each Ranch Hand and the measured
current dioxin level and time since the end of the tour in Vietnam. The latter model was
implemented as an alternative to model 1 which was based on assuming a particular half-life
model. Both of these models were implemented with and without adjustment for covariate
information. While the overall analysis in model 2 specifically assesses the effect of
differences between time strata, a current dioxin effect can be seen in the time stratified
portions of the analyses as well.

I Models I and 2 weri also applied under two assumptions concerning exposure:: the
minimal assumption and the maximal assumption. Under the minimal assumption, the
analyses are based on those Ranch Hands with current dioxin levels above 10 ppt. The basis
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for the minimal assumption is that Ranch Hands currently having dioxin levels at or below 10
ppt are assumed not to have been exposed to dioxin during their Ranch Hand tour. Under the
maximal assumption, the analyses are based on Ranch Hands with current dioxin levels I
above 5 ppt. The maximal assumption presumes that Ranch Hands with levels between 5
ppt and 10 ppt were only exposed to such an extent that their body burden of dioxin has just
recently decayed to levels equivalent to normal background. Ranch Hands with current dioxin
levels at or below 5 ppt were excluded from the analyses because of concerns raised by the
CDC regarding the validity of the half-life model to extrapolate initial dioxin levels using such
low dioxin levels. The minimal assumption is an attempt to focus the analyses on Ranch
Hands who are more likely to have been exposed during their tour. The maximal assumption
focuses on those participants known to be part of Operation Ranch Hand but the analyses
may include some participants who possibly may not have been exposed to dioxin during their I
tous. Each assumption defines the size of the Ranch Hand groups being analyzed. The use
of the terms "minimal" and "maximal" should not be interpreted as identifying those
participants with a particular level or magnitude of dioxin exposure.

The analyses identified under model 3 compare the health of Ranch Hands with current
dioxin values categorized as unknown (current dioxin at or below 10 ppt), low (current dioxin 3
above 15 ppt but not above 33.3 ppt), and high (current dioxin above 33.3 ppt) with
Comparisons having background levels (current dioxin at or below 10 ppt). "Unknown" is
used as a description for Ranch Hands with current serum dioxin levels at background. Ranch
Hands with current dioxin levels at or below 10 ppt were placed in a separate category (i.e.,
unknown) because the exposure resulting from their Vietnam tour could not be differentiated
from background levels. Separating the unknown and low exposure categories by 5 ppt
reduces concerns about the assignment of a Ranch Hand to either of the categories when the I
current level is very near a defined cutpoint. To remove any doubt about possible exposure in
the Comparison group, any Comparisons having a current dioxin level above 10 ppt were
excluded. Eighteen Comparisons had a current dioxin level above 10 ppt. Chapter 3
graphically displays distributions of serum levels for Ranch Hands and Comparisons.

Organization of the Report U
This report is organized as follows:

- Chapter I (Introduction) provides surnmary background information on AFHS and the K
serum dioxin analysis; and discusses specific technical items/issues that may affect
the results of the different clinical area assessments.

* Chapter 2 (Dioxin Assay) describes the blood draw procedure used to determine the
serum dioxin measurements; the analytical method used to determine the dioxin level
from the serum; and QC procedures associated with the serum dioxin data.

- Chapter 3 (Relationship of Estimates of Dioxin and Exposure Index) provides a
comparison of the constructed exposure index used in previous re.ports to the
estimates of dioxin body burden used in this report.

- Chapter 4 (Statistical Methods) documents the statistical methods used in the
individual clinicai area assessments; and the statistical procedures and results of the
half-life analyses performed by the Air Force.

I
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"" Chapter 5 (Covariate Associations) examines the associations between dioxin and
the individual covariates used in the different clinical assessments.

" Chapters 6 through 17 present the results and medical discussion for each clinical
area from the statistical analyscls of the dependent variables using the three models
described earlier in this chapter. Each chapter contains a brief overview of pertinent
scientific literature. More detailed summaries can be found in the report of the 1987
examination (1).

" Chapter 18 (Conclusions) summarizes the findings and medical discussion of the
statistical analyses performed for each of the 12 clinical areas.

e Chapter 19 (Future Directions) summarizes the anticipated future activities, and
possible modifications to the existing instruments and methodologies used to
investigate the association between health status and dioxin exposure.

INTERPRETIVE CONSIDERATIONS
When interpreting the data presented in this report, careful consideration must be given

to bias, interactions, consistency, multiple testing, dose-response patterns, trends, power
limitations, strength of association, and biological credibility. Problems in evaluating negative
results, extrapolating to other populations, and summarizing results also should be
considered.

Bias
With the introduction of the dioxin assay as the measure of exposure, important sources

of bias are reduced to violations of the underlying assumptions of the three models upon
which all analyses in this report are based. Closely associated with violation of assumptions
is the possibility that an important covariate may have been overlooked.

Biased results will be p-oduced if the assumptions underlying any of the three statistical
models are violated. Of the three models, model I (see Chapter 4, Statistical Methods) is
the most vulnerable to this kind of bias, since it depends directly on two unvalidated
assumptions: (a) that dioxin elimination is by first-order pharmacokinetics and (b) that all
Ranch Hands have the same dioxin half-life (7.1 years). If dioxin elimination is first-order,
but som•. Ranch Hands have a shorter half-life than others (as suggested by unpublished
analysis of paired dioxin measurements on 36 Ranch Hands, see Chapter 4, pages 4-9
through 4-12), then there would have been misclassification of initial dioxin exposure. If the
clinical endpoint is not associated with a factor (e.g., relative weight change) that affects the
elimination rate, then estimates of the odds ratio for common diseases assoc:ated with low
and high levels of initial dioxin will, in general, be biased toward unity. However, if the
clinical endpoint is associated with a factor that affects the elimination rate, then the odds
ratio will be biased away from unity.

The validity of the constant half-life assumption cannot be assessed until the half-life
study is expanded to all 500 Ranch Hands with current levels above background (above 10
ppt). Paired dioxin measurements on each of these 500 Ranch Hands, one deri.,:d from
frozen serum samples collected in 1982 and the other from serum collected in 1987, will
permit investigation of half-life variability with changes in weight, percent body fat, and
disease since exposure. Assessment of the first-order elimination assumption will be based
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on up to five dioxin measurements collected serially on each of 20 males who were exposed
during a factory explosion near Seveso, Italy (3). The additidnal Air Force and Seveso data
will be available in 1991.

Estimates of health effects derived from model 2 also could be biased if, for example,
some Ranch Hands were fast dioxin eliminators (have a short dioxin half-life) and some were
slow eliminators (have a long half-life). If this phenomenon was associated with a covariate
(e.g., relative weight change between 1982 and 1987), lack of adjustment for this covariate
would bias estimates of the slope or relative risk toward the null values (slope=0 and relative
risk=1). Further investigation of this possibility will occur during the expanded half-life
study, which is scheduled to begin in early 1991. A similar concern arises regarding
estimates of effect derived from model 3. If, for example, a health effect was expressed many
years after exposure, such an effect would probably be apparent in contrasts in disease rates
betweei the background group and Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category with the
earliest tours of duty. The categorized current dioxin analyses were not adjusted for time I
since tour, however. Hence, it might not be possible to detect such an effect with that model
because time since tour was not used for adjustment. This shortcoming is partially overcome
by analyses based on model 2, which are adjusted for time since tour and the interaction
between current dioxin and time.

Information bias, represented by overreporting disease symptoms, was precluded by
verifying all diseases and conditions with medical records. It is possible that Ranch Hand
conditions may be more verifiable because they may have been se-n by physicians more often
than Comparisons; this would be revealed by group differences in the quantity and content of
medical records. Because currently there is no way to quantify these aspects, this potential
source of bias remains unexplored. This source, however, if it exists, would affect only
estimates of health effects derived from model 3 because Comparison data were not used in
the model I and model 2 analyses. Information bias due to errors in the data introduced
through data entry or machine error is negligible. All labora:ory results were subject to strict
quality control procedures. Medical coding data were verified completely by medical record
review.

Adjustments for Covariates and Interactions
In previous reports, the focus was on overall group contrasts between all Ranch Hands I

and all Comparisons, which took advantage of the matched design. In those analyses, the
matching variables age, race, .and occupation were eliminated effectively as confounders. The
present dioxin analyses within Ranch Hands and the categorized current dioxin analyses I
within Ranch Hands and Comparisons are not benefited by the matched design. Military
occupation is a strong confounder because it is highly correlated with current dioxin levels in
Ranch hlands and is related to some health variables through socioeconomic differences I
between officers and enlisted personnel. Education is highly associated with military occupa-
tios and certain psychometric results.

In additior, some covariates (e.g., percent body fat) may themselves be associated with
current dioxin level and, perhaps, through their relationship with dioxin, may be related to the
dependent health variable. In this situation, analyses of covariance adjusted for such a
covariate are not valid, since the assumed independence of the "treatment" (current or initial
dioxin) and the covariate is not met (4). There is no recourse but to analyze the data with
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and without adjustment for the covariate; both analyses potentially are biased. Thus,
unadjusted analyses must be viewed with caution and circumspection. Because some
covariates may act in an intervening manner relating the "treatment" to the dependent
variable, some adjusted analyses of covariance are themselves subject to bias. Bias intro-
duced by intervening covariates is unavoidable in an observational .stdy.

The adjusted models assessed the statistical significance of interactions between dioxin
and the covariates to determine whether the relationship between dioxin and the dependent
variable (health-related endpoint) differed across levels of the covariate. In many instances
the clinical importance of a statistically significant dioxin-by-covariate interaction is unknown
or uncertain. The clinical relevance of a statistically significant interaction would be
strengthened if the same interaction persisted among related endpoints. It is recognized that
due to the large number of dioxin-by-covariate interactions that were examined for
approximately 300 variables, some of the dioxin-by-covariate interactions judged significant
at the 0.05 level might be spurious (i.e., chance occurrences not of biological or clinical
relevance). This should be considered when significant dioxin-by-covariate interactions are
interpreted. It is important that the size of the p-value associated with each dioxin-by-
covariate interaction be weighed carefully. For this reason models without the dioxin-by-
covariate interaction ,vere implemented to address the possibility that some interactions may
arise from multiple testing (see Chapter 4).

Consistency
Ideally, an adverse health effect in Ranch Hands attributable to herbicide or dioxin

would be revealed by internally and externally consistent findings. An internally consisten
finding does not contradict prior information, other findings, or medical knowledge. An
externally consistent finding has been established either previously in theory or empirically
as related to exposure.

The findings of positive trends of increasing abnormalities with incteasing levels of
current dioxin with regard to lipids, percent body fat, and diabetes are internally consistent.
The observed associations between dioxin and Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory scale
scores appear inconsistent and isolated. They are not consistent between themselves or
with known patterns of psychological disorder.

Multiple Testing
Numerous dependent variables were considered because of the lack of a predefined

medical endpoint. Each dependent variable was analyzed in many different ways to
accommodate covariate information and different statistical models. In the hypothetical case
when Ranch Hand physical health is not related to dioxin, about 5 percent of the many
statistical tests of hypotheses (dioxin effects and dioxin-by-covanate interactions) shown in
this report should be expected to detect an association between dioxin and her I,', in Ranch
Hands (p-values<0.05). Observing significant results due to multiple testing, even when
there is no relationship between dioxin and health, is known as the multiple-testing artifact
and is common in large studies. Unfortunately, there is no statistical procedure available to
distinguish between those statistically significant results that arise due to the multiple
testing artifact and those that may be due to a bona fide dioxin effrct. Instead, in order to
weigh and interpret the findings, the authors have considered the strength of the association,
consistency, dose-response patterns, and biologic credibility.
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Trends

Assessing consistent and meaningful trends is essential when interpreting any large
study with multiple endpoints, clinical areas, and covariates. However, caution must be used
when assessing trends. Increased numbers of abnormalities or means with increased dioxin
levels across medically related variables within a clinical area might indicate a dioxin effect.
In this case, it is important to note that there is a moderate-to-strong correlation between I
some endpoints. Hence, the strength of the trends also must be considered when assessing
the suspected association.

Power Limitations
The fixed size of the Ranch Hand cohort limits the ability of this study to detect a dioxin

association. This limitation is most obvious concerning specific types of cancer, such as soft I
tissue sarcoma and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, which are so uncommon that fewer than two
cases are expected in this study, indicating that this study has virtually no statistical power
to detect low-to-moderate associations (relative risks less than 5) with dioxin. On the other l
hand, these sample sizes are sufficient to detect very small mean shifts in the continuously
distributed variables (see Chapter 4). For example, with regard to IgO, this study has
approximately 90 percent power to detect a mean shift of 1 percent. The detection of I
significant mean shifts without a corresponding indication of increased Ranch Hand
abnormalities or disease is considered to be of little importance or it may be an artifact of
multiple testing. This study has good power to detect relative risks of 2.0 or more with
respect to diseases, such as heart disease and basal cell carcinoma, occurring at prevalences
of at least 5 percent in unexposed populations.

In an attempt to overcome the lack of power to detect group differences for specific types
of systemic cancer, all types of systemic cancer were combined into a single variable. It is
still possible, however, that an increased risk could exist for a partcularly rare type of cancer,
allowing that increased risk to be missed in this study.

Strength of Association
Ideally, an adverse effect, if it exists, would be revealed by a strong association

between categorized current dioxin and a disease condition; that is, by a statistically
significant relative risk greater than 2.0 for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category
relative to the unexposed Comparisons (5). Statistically significant relative risks less than
2.0 are considered to be less important than larger risks because the relative risks less than
2.0 can easily arise due to unperceived bias or confounding. Relative risks greater than 5.0
are less subject to this concern. The numbers 2 and 5 are rules of thumb regarding analyses 1
of association between a dichotomous endpoint (disease, no disease) and dichotomized
exposure (exposed, unexposed). No such rules have been published regarding the analysis
of continuously distributed endpoints (such as cholesterol) versus continuously distributed I
exposure (such as initial or current dioxin in models 1 and 2).

Biological Credibility
The assessment of biological credibility requires consideration of the following question.

In biological terms, can it be understood how the exposure under study could produce the
effect of interest? While a lack of biological credibility or even a contradiction of biological |
knowledge can lead to the dismissal of a significant result, the failure to perceive a 1
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mechanism may reflect only ignorance of the state of nature. On the other hand, it is easy to
ascribe biological mechanisms that relate almost any exposure to almost any cancer. Thus,
while pertinent, the response to this question is not always convincing.

I Interpretation of Negative Results
A 1985 study (6) presents minima! .tarrple-size criteria for proof of safety and hazard in

studies of environmental and occupational exposures. The study was directed at rectifying
widespread misconcepticns about proof of safety in the medical and scientific establishments
and in other groups involved in public health and safety. Thus, a lack of significant results
relating dioxin to a particular disease only means that this study is unable to detect a
relationship between dioxin and health. This does not imply that a relationship does not
exist, but that, if it does exist, it was not detected. A lack of significant results does not
mean that dioxin is safe or that there is no relationship between dioxin and health, because
this study is not designed, nor was it intended, to establish safety. This study was designed
to determine whether a hazard existed for the exposed personnel and not whether dioxin was
"safe."

I Interpretation of the Coefficient of Determination
The coefficient of determination, R2 , measures the proportionate reduction of the total

variation in a continuously distributed health variable y associated with the set of
independent variables in a linear regression. A large value of R2 does not necessarily imply
that the fitted model is a useful one. Large values of R2 would occur, for example, if y is

I regressed on an independent variable with only two observed values. On the other hand,
very small values of R2 are generally seen in observational studies because little or no
control has been applied in the assignment of the values of the "treatment" (initial or current
dioxin) or the conditions under which the "treatment" has been applied. In this study, the
dioxin measurements were taken many years after exposure and are themselves subject to
measurement error. Thus, in most analyses, the values of R2 in this study are small.

I Clinical Interpretation of Discrete versus Continuous Data
Small but significant mean differences in a continuously measured health variable (e.g.,

systolic blood pressure) between exposed and unexposed groups when there are no
corresponding differences in the percentage of abnormal tests are difficult to assess in any
study. In this study, significant mean differences are sometimes observed without a
corresponding group difference in the proportion outside the normal range. Such contrasting
situations may be interpreted as spurious outcomes of no clinical consequence, or as a
subclinical dioxin effect. Significant trends in the mean with increasing levels of dioxin are
interpreted as a dioxin-related effect if a corresponding trend is seen in the proportion above
or below the normal range.

Minimal versus Maximal Results

The minimal and maximal assumptions for Ranch Hands having background dioxin
levels (510 ppt) were imposed to address th-: unknown exposure history of this subgroup.
There were 345 Ranch Hands in this "unknown" category. In the minimal analyses, all of
these were excluded from the data set. In the maximal analyses, only those with less than or
equal to 5 ppt (n=124) were excluded. The intent of these two analyses was to "trap" the
true dioxin versus health relationship between them. The results of the maximal analyses
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appear to be statistically significant more often than those of the minimal analyses. This
could be due to the larger sample size of the maximal cohort or it could be due to the
uncertainty of true exposure in Ranch Hands between 5 ppt and 10 ppt. There are no
additional data available at this time with which to resolve these two interpretations.

Graphics
The histograms, scatter plots, and graphical descriptions of interactions were included

as aids to interpretation. The graphics alone are not sufficient to assess the relationship
between dioxin and health. For example, a trend may be seen in a plot, but it could be
statistically nonsignificant because the number of abnormalities is small. On the other hand,
a statistically significant result can be clarified by the graphics, especially if the result
depends on a few data points that appear far from the main cluster. Such points are termed
"outliers" by statisticians. Outside of the initial quality control review activities, no
additional effort was made to identify statistically significant outliers in this report.

The Checkmark Pattern
In .many model 3 analyses, the "unknown" Ranch Hand group has the lowest

percentage of abnormalities; this phenomenon is termed "the checkmark pattern." These
patterns are interesting but are without explanation at this time. Some reanalyses were
accomplished with adjustment for military rank (officers, enlisted personnel), but the
checkmark pattern remained after adjustment. This effect will be a subject of continued focus
in futur. reports.

Extrapolation to Army Ground Troops
Extrapolation of the serum dioxin results to the general population of ground troops who

served in Vietnam is difficult because Ranch Hand and ground troop exposure situations were
quite different. Based on serum dioxin testing result! done by CDC (7) and others (8),
nearly all ground troops tested have current levels of dioxin similar to background levels.
Even ground troops who served in herbicide-sprayed areas of Vietnam had current levels
indistinguishable from levels in men who never left the United States (with means of 4.2 ppt
and 4.1 ppt, respectively). The AFHS subgroup most like the ground troops in terms of
current dioxin levels are Ranch Hands who currently have background levels of dioxin (10 ppt
or less-.-~dsignated as the "unknown" current dioxin category in the model 3 analyses).
Therefore, if the results of the AFHS are applied to the general population of Viemam
veterans, the focus should be on the unknown Ranch Hand versus background Comparison
contrast in & : model 3 analyses. However, extrapolating the results of these analyses to
Vietnam veterans should still be made cautiously. There may be demographic distinctions I
between the unknown group of Ranch Hands and other Vietnam veterans that may be related
to health. Also, if Ranch Hands in the unknown current dioxin category showed a significant
health detriment relative to Comparisons in the background category, but there was no
significant detriment for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category, the biological
plausibility of such an effect would be questionable because this would not indicate a dose-
response effect. In general, the adjusted model 3 analyses found ;hat Ranch Hands in the
unknown current dioxin category did not show a significant health detriment relative to I
Comparisons in the background current dioxin category. This was particularly true for the
variables that exhibited a significant high versus background contrast.
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I
Summary of Results

Many readers of this report will attempt to tally statistically significant results across
clinical areas and study cycles. A study of this scope with a multitude of endpoints and no
prescribed strength of association to declare an effect demands, and at the same time defies,
meaningful summary tabulation. Such summaries can be misleading because they ignore
correlations between the endpoints, correlations between study-cycle results, and the
nonquantifiable medical importance of each endpoint. In fact, many endpointa are redundant
(e.g., psychological scales and indices developed from combining multiple variables) so as not
to miss a dioxin effect and some (such as those arising from measures of pulmonary function)
were not suspected beforehand to be related to dioxin exposure.

In addition, such tabulations combine endpoints that medically are not comparable. For
example, a diminished sense of smell is of less medical importance than the presence of
malignant neoplasm. Statisticians have attempted to summarize multidimensional repeated
measures data with growih curve analyses. Such methods were not used in this study
because they apply to continuously distributed data only, do not account for medical
importance, and reduce the data too much.

Nevertheless, given the lack of adequate summary statistics, the tally of significant
results will occur. Such summaries can be misleading and must be interpreted carefully.

CONCLUSION
The interpretation of the AFHS requires careful consideration of po'ential biases,

interactions, consistency of results, the multiple-testing artifact, dose-response patterns,
trends, power limitations, strength of association, and biological credibility.
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CHAPTER 2

1 DIOXIN ASSAY

SAMPLE ACQUISITION
Blood for the serum dioxin assay was drawn on the morning of the second day of the

physical examination in 1987. Participants who volunteered to give blood for the dioxin assay
fasted after midnight (water was allowed). Blood was drawn from the participants with a 15-
gauge needle into a blood pack unit without anticoagulant. The blood pack units had been
tested previously by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and were found to be free of
dioxin contamination. Participants selected for the immunology studies had 250 ml of blood
drawn; all others had 350 ml of blood drawn. After drawing, the bags were clamped, labeled,
placed upright at room temperature, and allowed to clot for 7 hours. Appendix B-I contains
the Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation's (SCRF) procedure for the dioxin blood
collection and processing.

The unit bags were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 4500 RPM at a temperature of 4'C toI 10"C. The serum was then transferred to transfer packs (also dioxin-free) from the spun unit
bag by a plasma extractor. The transfer packs were spun for 15 minutes at 4500 RPM. The
serum was then placed into four Wheaton bottles: two 4-ounce bottles for the serum dioxin
analysis, a 5 ml bottle for the lipid profile, and a 10 ml bottle for reserve serum. Samples
were logged and stored at -20"C or less until shipment. Frozen samples, packed in dry ice in

-tstyrofoam boxes, were shipped twice weekly from SCRF, La Jolla, California, to Brooks Air
Force Base, Texas. At Brooks Air Force Base, inventory was taken and the specimens were
stored at -70'C until shipment to the CDC. All samples were coded so that the CDC was
blinded to the group statuz (Ranch Hand, Comparison) of each specimen.

I ANALYTICAL METHOD
-m The serum samples were analyzed for dioxin in analytical runs that consisted of a

method blank, three unknown samples, and a quality cont.rol pool sample (1, 2). Cholesterol
esters, triglycerides, and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol were dete'-nined in duplicate by
standard methods. Total phospholipids were determined in duplicate by modifying (3) the
Folch et al. procedure (4). Fresh cholesterol was determined in duplicate by an enzymatic
method (5). For each analysis, the results of the duplicate analyses were averaged and the
mean was used. These results were used to calculate the concentrations of (a) total lipids
using the summation method (6), (b) lcw-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and (c) very low-
density lipoprotein cholesterol (7).

EQ QUALITY CONTROL
Quality assurance was maintained with matrix-based materials that are well

characterized for dioxin concentration and isotope ratios to ensure that the analytical system
was in control. Quality control (QC) charts were maintained for each of these materials (five
serum pools). The concentration in the QC sample from each analytical run must be within 99
percent confidence limits established for the QC material (8. 9). The unlabeled and carbon-13
labeled internal standard isctope ratios must be within 95 percent confidence limits. All
analytical runs for the dioxin and lipid measurements were in control. No dioxin was detected

I
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TABLE 2-1.

Report Field Definition

Report
Field 3S.. .. V alue D efinition

G Good result
GML Good result, missing lipids
GND Good result, below limit of detection
GNQ Good result, below limit of quantitation
NR No result

I
in the blanks (on-column injection of 100 t-mtograms from a standard solution produces
detectable signals that are greater than three times the background noise).

DATA DELIVERED TO THE AIR FORCE BY THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE
CONTROL 3

The dioxin data used in this report were derived from a data base of results on 932
Ranch Hands and 888 Comparisons delivered by the CDC in January 1990. The CDC sent
data on whole-weight and lipid-weight dioxin concentrations to the Air Force together with
the total sample weight, weights of lipid fractions, total lipid weight, the detection limit, n
quantitation limit, and all associated QC information, including results from blank samples.
Table 2-1 defines a "report" field in the data base,

Some participants (150 Ranch Hands and 50 Comparisons) participated in a pilot dioxin
study in April 1987 (8). Four of these (three Ranch Hands and one Comparison) had a
missing dioxin result (report=NR), the rest had good results (report--G). The remaining 147Ranch Hands and 49 Comparisons were included in the dioxin data base from which the
analysis data set for this report was derived. Of these, 145 Ranch Hands and 48
Comparisons were also fully compliant to the 1987 physical examination. Forty-seven of the U
pilot study participants (43 Ranch Hands and 4 Comparisons) also had blood drawn for the
dioxin assay at the 1987 physical examination (May 1987 through March 1988). If a
participant was assayed during the pilot study but not at the 1987 physical examination, or if
he was assayed at the pilot study and at the 1987 physical examination, then his pilot study
assay was used.

Table 2-2 shows counts of study participants by group, report, and compliance to the
1987 physical examination.

I
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TABLE 2-2.

Sample Si7,es by Group, Report, and Compliance to the
1987 Physical Examination

I Ranch Hand Comarison

Fully Fully
Report Compliant Noncompliant Compliant Noncompliant

i G 858 2 761 1
GML 0 0 1 0
GND 8 0 43 0
GNQ 20 0 51 0
MR 44 0 31 0

Total 930 2 887 1I
Missing dioxin results (report=NR or GML) and nonquantitatable dioxin results

(report=GNQ) were excluded from analysis in this report. The resulting effective sample
sizes (866 Ranch Hands and 804 Comparisons) were determined by the condition that the
participants were fully compliant to the 1987 physical examination. Table 2-3 summarizes
this sample size reduction.

I TABLE 2-3.

Sample Sizes Used in This Report

i Ranch Hand Comparison

Fully compliant to 1987 physical
examination and assayed for dioxin 930 887

Report

Less GNQ (20) (51)
NR (44) (31)

GML (0) (1)

Total 866 804

i
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TABLE 2-4.

Dioxin Result Summary of 866 Ranch Hands and 804 Comparisons •

Ranch Hands Comparisops

Stratum n Median Range n Median Range I
Officer 319 7.8 0.42.6 291 4.7 0-18.5
Enlisted Flyer 148 18.1 0-195.5 127 4.0 0-12.8 I
Enlisted Groundcrew 399 24.0 0-617.8 386 4.0 0-54.8

Total 866 12.8 0-617.8 804 4.2 0-54.8

Table 2.4 summarizes, by military occupation and group, the dioxin results among the866 Ranch Hands and 804 Comparisons whose results were used in analyses of dioxinversus health in this report.

The 95th, 98th, and 99th percentiles of the Ranch Hand dioxin distribution were 110.8, .
168.0, and 211.0 ppt; the corresponding Comparison percentiles were 8.3, 10.2, and 14.2 ppt.

CDC subsequently provided 314 Comparison dioxin results after January 1990 (the 1
beginning date for statistical analyses involving Comparison data). Of these 314 dioxin
results, 253 had a report field value of G or GND, 24 had a report field value of GNQ, and 37
had a report field value of NR (no result). Of the 253 Comparisons, the median current dioxin
result was 4.1 ppt, the range of levels was between 0 ppt and 13.6 ppt, and the first and third
quartiles were 2.9 ppt and 5.8 ppt. The percentages of the 253 Comparisons and of the 804
Comparisons analyzed in this report, having Jevels less than 10 ppt, were 97.8 and 97.6, irespectively. A statistical contrast oi the dioxin distributions of these 253 and the 804Comparisons included in this report revealed no significant difference (p=0.15), as expected, 1

The phrase "serum dioxin" is used throughout this report and is defined as the serum
lipid-weight concentration of 2,3,7 ,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD). Its relationship
with dioxin concentrations in other compartments, such as adipose tissue, is a subject of I
continuing research. The lipid-weight dioxin measurement, also called "current dioxin body
burden" in this report, is a derived quantity calculated from the formula ppt = ppq-102.6/W,
where ppt is the lipid-weight concentration, ppq is the actual weight of dioxin in the sample in
femtograms, 102.6 corrects for the average density of serum, and W is the total lipid weight of I
the sample (9). The correlation between the serum lipid-weight concentration and adipose
tissue lipid-weight concentration of TCDD has been observed to be 0.98 in 50 persons from 3
Missouri (10). Using the same data, Patterson et al. calculated the partitioning ratio of dioxin
between adipose tissue and serum on a lipid-weight basis as 1.09 (95% C.I.: [0.97,1.211).
On the basis of these data, a one-to-one partitioning ratio of dioxin between lipids in adipose
tissue and the lipids in serum cannot be excluded. Measurements of dioxin in adipose tissuegencrally have been accepted as representing the body burden concentration of dioxin. The
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high correlation between serum dioxin levels and adipose tissue dioxin levels in their study
suggests that serum dioxin is also a valid measurement of dioxin body burden.
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CHAPTER 3

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EXPOSURE INDEX AND
DIOXIN BODY BURDENS IN RANCH HANDS

INTRODUCTION
An increased prevalence of adverse health effects at higher levels of exposure

represents the classic dose-response relationship sought in any study of environmental or
occupational exposure to potentially toxic substances. In previous Air Force Health Study
(AFHS) reports, the potential relationship between clixical endpoints and herbicide exposure
in Ranch Hands was assessed using a calculated estimate of TCDD exposure, hereafter
called the exposure index.

The exposure index was constructed solely from available historical data to measure the
potential exposure of a Ranch Hand to any of four 2,3,7,8-tet-achlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
(TCDD)-containing herbicides: Herbicides Orange, Purple, Pink, and Green (1). The index
was only an estimate of exposure, because the actual concentration of TCDD in the
herbicides varied with type and lot as well as with individual work habits and duties. The
calculation of the index was necessary because actual measures of dioxin exposure on
individuals during or just after their Southeast Asia tours were not feasible at that time.

Exposure Index Definition
The exposure index for a Ranch Ha-id was defined as the product of a TCDD weighting

factor and the gallons of TCDD herbicides sprayed during his tour diviled by the number of
Ranch Hands sharing his duties during his tour. The TCDD weighting factor reflected the

* estimated relative concentration of TCDD in the herbicides sprayed; these were 2 ppm in
Herbicide Orange, 33 ppm in Herbicide Purple, 66 ppm in Herbicide Pink, and 66 ppm in
Herbicide Green, as determined from archived samples (I). Bae.d ni irocurement records
and historical spray records, a combination of Herbicides Green, PiI.k., and Purple was
this combination during that period was 48 ppm. The "Herbs" tape and other data sources

(1) indicate that only Herbicide Orange was sprayed by Operation Ranch Hand after I July
1965. Normalizing to Herbicide Orange, the weighting factor was defined as 24 for a Ranch
Hand with a tour of duty before I July 1965 and as I for a Ranch Hand with a tour of duty after
1 July 1965.

A table showing gallons of TCDD-containing herbicide sprayed for each month of the
Ranch Hand operation was constructed using data derived from the Herbs tape,
Contemporary Historical Evaluation and Combat Reports, and quarterly operations reports.
Gallons of Herbicides Purple, Pink, and Green were conve.-ted to Herbicide Orange
equivalenms based on the TCDD weighting factor. Appendix B-2 contains this table.

I The tour dates and military occupation of each Ranch Hand were verified by review of
military records. The study design reduced the many occupational categor..s (specified by an
Air Force Specialty Code) to five: (I) officer-pilot, (2) officer-navigator, (3) officer-nonflying,
(4) enlisted flyer, and (5) enlisted groundcrew. After computing the index for each Ranch
Hand, he was placed in one of three exposure categories ("low," "medium," and "high")

3
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TABLE 3-1.

Exposure Index Categorization of 866 Fully Compliant i
Ranch Hands With TCDD Results I

Effective Herbicide
Exposure Orange Gallons Number of Ranch Hand
Index Corsponding to Participants in

Occupation Category Exposure Index Category Exposure Index Category

Officer Low <35,000 109 1
Medium 35,000-70,000 104
High >70,000 106 U

Enlisted Low <50,000 43
Flyer Medium 50,000-85,000 57

High >85,000 48

Enlisted Low <20,000 127
Groundcrew Medium 20,000-27,000 139

High >27,000 133

Total 866 3
according to the tertiles of the index in three occupational categories: officer, enlisted flyer,
and enlisted groundcrew. The office7 category consisted of officers who were pilots,
navigators, or nonflyers. Table 3-1 shows counts of the 866 Ranch Hands who subsequently
had serum levels determnbed and who were fully compliant to the 1987 examination according
to their assigned exposure index category. Nonflying officers were assigned an exposure I
index value of zero and were placed in the "low" category of exposure.

The index was not useful for assessing the exposure of any specific individual because it 3
did not account for variation in exposures due to work habits and duties. For example, it was
known that some Ranch Hand enlisted ground personnel primarily were occupied with
administrative duties and probably had little actual contact with herbicides. Other enlisted 3
Ranch Hands periodically greased an emergency dump valve inside the spray tank. To do
this, tx.e Ranch Hand had to enter the spray tank and apply the grease to a valve at the
bottom of the tank which contained at least 2 inches of herbicide.

In past reports, every clinical endpoint was evaluated for a dose-response effect versus
the calculated exposure index. Few significant trends were round. Those that were found
were not consistent with other findings or were medically implausible or both.

3
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The Dioxin Assay
The dioxin assay provides a direct measurement of current dioxin burden which,

together with assumptions regarding the decay process, provides an approximate measure of
TCDD exposure in Ranch Hands and Comparisons. The assay is preferred over the
calculated exposure index, because it is a direct rather than indirect measure of TCDD
exposure. Confidence in the assay as a measure of TCDD exposure is heightened by the
following: (a) Ranch Hand results are generally greater than those of the Comparisons, and
(b) Ranch Hand results are logically placed relative to those of industrially exposed
individuals and people exposed to TCDD in Seveso, Italy (2). Additionally, differences in
TCDD body burdens between the three occupational groups within the Ranch Hand group are
in accordance with recent information regarding the relative exposure of the occupational
cohorts gleaned from interviews of two Ranch Hand crew chiefs, administered before any
Ranch Hands were assayed for TCDD. Based on those interviews, it appears that Ranch
Hand groundcrew had more opportunity for cutaneous exposure than enlisted flyers or officers
and that enlisted flyers had more opportunity than officers for cutaneous exposure and
inhalation of herbicide spray. These aspects will be investigated during an analysis of a
questionnaire administered to all assayed Ranch Hand enlisted ground personnel before they
received their serum dioxin assay results. These men were asked whedter they entered the
spray tank to service "he dump valve and if so, how often. Other questions addressed daily
exposures reported by crew chiefs during in-person interviews at Brooks Air Force Base;.
Texas, in 1988.

The relative position of the Ranch Hand results in contrast to other study cohorts lends
credence to the assay as a measure of TCDD exposure. The Ranch Hand serum dioxin
results are less than those observed in people exposed in Seveso, Italy, and are greater than
those observed in U.S. Army ground troops and the Air Force Comparison cohort. Ranch
Hand dioxin results are also generally less than those observed in a National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health study of workers who produced trichlorophenol and its
derivatives (3).

The Exposure Index versus the Dioxin Assay
The relationship between the assay results and the exposure index provides an

indication of the extent to which Ranch Hands have been misclassified by the exposure index.
Figure 3- 1 shows a scatter plot of the extrapolated initial dioxin concentrations of the 742
Ranch Hands in the maximal cohort (having current dioxin greater than 5 ppt; see Chapter 4,
Statistical Methods) versus the continuously distributed exposure index. The extrapolated
initial dioxin concentration (1) was computed from the current dioxin level (C) and the time in
years between the end of the Vietnam tour and the dioxin bloc"- draw (T) with the formula I =
C.2P, where P = T /7.1.

Both distributions are highly skewed, hence the concentration of observations near the
origin. Figure 3-2 shows the bivariate scatter plot of the logarithms of these quantities. The
logarithms are taken to the base 2 and I was added to the exposure index prior to taking the
logarithm.

The corresponding scatter plots of current dioxin versus the exposure index and the,
logarithms of these quantities in all 866 Ranch Hands fully compliant to the 1987 examination
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having a dioxin result are shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. Figures 3-5 through 3-7 show the
logarithmic scatter plots within each of the three occupational strata (officer, enlisted flyer,
enlisted groundcrew). One ppt was added to each current dioxin concentration value before I
taking the logarithm.

The relationship between the assay result and the exposure index is weak in view of I
these scatter plots; the same situation holds within each of the three occupational categories,
as evident from the plots. Using only nonzero dioxin and exposure index values, Table 3-2
presents correlations between the logarithm of the dioxin results and the logarithm of theexposure index.

Because the categorized exposure index, rather than the continuously distributed index I
shown in the plots, was used in the assessment of exposure trends in prior reports, the
relationship between this categorized index and categories of current dioxin is also of
interest. Table 3-3 shows a cross-tabulation of Ranch Hands using the prior exposure index Iversus current dioxin levels. The curpoints for the low, medium, and high current dioxin levehl

TABLE 3-2. I
Correlations Between Log (Current Dioxin) and Log (Exposure Index) in

Ranch Hands With Current Dioxin and Exposure Greater Than Zero

Stratum N Correlation p-Value I
Officer 295 0.10 0.082
Enlisted Flyer 143 0.33 <0.001 I
Enlisted Groundcrew 347 0.12 0.024
All 785 -0.10 0.003

TABLE 3.3.

Categorized Exposure Index versus Current Dioxin I
Levels in Ranch Hands I

Current Exposure IndexDioxin .ILevel Zero Low Medium High Total

"0-5 ppt 7 52 28 37 124
Low 6 76 52 51 185 I
Medium 6 109 134 121 370
High 0 23 86 78 187
Total 19 260 300 287 866

3
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are those used in tabular displays for the maximal assumption (see Explanation of Tables
section in Chapter 4). The 0-5 ppt level was, of course, excluded under the maximal 1
assumption.

Table 3-4 presents a breakdown within each of the three occupational strata.

Tables 3-5 and 3-6 show the relationship between initial dioxin body burden levels and
the categorized exposure index. Ranch Hands with current dioxin less than or equal to 5 ppt
were assigned a "missing" initial dioxin level. The cutpoints for the low, medium, and high
initial dioxin levels are those used in tabular displays for the maximal assumption (see
Explanation of Tables section in Chapter 4).

The logarithm of the current dioxin concentration is approximately lognormally
distributed. Figure 3-8 shows the distribution of the logarithm of one plus the current dioxinconcentration among the 804 Comparisons fully compliant to the 1987 examination and having

TABLE 3-4. i
Categorized Exposure Index versus Current Dioxin Levels in

Ranch Hands by Occupation

Current Exposure Index,
Dioxin

Occupation Level Zero Low Medium High Total

Officer 0-5 pnt 7 25 19 22 73
Low 6 38 41 33 118
Medium 6 26 44 so 126
High 0 1 0 1 2 I
Total 19 90 104 106 319

Enlisted 0-5 ppt 0 9 3 4 16
Flyer Low 0 11 4 6 21

Medium 0 21 35 20 76
High 0 2 15 18 35

Total 0 43 57 48 148
Enlisted 0-5 ppt 0 18 6 11 35

Groundcrew Low 0 27 7 12 46
Medium 0 62 55 5! 168
High 0 20 71 59 150

Total 0 127 139 133 399

I
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TABLE 3-5.

Categorized Exposure Index versus Initial Dioxin
Level in Ranch Hands

Initial Exposure Index
Dioxin
Level Zero Low Medium High Total

Missing 7 52 28 37 124
LOW 5 87 53 40 185Medium 7 99 138 127 371High 0 22 81 83 186

Total 19 260 300 287 866

TABLE 3-6.

Categorized Exposure Index versus Initial Dioxin Level in
Ranch Hands by Occupation

Initial Extzosure Index
Dioxin

Occupation Level Zero Low Medium High Total

Officer Missing 7 25 19 22 73
Low 5 44 39 30 118
Medium 7 20 46 53 126
High 0 1 0 1 2

Total 19 90 104 106 319

Enlisted Missing 0 9 3 4 16
Flyer Low 0 11 6 3 20

Medium 0 21 34 21 76
High 0 2 14 20 36

Total 0 43 57 48 148

I Enlisted Missing 0 18 6 11 35
Groundcrew Low 0 32 8 7 47

Medium 0 58 58 53 169
High 0 19 67 62 148

Total 0 127 139 133 399

3-13
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a dioxin assay result. A normal distribution was fit to these data and a multiple of the
probability density function is plotted on the same graph. The fit is improved when the
histogram is restricted to those Comparisons (n=762) having positive concentrations, as
shown in Figure 3-9. The histogram of the logarithm of one plus current dioxin body burden in
Ranch Hands is shown in Figure 3-10 with a multiple of the probability density function of the
fitted normal distribution shown on the same plot.

SUMMARY
The indirectly calculated exposure index derived solely from personnel records and

historical information has wide precedent in epidemiology. These data suggest that the work
history-based exposure index methodology should be reconsidered in studies with exposures
of short duration and low relative risks. The correlation between the AFHS exposure index
and the dioxin body burden (current or initial levels) is weak although statistically significant.
Cross tabulations of dioxin body burden levels versus the categorized exposure index, shown
in Tables 3-2 through 3-6, indicate considerable misclassification if the dioxin measure
(initial or current dioxin) is taken as the standard.

The dioxin measure is the preferred index of exposure because (a) it is 2 direct, rather
than indirect measure of exposure, (b) the Ranch Hand levels appear logically placed relative
to other cohorts, and (c) the within-occupation stratum lcevels appear to agree with exposure
patterns described in Ranch Hand crew chief interviews conducted before the assay became
available to participants in the AFHS.

Estimates of initial dioxin exposure will be improved with increased knowledge
regarding its elimination in humans. New data in the Ranch Hand cohort and in people
exposed to dioxin in Seveso, Italy, will be collected. The Seveso data will be used to
evaluate the first-order elimination assumption. Variation in half-life with disease and
changes in weight and body fat will be assessed with Ranch Hand data if tLe first-order
elimination assumption (see Chapter 4) is supported by the Seveso data.
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CHAPTER 4

STATISTICAL METHODS

Th~s chapter summarizes statistical methods that were used for investigating
relationships between serum dioxin measurements and health status of Ranch Hands and
Comparisons. Current body burden dioxin levels were determined by the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) from serum samples taken from Ranch Hands and Comparisons. A variety of
statistical procedures were applied to evaluate the relationships between specific health
endpoints and dioxin, as measured from these serum samples.

MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS

3 Prior Knowledge Regarding Dioxin
This study presents statistical analyses based on assumptions and models that were

conceived in 1988 after the publication of the Ranch Hand dioxin pilot study and half-life
substudy. At that time, available data regarding the elimination of dioxin in humans
suggested that

- Measurements following the ingestion of dioxin by an individual showcd that dioxin
elimination appeared to be by first-order mechanisms (1).

a Air Force data on 36 Ranch Hand veterans with dioxin body burdens measured in
blood drawn in 1982 and in 1987 produced a median half-life estimate of 7.1 years (2).
The lack of correlation between individual half-lives and current dioxin levels
supported the first-order elimination assumption.

* Assay results on 932 Ranch Hands and 888 Comparisons showed that the
concentrations were lognormally distributed with the Ranch Hand distribution

* 1 significantly shifted to the right of the Comp"-ison distribution. The Comparison-. • median was 4.2 ppt; the 98th percentile of the Comparison distribution was 10.17 ppt.
The Ranch Hand median was 12.8 ppt and the 98th percentile was 168 ppt. Based on
these data, levels at or below 10 ppt were considered background.

The term "elimination" denotes the overall removal of dioxin from the body. Some
analyses in this report assume that the amount of dioxin in the body (C) decays exponentially
with time according to the model C = l.exp(-rT), where I is the initial level, r = log2/H, H is
the half-life, and T is the time between the end of the Vietnam tour and the dioxin blood draw
at the 1987 physical examination; this exponential decay law is termed first-order elimination
in this report.

The first-order elimination assumption is not equivalent to assuming a one compartment
model for dioxin distribution within the body. While a multicompartment model incorporating
body composition and 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) binding to tissue
receptors would provide a detailed description of dioxin concentrations in different
compartments, published multicompartment models for TCDD distribution within the body
predict first-order elimination of TCDD, overwhelmingly due to fecal excretion (3). Direct

I 4-I
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assessment of the first-order assumption with serial dioxin results taken over many years on
a number of exposed individuals has not been, as yet, carried out.

The term "body burden" refers to the serum lipid-weight concentration of TCDD,
expressed in parts per trillion (4, 5). The lipid-weight dioxin measurement, also calledI
current dioxin body burden in this report, is a derived quantity calculated from the formula
ppt = ppq-102.6/W, where ppt is the lipid-weight concentration, ppq is the actual weight of
dioxin in the sample in femtograms, 102.6 corrects for the average density of serum, and W is
the total lipid weight of ,he sample (4).

The relationship between the serum lipid-weight concentration of dioxin and lipid- I
weight concentrations in adipose tissue is a subject of continuing research. The correlation
between the serum lipid-weight concentration and adipose tissue lipid-weight concentration
of dioxin has been observed by Patterson et al. to be 0.98 in 50 persons from Missouri (6).
Using the same data. Patterson et al. calculated the partitioning ratio of dioxin between
adipose tissue and serum on a lipid-weight basis as 1.09 (95% C.I.: [0.97,1.21]). On the
basis of these data, a one-to-one partitioning ratio of dioxin between lipids in adipose tissue
and the lipids in serum cannot be excluded. Measurements of dioxin in adipose tissue I
generally have been accepted as representing the body burden concentration of dioxin. The
high correlation between serum dioxin levels and adipose tissue dioxin levels in the
Patterson et al. study suggests that serum dioxin is also a valid measurement of dioxin body Iburden.

Fundamental Limitations of the Serum Dioxin Data
There are two evident limitations to the available data:

I ) While Ranch Hand and ingestion data do not appear to violate a first-order
elimination assumption, no serially repeated dioxin assay results taken over many
years are available yet with which to evaluate directly the adequacy of the first-
order elimination model in humans.

2) At this time, it has not been determined whether Ranch Hands with dioxin burdens
at or below 10 ppt were exposed and their body burdens had decayed to background
levels since their duty in Vietnam or whether they were not exposed at all during
their tour in Vietnam.

Health versus Dioxin in Ranch Hands
Because first-order elimination is suggested, but not validated directly in humans, the

dioxin versus health relationship was assessed within Ranch Hands using two models. The I
first model directly depends upon the first-order elimination assumption; the second does not.
In combination, these two models circumvent the first fundamental limitation by assessing
the dioxin versus health relationship with and without first-order elimination. Table 4-1 I
shows these two models, their assumptions, advantages, and disadvantages for a con-
tinuously distributed health variable y.

I
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In Table 4-I, the phrase "single dioxin dose" is a simplification of the process by which
Ranch Hands accumulated dioxin during their tour of duty in Vietnam. This process, which
undoubtedly varied from individual to individual, is unknown. However, the Ranch Hand tours
generally were short (1 to 3 years) relative to the time elapsed since their tours. Hence,
additional knowledge regarding the accumulation of dioxin during an individual Ranch Hand's
tour, were it to become available, likely would not change conclusions drawn from any of the
statistical analyses presented in this report.

I Analyses based on model I are dependent directly on the first-order elimination
assumption, while those based on model 2 are not. With model I one assumes that

* elimination is first-order and that the half-life is 7.1 years for all Ranch Hands. With model 2
one assumes nothing about the kinetics of dioxin elimination other than Ranch Hands
received a dose in Vietnam and that their body burdens have decreased in an unspecified
manner with time. Thus, with model I one assumes "everything" is known about dioxin
elimination in Ranch Hands; with model 2 one assumes "nothing" about dioxin elimination in
Ranch Hands. All health data were analyzed with both models to reduce the likelihood thatan effect would be missed due to incorrect assumptions regarding dioxin elimination.

1 The introduction of the time-by-current dioxin interaction term (b3Tlog 2 [C]) in model 2
allows investigation of the dioxin health relationship with respect to time. For example, such
an effect would be detected by model 2 if there was no relationship between health and dioxin
in the first few years after exposure and a strong positive relationship many years after
exposure. In this case, if the effect were strong enough, it would be detected by the
interaction coefficient (b3) being significandy different from zero. Following that, analyses
within time strata would find the coefficient (b,) of log2 (C) significantly different from zero
and positive for large values of time (T); no significant difference between b, and 0 for small
values of T would be found. It is important to note that a significant effect of this kind couldbe due to the passage of time or to a higher initial dioxin level received by Ranch Hands in the
later time stratum or both of these.

I Analyses based on models I and 2 were carried out both adjusted and unadjusted for
covariates.

No additional data or other information exist to determine whether any of the Ranch
Hands with background levels (•10 ppt) of current dioxin (n=345) received a dose above
background levels in Viemam. To accommodate this lack of knowledge, all analyses based
on models I and 2 were carried out with these Ranch Hands excluded. Additionally, since 10
ppt may be considered arbitrary or too conservative, all analyses based on models I and 2
were carried out with Ranch Hands having less than or equal to 5 ppt (n=124) excluded.
With the second approach, it is assumed that Ranch Hands currently having more than 5 ppt
(the approximate Comparison median) weme exposed in Vietnam and those with less than 5
ppt were not. These two assumptions are termed "minimal" (Ranch Hands with more than
10 ppt were exposed in Vietnam) and "maximal" (Ranch Hands with more than 5 ppt were
exposed in Vietnam).

I
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TABLE 4-1.

"Models 1 and 2 for Assessing Health versus Dioxin in Ranch Hands Only: I
Assumptions, Advantages, and Disadvantages

Model 1: y - D0 + Ilog2(1+ I
where

y - health variable I
I - extrapolated initial dose, assuming first-order elimination, I - C-exp(log2-T/H)
T = time between the end of the Vietnam Ranch Hand tour of duty and the 1987 physical

examination I
C - current dioxin body burden, determined in 1987
H = dioxin half-life in Ranch Hands assuming first-order elimination (7.1 years)
e - zero mean normal erzo

Assumptions: Ranch Hands received a single dioxin dose in Vietnam and
background exposure thereafter. I
Ranch Hands experienced first-order dioxin elimination with a
constant known half-life of 7.1 years.

The error variance does no( change with health status (y) or initial

dioxin dose (I).

Advantages: Easily interpretable. i
Most efficient if first-order elimination and constant half-life are
valid assumptions and y is linearly related to log2(I)

Disadvantages: Will be biased if first-order elimination or constant half-life

I
assumption is not valid.
Does not address time-related effects.

I
I
I
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TABLE 4-1. (Continued)

I Models 1 and 2 for Assessing Health versus Dioxin in Ranch Hands Only:
Assumptions, Advantages, and DisadvantagesI

Model 2: y = 00 + P3j1og2(C) + P32T + P33Tlog2(C) + e

where

y = health variable
T = time between the end of the Vietnam Ranch Hand tour of duty and the 1987 physical

examination
C = current dioxin body burden, determined in 1987
e = zero mean normal error

Assumptions: Ranch Hands received a single dioxin dose in Vietnam and
background exposure thereafter.

Ranch Hand dioxin body burdens changed with time (T) in the same
way for all individuals.

The dioxin versus health relationship may change with time (T).

The error variance does not change with values of the health
variable (y), the current dioxin body burden (C), time (T), or the
product of time and the logarithm of the current dioxin body burden
(T log02C]).

Advantages: Does not depend on any particular elimination law or half-life
assumptions.

Assesses time-related effects.

Disadvantages: Less easily interpreted than model 1.

Less efficient than model I if first-order elimination and constant

half-life are valid assumptions and y is linearly related to log2(I).

I Biased if any of the assumptions are violated.

I
I
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In summary, to address the second fundamental limitation, two assumptions about

,Ranch Hands with current dioxin body burdens less than 10 ppt were made. These minimal
and maximal assumptions are

* Minimal assumption: Ranch Hands with less than or equal to 10 ppt were not 3
exposed to dioxin in Vietnam

- Maximal asstunption: Ranch Hands with less than or equal to 5 ppt were not

expsed to dioxin in Vietnam.

The terms minimal and maximal were given because fewer Ranch Hands were exposed 3
under the minimal than under the maximal assumption. The numbers 5 and 10 correspond to
the approximate median and 98th percentile of the Comparison current dioxin distribution.
Based on this Comparison dioxin distribution, current dioxin levels less than 10 ppt are called
background levels.

To assess the dioxin versus health relationship while addressing the second
fundamental limitation, all analyses based on models I and 2 were carried out under the
minimal and again under the maximal assumptions. Under the minimal assumption, Ranch
Hands with less than or equal to 10 ppt were excluded from the analyses. Under the maximal
assumption, Ranch Hands with less than or equal to 5 ppt were excluded from the analyses.

Table 4-2 shows counts of exposed Ranch Hands under the minimal and maximal I
assumptions with initial and current dioxia trichotomized for tabular presentation. Ranch 1
Hands under the maximal assumption are termed the "maximal cohort"; those under the
minimal assumption are termed the "minimal cohort." The time between the end of tour and
the 1987 physical examination is dichotomized at 18.6 years (corresponding approximately to
the year 1969), the approximate median of the maximal cohort. The cutpoints for stratifying
dioxin levels (I and C) were the approximate 25th and 75th percentiles and were specific to a
particular cohort. 3
Health versus Dioxin in Ranch Hands and Comparisons

Finally, an assessment of the health consequences of current dioxin body burdens above
background was carried out with a third model (model 3) that required no assumptions about
when or how increased dioxin body burdens were attained and was applied to both Ranch
Hand and Comparison data. This model assessed health versus categorized current dioxin
body burden (D) with four levels, found in Table 4-3.

The cutpoint between the low and high categories, 33.3 ppt, is the approximate median I
dioxin level of Ranch Hands having more than 15 ppt. Ranch Hands having between 10 ppt
and 15 ppt were excluded from these categorized dioxin analyses in an attempt to avoid
misclassification of Ranch Hands to the unknown and low categories due to various sources
of variation in the dioxin measurement.

Table 4-4 shows counts of participants within each level of categorized current dioxin.
The relationship between current health and categorized dioxin body burden was based on
the model shown in Table 4-5.

34-6
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TABLE 4-2.

I Ranch Hand Sample Sizes Under the Minimal and Maximal Assumptions

Initial Dioxin (1) Current Dioxin (C')
Stratum T518.6 T>18.6

Assumption Name Stratum Count Stratum Count Count

Minimal Low 52<I<93 13G 10<C,14.65 72 58

Medium 93<1_292 260 14.65<C.545.75 128 132

I High 292<1 131 45.75<C 54 77

Tot2l 521 254 267I
Maximal Low 25<1556.9 185 5<C:59.01 106 79

3 Medium 56.9<15218 371 9.01<C533.3 191 179

High 218<1 186 33.3<C 83 104

I Total 742 380 - 362

I
TABLE 4-3.

Current Dioxin Body Burden (D) Categorized in Ranch Hands

and Comparisons for Model 3

I
Value Definition

I Background Comparisons with up to 10 ppt
Unknown Ranch Hands with up to 10 pptI Low Ranch Hands with more than 15 and up to 33.3 ppt
High Ranch Hands with more than 33.3 ppt

I
I47
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TABLE 4-4.

Counts of Participants by Level of Categorized Current Dioxin (D)

Level Count

Background 786 1
Unknown 345
Low 196
High 187

Total 1,514

TABLE 4-S.

Model 3 for Assessing Health versus Categorized Current Dioxin
Body Burden in Ranch Hands and Comparisons I

Model 3: y= 00+PD+e

where I
y = health variable
D = categorized current dioxin
e = zero wean nof1n1l error

Assumptions: Dioxin body burden has accumulated with time. 3
The error variance does not change with categorized current dioxin
body burden (D).

Advantage: Requires no assumption regarding the time course of dioxin I
accumulation or elimination.

Disadvantages: Makes no use of prior belief that Ranch Hands received an I
unusually large dioxin dose in Vietnam.
Does not address time-related effects.

I4
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In addition to assessng the overall mean change in the health variable (y) with levels of
categorized current dioxin (D), the mean values of y within the unknown, low, and high
categories were contrasted with the mean values of y within the background category.

Figure 4-1 summarizes the current dioxin levels used in models 1, 2, and 3.

Data Error
After the serum dioxin analyses were well underway, an error was discovered with

respect to the race of one Comparison. The participant (subject 36410) was listed in the data
base as a non-Black when in fact he was a Black. The Comparison was a 49-year-old at the
Baseline examination and he was a member of the enlisted groundcrew cohort. His current
serum dioxin value was 3.97 ppt as determined from the assay performed on the 1987
examination serum sample. The following abnormal medical conditions were noted for this
individual: hepatomegaly, reported and verified hypertension, hyperpigmentation, and acne.
The data error was corrected for the cardiovascular, malignancy, and dermatology
ass-ssments. Because the individual was a Comparison only the model 3 analyses of the
other :'-ical area assessments were affected.

Bias Calculakiens
In any epideaniologic study, investigators must be concerned with avoiding spurious

conclusions that are attributable to limitations in study design or analysis. The introduction
of the dioxin assay as the measure of exposure in this study has provided the best available
information regarding dioxin exposure in Ranch Hands and Comparisons. Uncertainties
remain, however, regarding the choice of statistical models with which to assess the relation-
ship between dioxin and health.

Biased results will be produced if the assumptions underlying any of the three statistical
models are violated. Of the three models, model I is the most vulnerable to this kind of bias.
since it depends directly on two unvalidated assumptions: (a) that dioxin elimination is first-
order and (b) all Ranch Hands eliminate dioxin at the same rate (all Ranch Hands have the
same dioxin half-life of 7.1 years). Air Force investigators currently are gathering additional
data to evaluate both assumptions. The original half-life study on 36 Ranch Hands is being
expanded to appioximately 500 Ranch Hands. Assuming that dioxin elimination is first-
order, this larger study will allow an assessment of half-life variability with weight changes,
percent body fat changes, and disease since exposure. Additionally, the Air Force is
collaborating with the CDC and Italian health authorities to assay serum collected
periodically from people exposed in the Seveso accident. These data will consist of five
dioxin measurements taken over a period of 10 years on 20 males who were adults at the
time of the accident and will allow, for the first time, a direct assessment of the first-order
elimination assumption in humans.

Until the Ranch Hand half-life study is expanded, the only available information
regarding half-life variation in Ranch Hands is that derived frorni the smaller cohort of 36
subjects. Unpublished analyses of half-life heterogeneity among those 36 Ranch Hands
suggest that half-life varies with relative weight changes between 1982 and 1987. With
relative weight changes dichotomized at the median (2.7%), the 18 Ranch Hands below the
median have an estimated half-life of 9.7 years (95% C.I.: [6.8,17.3]) and the 18 Ranch

4-9
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Hands above the median have an estimated half-life of 6.2 years (95% CL: (5.0,8.01). The
analysis showed a significant difference between these two half-lives (p=0.02). The two
confidence intervals overlap because they are not derivable from the test for equality of half-
lives. "Apparent" half-life decreases may be due to weight gain because of dilution of the
body burden when it is redistributed to the new adipose tissue. Conversely, when there has
been weight loss, the body burden may be redistributed in less adipose tissue and the serum
concentration increases.

If these results are generalized to all Ranch Hands, statistical inference based on model
1 will be biased. For example, if the first-order elimination assumption is valid, but the
constant half-life assumption is not, and there is no misclassification with regard to health
status, odds ratios expressing the relationship between health and dioxin based on model I
will be biased toward unity. That is, a misspecification of a constant half-life when, in fact,
half-life changes with weight changes, will lead to misclassification with regard to dioxin
level and therefore reduce our ability to detect an association between health and dioxin. To
evaluate this possibility, the bias induced in the odds ratio under the maximal assumption and
the computation of initial dioxin body burden assuming a constant half-life of 7.1 years (when
in fact 50 percent of Ranch Hands have a dioxin half-life of 6 years and the other 50 percent
have a dioxin half-life of 10 years) was calculated (7). In carrying out this calculation, it was
assumed that initial dioxin had been dichotomized to high and low, with Ranch Hands
assigned to the high category if their calculated initial dioxin level was greater than 218 ppt
and assigned to the low category if their level was less than 218 ppt. The sample sizes of the
real maximal cohort were used in the calculation; 186 Ranch Hands had a high initial dose and
556 had a low initial dose. With these assumptions, 76.3 percent of Ranch Hands assigned
to the high category and 6.1 percent assigned to the low category truly had an initial dose
above 218 ppt. The resultant bias in the odds ratio due to this misclassification depends on
the true value of the odds ratio and the disease prevalence in the low category. For example,
if the true odds ratio is 2.0 and the disease prevalence in the low initial dioxin category is 5
percent, this misclassification will produce an odds ratio of 1.7. Table 4-6 shows other values
of the biased odds ratio produced by this misclassification for true odds ratios from I to 3 and
the disease prevalence in the low initial dioxin category held fixed at 5 percent. There is no
bias under assumptions if there is no association between initial dioxin and disease (true
odds ratio equal to 1.0).

Model 2 also may be biased if, as suggested by the weight change analysis on the 36
Ranch Hands in the half-life study, 50 percent of Ranch Hands are fast dioxin eliminators
(having a short half-life) and 50 percent of Ranch Hands are slow eliminators (with a longer
half-life). If this attribute is not taken into account in the analysis (such as through
adjustment for relative weight change), then the odds ratio relating disease to dioxin
exposure will be biased toward unity. Again, dise-se status is assumed to be determined
without error. For example, if slow eliminators experience an effect that does not become
expressed until 20 years after exposure, if fast eliminators do not experience the effect, and if
the analysis is not adjusted for relative weight change, then the ability of the model to detect
the effect will be attenuated by the lack of adjustment. The extent of this bias toward the null
depends on the nature of the four-factor interaction between health, current dioxin, time, and
relative weight change, as well as upon the disease prevalence among Ranch Hands with low
dioxin leve!s at each combination of categories of time and relative weight change. Bias
calculations for this scenario, therefore, are more complicated and speculatIve than those
presented for model I and were not pursued further.
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TABLE 4-.C

Biased Odds Ratios Produced by a Misspecification of the Half-Life In the |
Calculation of the Initial Dioxin Body Burden in Model 1, Assuming a

Disease Prevalence of S Percent in Ranch Hands Having a
Low Calculated Initial Dose

True Odds Biased Odds
Ratio Ratio

1.0 1.0
1.5 1.3
2.0 1.7
2.5 2.0
3.0 2,2/ I

Model 3 requires fewer assumptions than models I or 2, but is susceptible to bias due
to misclassification or incorrect modeling. Biased results most likely are to occur with model I
3 due to the failure to adjust for an important covariate. Every attempt, however, has been
made in this report to adjust for all known important covariates.

The Cor~relatiodi Between Initial Dioxin and Current Dioxin
The ext-apolaed initial dioxin dose is correlated highly with current dioxin level

(correlation coefficient >0.98 for both the minimal and maximal cohorts). The same high I
correlation is, of course, seen between the logarithms of these quantities. The reason for thb
high correlation is that the initial dioxin dose is the current dioxin body burden multiplied by 2
raised to the power T/7. 1. This high correlation is simply an expression of the fact that if the
first-order model is valid an, if dioxin half-life is constant, then models I and 2 nearly are
redundant because the variation of time (T) is relatively small (see Figure 4-2).

FACTORS DETERMINING ANALYTICAL METHOD
For a specified questionnaire-baW-ed or clinical measurement determined from the

physical or laboratory examination, the selection of an analytical method was dependent on
each of the following:

* Dependent Variable Form - Continuous or discrete i
* Serum Dioxin Estimate - Initial dioxin, current dioxin and time since tour, or

categorized current dioxin incorporating group
membership

Analysis Type - Unadjusted, adjusted, or longitudinal

I
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Analysis Cohort(s) - Ranch Hands: minimal assumption, Ranch Hands:
maximal assumption, and defined subsets of Ranch
Hands and Comparisons for the categorized current
dioxin variable.

Appendix Table C-I specifies 30 separate analysis situations based on dependent
variable form, serum dioxin estimate, analysis type, and analysis cohort For each of the 30
situations, the statistical method is specified.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES
As in previous Air Force Health Study reports, current health dependent variables can

be either continuous or discrete. For the former case, the general linear model approach is
the basis for applying such techniques as simple and multiple linear regression, analysis of
variance, analysis of covariance, and repeated measures analysis. This approach permits
model fitting of the dependent variable as a function of dioxin, relevant covariates, dioxin-by-
covariate interactions, and interactions between covariates. As part of the previous analyses
of 1987 data, the health variables were examined to ensure that assumptions underlying I
statistical methods were met. Transformations used to enhance normality for specific
continuous health variables in the previous analyses of 1987 data also were used for the
serum dioxin analysis. For these continuous analyses, SAS® GLM (8) was used. When a 3
"best" model was fitted, tests of significance for a dioxin effect were made. Associations
with a p-value less than or equal to 0.05 are described as significant, and associations with a
p-value greater than 0.05 but less than or equal to 0.10 are termed marginally significant or
borderline significant. If there was a significant interaction between the dioxin variable and
any covariate, the dioxin effect was assessed using statification by different levels of the
c'covariate(s) involved in the interaction. 3

Discrete dependent variables were analyzed by methods parallel to those used for
continuous variables. For dichotomous variables, logistic regression was performed using
BMDP®-LR (9). For polychotomous dependent variables, log-linear modeling was I
performed using BMDP®-4F (9) by incorporating the full k-factor interaction term involving
the k covariates used in the model. For the log-linear modeling approach, covariate
information must be categorized. Because of this required categorization of the covariate(s), |
the marginals were fixed in the log-linear model (10). effectively converting the log-linear
model into a logit model. For the log-linear model, the significance of the relative risk for a
particular categorized dioxin variable (i.e., categorized initial dioxin, categorized current
dioxin and categorized time, or categorized current dioxin for specified subsets of Ranch I
Hands and Comparisons) was determined by examination of the appropriate model, as
determined by the model that includes all statistically significant effects and a dioxinmeasure, or by examination of the significant interactions. Adjusted relative risks werederived from the coefficients of the appropriate model.

Selected longitudinal analyses were performed investigating changes in health status
between 1982 and 1987, for each of the three dioxin analysis models. The variables selected
for longitudinal study were chosen prior to all 1987 examination data analyses. In the
longitudinal analysis of discrete variables, only those participants whose health was mclassified as normal in 1982 were included in the analysis of the participants' health at the

4
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1987 examination. Analysis was performed in this manner to investigate any temporal
effects of dioxin in the subgroup at risk (i.e., those participants who could become abnormal
over the time span). The rate of abnormalities under this restriction approximates an
incidence rate between 1982 and 1987. The dependent variable in this type of analysi- was

* the health of participants at the 1987 examination whose health was normal in 1982. The
independent variable(s) were the appropriate dioxin measures.

For some variables, measurements in 1985 were substituted for 1982 measurements
because the variable was not analyzed at the 1982 examination or inherently was different
from the 1987 variable. For example, to enhance comparability, the longitudinal analyses for
the neurological assessment were based on changes between 1985 and 1987 because SCRF
conducted both of these examinations.

Both the general linear model and the logistic regression model approaches were
applied using covariate information in either the discrete or the continuous form. Table 4-7provides a summary of the basic statistical methods for the serum dioxin analyses.

I MODELING STRATEGY
In each clinical category, many covariates were considered for inclusion in the statistical

models relating specific health tndpoints and dioxin. The large number of covariates,
consequent interaction terms, and resulting difficulties of interpretation obligated the adoption
of a strategy for identifying a moderately simple model using a stepwise strategy, as defined
below. Interpretation of possible dioxin relationships was then made in the context of this

I simpler model.

In general, based on one of the adjusted analysis models described in Appendix Table
C-I, an initial model was constructed containing any requisite two or three-factor interaction
terms. As a first step, screening was performed at the 0.15 significance level to eliminate
unnecessary two- and three-factor interactions. A hierarchical stepwise deletion strategy
was applied at the 0.15 significance level on the set of main effect covariates (to address
possible confounding effects between the covariates and dioxin) and at the 0.05 significance
level for interactions. In general, the only effects not subject to the deletion strategy were the
serum dioxin variables of interest (i.e., initial dioxin; current dioxin, time since. tour, and
current dioxin-by-time interaction; categorized current dioxin). With the objective of
producing the simplest model, other lower-order effects were retained in the model only if
involved in significant higher-order interactions. Significant interactions between covariates
were retained as terms in the model.

The modeling strategy was refined slightly for adjusted statistical analyses of discrete
dependent variables for particular clinical areas where a large number of covariates and/or
sparse number of abnormalities were encountered. In these situations, the starting model
included all main effects and excluded all interactions. Main effects were stepped out of the
model if the associated p-value was greater than 0.15 and interactions were entered into the
model if the associated p-value was less than or equal to 0.05. The alternative strategy was
used to avoid overspecification of the model and minimize collinearity among terms that canSlead to imprecise parameter and standard error estimates.

I 4-15
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TABLE 4-7.

Summary of Statistical Procedures I

Chi-square Contingency Table Test i
The chi-square test of independence (11) is calculated for a contingency table by the 5
following formula-

where the sum is taken over all cells of the contingency table and

f4= observed frequency in a cell

fe = expected frequency under the hypothesis of independence.

Large values indicate deviations from the null hypothesis and are tested for significance 5
by comparing the calculated X2 to the tables of the chi-square distribution.

Fisher's Exact Test 3
Fisher's exact test (11) is a randomization test of the hypothesis of independence for a
2 x 2 contingency table. This technique was used for small samples and sparse cells.
This is a permutation test based~on the exact probability of observing the particular set
of frequencies, or of one more extreme.

Correlation Coefficient (Pearson's Product-Moment) 3
The population correlation coefficient (12), p. measures the strength of the linear
relationship between two random variables X and Y. A commonly used sample-based
estimate of this correlation coefficient is

r= g(A - rXyX-Y)

JIA- Z)31y, - YYIJI

- where the sum is taken over all (x,y) pairs in the sample. A Student's t-test based on
this estimator is used to test for a significant correlation between the two random
variables of interest. For the sample size of 521 (the size of the Ranch Hand cohort
under the minimal assumption), a sample correlation coefficient of ±0.086 is sufficient to
attain a statistically significant correlation at a 5 percent level for a two-sided
hypothesis test. Assuming normality of X and Y for the sample size of 742 under the
maximal assumption, a sample coefficient of ±0.072 is sufficient.

I
I
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TABLE 4-7. (Continued)

I Summary of Statistical Procedures

I
General Linear Models Analysis3 The form of the general linear model (13) for two independent variables is

Y =a + OlXI + 2X2 + 12XlX2 +e

N where

Y = dependent variable (continuous)

a = level of Y at Xl = 0 and X2 = 0, i.e., the intercept

3XlX 2 = measured value of the first and second independent variables, respectively,
which may be continuous or discrete

S1,3"2 = coefficient indicating linear association between Y and XI, Y and X2,
respectively; each coefficient reflects the effect on the model of the
corresponding independent variable adjusted for the effect of the other
independent variable.

0312 = coefficient reflecting the linear interaction of X1 and X2, adjusted for linear

3 main effects

E = error terr.

3 This model assumes that the error terms are independent and normally distributed with
a mean of 0 and a constant variance. Extension to more than two independent variables
and interaction terms is immediate.

Simple linear regression, multiple linear regression, analysis of variance, analysis of
covariance, and repeated measures analysis of variance are all examples of general3 linear models analysis.

Logistic Regression Analysis

The logistic regression model (11, 14) enables a dichotomous dependent variable to be
modeled in a regression framework with continuous and/or discrete independent
variables. For two risk factors, such as dioxin and age, the logistic regression model

* would be

logit P = a + OlXl + 32X2 + 012XlX2 + C

I II
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TABLE 4-7. (Continued)

Summary of Statistical Procedures

I
where

P = probability of disease for an individual with risk factors XI and X2

logit P = In (P/l-P), i.e., the log odds for disease

X1 = first risk factor, e.g., dioxin I
X2 a second risk factor, e.g., age.

The parameters are interpreted as follows:

a = log odds for the disease when Xi = 0 and X2 = 0

P1 = coefficient indicating the dioxin effect adjusted for age

P2 = coefficient indicating the age effect adjusted for dioxin I
012 = coefficient indicating the interaction between dioxin and age, adjusted for

linear main effects

e - error term.

In the absence of an interaction (0312 = 0) for a dichotomous risk factor (e.g.,

Comparisons, Ranch Hands), exp(03 ) reflects the adjusted odds ratio for individuals in
group I (XI = I) relative to group 0 (XI = 0). If the probability of disease is small, the
odds ratio will be approximately equal to the relative risk. In the absence of an
interaction for a continuous risk factor (e.g., initial dioxin in its continuous form),
exp(P 1) reflects the adjusted odds ratio for a unit increase in the risk factor. If the risk
factor is expressed in logarithmic (base 2) form, exp(13I) reflects the adjusted odds ratio
for a twofold increase in the risk factor. 3
Throughout this report, the adjusted odds ratios will be referred to as adjusted relative
risks. Correspondingly, in the absence of covariates (i.e., unadjusted analysis), the 3
odds ratios will be referred to as estimated relative risks.

This technique will also be used for longitudinal analyses of dichotomous dependent
variables to examine changes in health status between 1982 (or 1985) and 1987 in
relation to the dioxin measures.

4I
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I TABLE 4-7. (Continued)

I Summary of Statistical Procedures

Log-linear Analysis

Log-linear analysis (11) is a statistical technique for analyzing cross-classified data or
contingency tables. A saturated log-linear model for a three-way table is

In (Zqj) - Uo + Ul(i) + U2(j) + U3(k) + Ul2(ij) + U230j) + Ul3(ik) + U123(ijk)

I where

Zijk - expected cell count

Ul(i) = specific one-factor effect

I Ul2(ij) = specific two-factor effect or interaction

U123(ijk) = three-factor effect or interaction.

The simplest models are obtained by including only the significant U-terms. Adjusted
relative risks are derived from the estimated U-terms from an adequately fitting model.

II
I
I
I
I

I
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In the analysis of a particular health variable, when no dioxin-by-covariate interactions
were significant at the 0.05 level, adjusted means (15) or relative risks were presented. If a
dioxin-by-covariate interaction was significant at the 0.05 level, the behavior of the dioxin
variable was explored for different levels (categories) of the covariate to identify I
subpopulations for which a dioxin relationship might exist. Further, for illustrative purposes,
if any dioxin-by-covariate interaction was significant at a level between 0.01 and 0.05, the
adjusted means or relative risks also were presented, after dropping the interaction terms
from the model.

In some instances a followup model also was performed that excluded a highly U
significant interaction (p<0.O1). This optional model was run at the discretion of the analyst -
in an attempt to simplify the interpretation that may be complicated by an interaction difficult
to explain from a clinical perspective.

For all models that included a dioxin-by-covariate interaction, the stratified results
presented in the appendices display adjusted relative risks, confidence intervals, and •
associated p-valies determined from a model that included the interaction term. However, in -
the model 2 analyses the p-values for the stratified current dioxin-by-time since tour
interaction terms were determined from separate models for each covariate stratum: similarly
in the model 3 analyses, the overall p-values were determined from separate models.

The adjusted models assessed the statistical significance of interactions between dioxin
and the covariates to determine whether the relationship between dioxin and the dependent
variable (health-related endpoint) differed across levels of the covariate. In many instances
the clinical importance of a statistically significant dioxin-by-covariate interaction is unknown
or uncertain. The clinical relevanee of a statistically significant interaction would be I
strengthened if the same interaction persisted among related endpoints. It is recognized that
due to the large numbci, of dioxin-by-covariate interactions that were examined for
approximately 300 variables, some of the dioxin-by-covariate interactions judged significant I
at the 0.05 level might be spurious; i.e., chance occurrences not of biological/clinical relevance.
This should be considered when significant dioxin-by-covariate interactions are interpreted.
It is important that the size of the p-value associated with each dioxin-by-covariate I
interaction be weighed carefully; for this reason, if the p-value for a dioxin-by-covariate
interaction was between 0.01 and 0.05, the adjusted means or relative risks (omitting the
interaction) were reported.

For the neurology, cardiovascular, renal, and endocrine clinical assessments, additional
analyses were performed when certain covariates were retained in the final model. These
covariates were variables that may have been affected by dioxin exposure and included
diabetic class (neurology and renal), percent body fat (cardiovascular and endocrine), and
cholesterol (cardiovascular). Due to the association between these covariates and dioxin,
both the statistical and clinical interpretation of other health variables can be affected. I
Analyses were consequently performed with these covariates in the final model, and with the
covariates removed from the model. Tabular results with these covariates in the model are
given in the body of the clinical chapter, results with these covariates removed are given in
the associated chapter appendix.

I
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POWER
Conducting a statistical test using a type I error, also called alpha level, of 0.05 means

that, on the average in 5 cases out of 100, a false conclusion would be made that an
association (dioxin effect) exists when, in reality, there is no association. The other possible
inference error (called a type Hl error) is the failure to detect an association when one actually
exists. The probability of a type II error for a statistical test is 1 minus the power of the test.
The power of the test is die probability that the test will reject the hypothesis of no dioxin

* effect when an effect does in fact exist. The power of a test depends on the distribution of the
dioxin data, the sample size, the disease prevalence rate, and the true dioxin effect measured
in terms of the relative risk.

I Table 4-8 contains the approximate power for detecting specified relative risks for a
given prevalence rate (discrete dependent variable), using initial dioxin in its continuous form
and an alpha level of 0.05 for a two-sided test under the minimal assumption (n=521). The
corresponding power under the maximal assumption is slightly higher. Figure 4-3 presents
graphical display of the power at different prevalence rates, where the different curves
represent relative risks of 1. 1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5. Power calculations were performed using
the logaiithm (base 2) of initial dioxin, and consequently the relative risk is for a twofold
increase in initial dioxin. These calculations also assume approximate prevalences at the
mean log2 (initial dioxin) value of 7.49, corresponding to an initial dioxin level of 180 ppt.

TABLE 4-8.

Power to Detect an Initial Dioxin Effect Based on the Minimal
Assumption at a 5 Percent Significance Level

(Discrete Dependent Variable)

Prevalence Relative Risk
Rate of
Disease 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.75 2.00

0.005 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.33 0.54

0.01 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.20 0.29 0.56 0.80

0.02 0.07 0.12 0.21 0.34 0.49 0.82 0.96

0.03 0.08 0.16 0.29 0.46 0.64 0.93 0.99

0.04 0.08 0.19 0.36 0.57 0.75 0.97 1.00

0.05 0.09 0.22 0.43 0.65 0.83 0.99 1.00

0.10 0.13 0.36 0.66 0.88 0.97 1.00 1.00

0.15 0.16 0.47 0.79 0.95 0.99 1.00 1.00

0.20 0.18 0.55 0.86 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00
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As an example, using age-adjusted incidence rates for all U.S. males (based on data
from the Surveilance Epidemiology and End Results program of the National Cancer
Institute), prevalence rates for all cancers. non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL), and soft tissue
sarcoma (STS) were estimated as 0.07, 0.002, and 0.001, respectively. Thus, Table 4-8
shows at least a power of 0.80 to detect a relative risk of 1.5 or greater given an estimated
prevalence of 0.07 for all cancers. For the estimated prevalences of NHL and STS, the power
to detect a relative risk of 2.0 would be less than 0.50.

Table 4-9 provides the same information for continuous variables in terms of coefficients
of variation (100 times the standard deviation of the dependent variable divided by the mean
of the dependent variable) and the proportion mean change. The proportion mean change in
this table is defined as the change in the expected value (mean) of the dependent variable for
a twofold increase in initial dioxin relative to the dependent variable mean. These mean
changes ar evaluated at the mean log2 (initial dioxin) value of 7.49, corresponding to an
initial dioxin level of 180 ppt. The proportion mean change corresponds mathematically to the
slope of the initial dioxin variable divided by the dependent variable mean, assuming no
transformation of the dependent variable. An analogous quantity can be derived based on
transformed statistics. Figure 4-4 shows a graphical display of the power at a given
proportion mean change, where the different curves represent coefficients of variation of 5, 10,
25, 50, and 75. In this study, continuously distributed laboratory results were subject to a
laboratory-error coefficient of variation of less than 3 percent.

TABLE 4-9.

Power to Detect an Initial Dioxin Effect Based on the Minimal
Assumption at a 5 Percent Significance Level

(Continuous Dependent Variable)

Coefficient of Variation (olu)

Mean Change 5 10 25 50 75

0.005 0.78 0.28 0.09 0.06 0.05

0.01 1.00 0.78 0.20 0.09 0.07

0.02 1.00 1.00 0.59 0.20 0.11

0.03 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.38 0.20

0.04 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.59 0.31

0.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.78 0.45

'0.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96
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TABLE 4-10.

Location of Table Results from Different Analysis Models

Subpanel Dioxin Type of
in Table Estimate Analysis Assumption

a initials unadjusted minimal
b initiala unadjusted maximal
c initials adjusted minimal
d initiala adjusted maximal
e current, timea unadjusted minimal
f current, times unadjusted maximal
g current, time3  adjusted minimal
h current, timea adjusted maximal
i currentb unadjusted
j currentb adjusted

aRanch Hands only.
bCaegorized current dioxin, Ranch Hands and Comparisons.

EXPLANATION OF TABLES
This section introduces the reader to the contents of the tables that are used to report

the results of the analyses for continuous and discrete dependent variables (two levels and
more than two levels). Selected results from the statistical analysis methods applied in the
hematology assessment (see Chapter 13, Hematologic Assessment) will be referenced
throughout this discussion. The contents of each summary table depend on the form of the
health status endpoint (i.e., wheth.-r the dependent variable under analysis is a continuous or
discrete variable). Generally, the results of the various analyses will be summarized in
subpanels within each table as specified in Table 4-10. The subpanel specifications may be
slightly different when adjusted analyses are not performed. This section also provides an
explanation of the information contained in these tables.

Continuous Variables
Table 13-3 presents an example of the results of analysis when the dependent variable

is continuous. Subpanels (a) and (b) report summary statistics (for the minimal and maximal
"assumptions, respectively) assessing the association between the dependent variable and
initial dioxin without adjusting for covariate information. Immediately below the specified
assumption, the aggregate sample size (n) and the coefficient of determination (R2)
associated with the simple linear regression of the continuous dependent variable on log2
(initial dioxin) are presented. Sample sizes also are presented for low, medium, and high
categories of initial dioxin. The numerical values defining these categories are specified in a
table foomote. The low, medium, and high categories are based on the lower 25th percent,
• e 25th to 75th percent, and the upper 25th percent of the initial dioxin estimates for the
cohort corresponding to the specified assumption. Means of the dependent variable:
(transformed to the original units, if necessary) are calculated from the data and are
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presented for the low, medium, and high initial dioxin categories. Based on the simple linear
regression analysis, the estimated slope and its associated standard error are reported for
each assumption. If the dependent variable was transformed for the regression analysis, the 1
means, slope, and standard error ate footnoted and the transformation is identified in the
footnote. The p-value associated with testing whether the estimated slope is equal to zero
also is presented under both assumptions.

Based on analyses that incorpo'ate covariate and interaction information, subpanels (c)
and (d) report summary statistics (foa the minimal and maximal assumptions, respectively) I
assessing the association between the dependent variable and initial dioxin. Immediately
below the specified assumption, the aggregate sample size (n) and the multiple coefficient of
determination (R2) are presented for a multiple linear regression of the continuous dependent I
variable on log2 (initial dioxin) including covariate and interaction effect terms in the adjusted
model. Similar to the unadjusted analyses, sample sizes are also presented for low, medium,
and high categories of initial dioxin. The numerical values defining these categories are 1
specified in a table footnote. Sample sizes for corresponding panels of unadjusted and
adjusted analyses may differ because of missing covariate information. Adjusted means of
the dependent variable (transformed to the original units, if necessary) also are presented.
The adjusted means are presented for the low, medium, and high initial dioxin categories.
Based on the multiple linear regression analysis, the adjusted slope for the log 2 (initial
dioxin) term and its associated standard error are reported for each assumption. If the
dependent variable was transformed for the regression analysis, the adjusted means,
adjusted slope, and standard error are footnoted and the transformation is identified in the
footnote. The p-value for testing whether the adjusted slope is equal to zero also is

// presented under both assumptions.

Covariates with p-values less than or equal to 0.15 and interactions with p-values or
equal to 0.05 retained in the multiple regression model after implementing the modeling
strategy are presented under covariate remarks, along with the associated p-values. If the
multiple regression model contains a significant initial dioxin-by-covauiate interaction with an
associated p-value less than or equal to 0.01, then the adjusted means, adjusted slope, I
standard error, and p-value generally are not reported. The entries for these statistics are
reported as four asterisks (****) and are identified by a table footnote. Covariates and
interactions retained in the model are, however, reported under covariate remarks. For some I
clinical assessments, an analyst may exercise discretion and report the adjusted means,
adjusted slope, standard error, and a p-value from a model that excludes the interaction
having a p-value less than 0.01. When these discretionary followup analyses are performed, I
the results are reported along with three asterisks (***) and are explained by a table
footnote. If the multiple regression model contains a significant initial dioxin-by-covariate
interaction with an associated p-value between 0.01 and 0.05, then the adjusted means,
adjusted slope, standard error, and p-value are reported from a model that excludes that
interaction. The entries for these statistics are reported along with two asterisks (**)
accompanied by a table footnote. In either case (Le., p:).Ol or 0.01<.50.05), stratifled
analyses are undertaken and the results are reported in an associated appendix for each 1
individual clinical area.

Subpanels (e) and (f) of Table 13-3, for example, report summary statistics (for the I
minimal and maximal assumptions, respectively) assessing the association of the dependent
variable with current dioxin and time since tpur without adjusting for covariate information.
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Multiple regression techniques are used to generate the statistics provided in b..th panels. In
the multiple regression model, current dioxin is included as a continuous variable and time
since tour as a discrete variable. The interaction of current dioxin and time since tour also is
included. For these models, time since tour is dichotomized and separae statistics are
presented on the association between the dependent variable and curren dioxin within each
time stratum. For each subpanel, the aggregate sample size (n) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) are presented, under each specified assumption, for the multiple linear
regression model. For presentation purposes, current dioxin and time since tour both are
categorized. The numerical values defining the current dioxin categories are specified in a
table footnote. The low, medium, and high categories are based on the lower 25th percent,
tne 25th to 75th percent, and the upper 25th percent of the current dioxin estimates for the
cohort corresponding to the specified assumption. The value of 18.6 years for time since tour
corresponds to approxim',tely the median value of time since tour in the Ranch Hand cohort.
The means of the dependent variable (transformed to the original units, if necessary) are
calculated from the data and are presented, along with sample size, for the combinations of
trichotomized current dioxin and dichotomized time since tour. The first p-value within each
subpanel evaluates the intcraction term of the multiple regression using current dioxin ir.
continuous form and time since tour in discrete form. The p-value for the interaction term
provides a test of the equality of the slopes for the two time strata. For each time stratum, a
simple linear regression model of the dependent variable on current dioxin (log 2 scale)
provides an estimated slope, associated standard error, and p-value for testing the
significance of the slope. If the dependent variable was transformed for regression analysis,
the means, slope, and standard error arc footnoted and the transformation identified in the
footnote.

Incorporating covariate and current dioxir-by-time-by-covariate interaction information
into the analysis, subpanels (g) and (h) report summary statistics (for the minimal and
maximal assumptions, respectively) assessing the association of the dependent variable with
current dioxin, time since tour, and the current dioxin-by-time interaction. Multiple linear
regression techniques are used to generate the statistics provided. In the overll multiple
regression model, current dioxin is included as a continuous variable and time since tour as a
discrete variable. The interaction of current dioxin and time since tour also is included. The
test of the interaction of current dioxin and time since tour (i.e., the first p-value in each
subpanel) determines whether the adjusted slopes of the two time strata differ significantly.

Immediately below the specified assumption, the aggregate sample size (n) and the
multiple coefficient of determination (R2) are presented for the multiple linear regression of
the continuous dependent variable on current dioxin (log 2 scale), time since tour, the current
dioxin-by-time interaction, covariates, and other interactions retained in the model. Foc each
time stratum (518.6 years or >18.6 years), separate statistics relating the dependent
variable to current dioxin (log2 scale) are presented. In particular, based on the multiple
linear regression analysis, the adjusted slope for the current dioxin term (log2 scale), its
associated standard error, and a p-value for testing the significance of the slope are reported.

Sample sizes also are presented for combinations of low, medium, and high categories of
current dioxin and dichotomized time since tour. The numerical values defining these
categories are specified in a table footnote. Sample sizes for corresponding panels of
unadjusted and adjusted analyr"a may differ because of missing covariate information.
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Adjusted means of the dependent variable (transformed to the original units, if necessary)
are presented. The adjusted means are presented for the combinations of trichotomized I
current dioxin and dichotomized time since tour. If the dependent variable was transformed i
for the regression analysis, the adjusted means, adjusted slope, and standard error are
footnoted and the transformation is identified in the footnote. I

Covariates (p-values less than or equal to 0.15) and interactions (p-values less than or
equal to 0.05) retained in the multiple regression model after implementing the modeling
strategy are presented under covariate remarks, along with the associated p-values. If the I
multiple regression model contains a significant current dioxin-by-time-by-covariate
interaction term with an associated p-value less than or equal to 0.01, then the adjusted
means, adjusted slope, standard error, and p-value generally are not reported. The entriesI
for these statistics are reported as four asterisks (****) and are identified by a table
footnote. Covariates and interactions retained in the model are, however, reported under
covariate remarks. For some clinical assessments, an analyst may exercise discretion and I
report adjusted means, adjusted slope, standard error, and a p-value from a model that
excludes the interaction having a p-value less than 0.01. When these discretionary followup
analyses are performed, the results are reported along with three asterisks (***) and are I
explained by a table footnote. If the multiple regression model contains a significant current
dioxin-by-time-by-covariate interaction with an associated p-value between 0.01 and 0.05,
then the adjusted means, adjusted slope, standard error, and p-value are reported from a I
model that excludes that interaction. The entries for these statistics are reported along with
two asterisks (**) accompanied by a table footnote. In eith;, case, interactions are
investigated within strata of the covariate and reported in an associated appendix for each I
clinical area.

Subpanels (i) and (j) i;f Table 13-3, for example, show the results of unadjusted and I
adjusted analyses that compare the means of a continuous dependent variable for Ranch
Hands with high, low, and unknown current dioxin levels and for Comparisons having
background current dioxin levels. The note at the bottom of the table defines the four current I
dioxin categories. Sample sizes for each cateory and across the four categories are
reported. The coefficient of determination (R ) also is presented. I

For the unadjusted analysis, dependent variable means are presented for each category.
If the dependent variable was transformed for the analysis, the means of the transformed
values are convened to the original scale and the column heading is footnoted. A test of the I
simultaneous equality of the four category means is evaluated by the first p-value cited. If
the analysis was performed on a transformed scale, the p-value column is footnoted to
indicate that the p-value is based on the difference of means on a L-ansformed scale. For the i
individual contrasts of the three Ranch Hand categories versus Comparison background
category, differences in means are reported on the original scale. If the analyses were
performed on a transformed scale, 95 percent confidence intervals on the differences of means I
are not presented and the column is footnoted. A p-value also is reported to determine
whether a difference in means for a specified contrast is significantly different from zero.

For an adjusted analysis, the table is modified to include adjusted means, differences in
adjusted means (reported on the original scale), 95 percent confidence intervais on the
differences in adjusted means (if the analysis was performed on the original scale), and any
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covariates and interactions retained in the adjusted model along with their associated p-
values.

Discrete Variables

Discrete Variable With Two Categories
Table 13-4 presents an example of the results of analysis when die dependent variable

is discrete and dichotomous in form. Subpanels (a) and (b) report summary statistics (for the
minimal and maximal assumptions, respectively) assessing the association between the
dependent variable and initial dioxin without adjusting for covariate information. Immediately
below the specified assumption, the aggregate sample size (n) associated with the simple
logistic regression of the continuous dependent variable on log2 (initial dioxin) is presented.
Sample sizes also are presented for low, medium, and high categories of initial dioxin. The

numerical values defining these categories are specified in a table footnote. The low, medium,
and high categories are based on the lower 25th percent, the 25th to 75th peent and the
upper 25th percent of the initial dioxin.estimates for the cohort corresponding to the specified
assumption. The percentage of Ranch Hands with the specified dichotomous characteristic
(as cited in the column heading) is calculated from the data and presented for the low,
medium, and high initial dioxin categories. Based on the simple logistic regression model, an
estimated relative risk and its associated 95 percent confidence interval are reported for each
assumption. The p-value associated with testing whether the relative risk is equal to one
also is presented for both assumption.. The relative risk, confidence interval, and p-value
are based on log2 (initial dioxin) in its continuous form.

I Results may exhibit a significant (p-0.05) p-value associated with testing whether the
relative risk is equal to 1.00, while the corresponding 95 percent confidence interval on the
relative risk contains the number 1.00. These results occur because the BMDP®-LR
procedure uses a nc=al distribution in calculating an approximate 95 percent confidence
interval and a chi-square distribution 'ased on a likelihood radio statistic (9) in the
determination of a p-value. Similarly, the results may exhibit a 95 percent confidence interval
of a relative risk that does not contain the number 1.00, while the corresponding p-value is
not significant (p>0.05) for the reasons stated above.

I Incorporating covariate and interaction information, subpanels (c) and (d) report
summary statistics (for the minimal and maximal assumptions, respectively) assessing the
association between the discrete dependent variable and initial dioxin. Immediately below
the specified assumption. the aggregate sample size (n) is presented for a multiple logistic
regression of the discrete dependent variable on log 2 (initial dioxin) including covariate and
interactions in the adjusted model. Based on the multiple logistic regression model, the
adjusted relative risk for the log2 (initial dioxin) term and its associated 95 percent confidence
interval are reported for each assumption. The p-value for testing whether the adjusted
relative risk is equal to I also is presented under both assumptions. Covariates (p-values
less than or equal to 0.15) and interactions (p-values less than or equal to 0.05) retained in
the multiple regression model after implementing the modeling strategy are presented under
covariate remarks, along with the associated p-values. If the multiple logistic regression
model contains a significant initial dioxin-by-covariate interaction with an associated p-value
less than or equal to 0.01, then the adjusted relative risk, 95 percent confidence interval, and
associated p-value generally are not reported. The entries for these statistics are reported
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as four asterisks ()and ame identified by a table footnote. Covariates and interactions
retained in the model are, however, reported under covaniate remarks. For some clinical
assessments, an analyst may exercise discretion and report an adjusted relative risk, 95I
percent confidence interval, and an associated p-value from a model that excludes the
interaction having a p-value less than 0.01. When these discretionary followup analyses are
performed, the results are repre aogwttheaterisks ()and are epandb
table footnote. If the multiple logistic regression model contains a significant initial dioxin-
by-covariate interaction with a p-value between 0.01 and 0.05, then the adjusted relative
risk, 95 percent confidence interval, and associated p-valuo. are reported from a model that
excludes that interaction. The entries for thiese statistics are reported along with two
asterisks (**) accompanied by a table footnote. In either case (i.e., paO.Ol or 0.01<p:50.05).
stratified analyses are undertaken and the results are reported in an appropriate appendix. f

Subpanels (e) ;knd (f) of Table 13-4, for example, report summary statistics (for the
minimal and maximal assumptions, respectively) assessing the association of the discrete
dependent variable with curreni dioxin and time since tour without adjusting for covariareI
information. Multiple logistic regression techniques are used to generate the statistics
provided in both panels. In the multiple logistic regression model, current dioxin is treated as
a continuous variable and rime since tour as a discrete variable. The interaction of current
dioxin and time since tour also is included in the model. For the logistic regression model.
time since tour is dichotomized and separate statistics are presented for the association
between the dependent variable and current dioxin within each time stratum. For eachI
subpanel, the aggregate sample size (n) is presented under each specified assumption for the
multiple logistic regression model. For presentation purposes, current dioxin and time since
tour both are categorized. The numeri,ýal values defining the current dioxin categories areI
specified in a table footnote. The low, medium, and high categories are based on the lower
25th percent, the 25th to 75th percent and the upper 25th percent of the measurted current
dioxin for the cohort corresponding to the specified assumption. The value of 18.6 years for
time since tour corresponds to approximately the median value in the Ranch Hand cohort
The percentage of Ranch Hands with the specified dichotomous characteristic (as cited in the
column heading) is calculated from the data and presented, along with sample size, for the
combinations of trichoromized current dioxin and dichotomized time since tour. Each panelU
also contains a p-value (i.e., the first p-value in each subpanel) for the interaction of the
multiple logistic regression using current dioxin in continuous form and time since tour in
discrete form. The p-value for the interaction term provides a test of the equality of the1
relative risks for the two time strata. For each time stratum, the logistic regression on
current dioxin (log2 scale) provides an estimated relative risk, associated 95 percent
confidence interval, and p-value for testing the significance of the relative risk.I

Incor-poratiing covariate and intera~tion information into the analysis. subpanels (g) and
(b) report summary statistics (for the minimal and maximal assumptions, respectively)
assessing the association of the discrete dependent variable with current dioxin, d=m since
tour, and the current dioxin-by-rime interaction. Multiple logistic regression techniques are
used to generate the statistics provided. In the multiple logistic regression model, currentI
dioxin is included as a continuous variable and time since tour as a discrete variable. The
interaction of current dioxin and time since tour also is included. The test of the interaction of
cirret dioxin and time since tour (i.e., the first p-value in each subpanel) determines
whether the adjusted relative risks of the two time strata differ significantly.
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Immediately below the specified assumption, the aggregate sample size (n) is

presented for the multiple logistic regression of the continuous dependent variable on log2
(current dioxin), time since tour, the current dioxin-by-dme interaction, covariates, and other
interactions retained in the model. For each time stratum (S18.6 years or >18.6 years),
separate statistics relating the dependent variable to current dioxin (log 2 scale) are
presented. Based on the multiple logistic regression analysis, the adjusted relative risk for
the log2 (current dioxin) term, its associated 95 percent confidence interval, and a p-value for
testing the significance of the adjusted relative risk are reported.

Covariates (p-values less than or equal to 0.15) and interactions (p-values less than or
equal to 0.05) retained in the multiple logistic regression model after implementing the
modeling strategy arm presented under covariate remarks, along with the associated p-
values. If the multiple logistic regression model contains a significant current dioxin-by-
time-by-covariate interaction term such that the associated p-value is less than or equal to
0.01. then the adjusted relative risk, associated 95 percent confidence interval, and p-value
generally arc not reported. The entries for these statistics are reported as four asterisks
(**) and are identified by a table footnote. Covariates and interactions retained in the

I model, however, are reported under covariate remarks. For some clinical assessments, an
analyst may exercise discretion and report an adjusted relative risk, 95 percent confidence
interval, and an associated p-value from a model that excludes the interaction having a p-
value less than 0.01. When these discretionary followup analyses are performed, the results
will be reported along wiut three asterisks ('**) and are explained by a table footnote. If the
multiple logistic regression model contains a significant current dioxin-by-dme-by-covariate
interaction such that the interaction lies between 0.01 and 0.05, then the adjusted relative
risk, 95 percent confidence interval, and p-value are reported from a model that excludes that
interaction. The entries for these statistics are reported along with two asterisks (**)
accompanied by a table footnote. In either case (p<_0.01 or 0.01<p<0.05), stratified analyses3 are undertaken and reported in the appropriate appendix.

Subpanels (i) and (j) of Table 13-4. for example, show the results of unadjusted and
adjusted analyses that :ompare Ranch Hands with high, low, and unknown current dioxin
levels and Comparisons having background current dioxin levels on the relative frequency for
a specified discrete dependent variable (e.g.. percent of participants in a current dioxin
category with an abnormal condition). The note at the bottom of the table defines the four
categories. Sample sizes for each category and across the four categories arc reported.

3For the unadjusted analysis, a relative frequency is presented for each current dioxin
category. The simultaneous equality of the four category relative frequencies is evaluated by
the first p-value cited. For the individual contrasts of the three Ranch Hand categories
versus Comparison background category, relative risks, associated 95 percent confidence
intervals for the relative risks, and p-values to evaluate if the risks differ significantly from 1
are prosented.

U Results may exhibit a significant (p.50.05) p-value associated with testing whether the
relative risk is equal to 1.00, while the corresponding 95 percent confidence interval on the
relative risk contains the number 1.00. Similarly, the results may exhibit a 95 percent
confidence interval of a relative risk that does not contain the number 1.00, while the
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corresponding p-value is not significant (p>0.05). Thes patterns are due to the use of the
normal distribution in calculating an approximate 95 percent confidence interval and the use of
Fisher's exact test for unadjusted analyses in the determination of the corresponding p-
values in the event cf sparse data.

For an adjusted analysis, the table presents adjusted relative risks, 95 percent
confidence intervals on the adjusted relative risks, and covariates and interactions retained in
the adjusted model along with their associated p-values.3

Discrete Variable With More Than Two Categories
Log-linear analysis techniques were used to analyze discrete dependent variables

having more than two levels (e.g., low, normal, high-see Table 13-6). For the unadjusted
and adjusted analyses relating such discrete dependent variables to initial dioxin, summary

talspresent sample sizes,- relative frequencies, relative risks, 95 percent confidence
intervals for the relative risks, and associated p-values. For the adjusted analyses, any
covariates and interactions retai~ed in the model along with their associated p-values also
are presented. One difference between the table presentations for dichotomous dependent
variables and discrete dependent variables with more than two levels is that relativeU
frequencies of Ranch Hands belonging to each of the dependent variable categories are
summarized with respect to each initial dioxin category (i.e.. low, medium, and high initial
dioxin). Therefore, for each initial dioxin level, the relative frequencies sum to 100 percent
across the dependent variable categories. Also, for Specified pairs of dependent variable
levels (e.g., low and normal or high and normal for the discrete dependent variable), contrasts
for high, initial dioxin versus low initial dioxin, and medium initial dioxin versus low initialI
dioxin, are constructed with relative risks, 95 percent confidence intervals, and associated
contrast p-values. Contrasts are based on a categorized form (i.e., low, medium, and high) of'
initial dioxin rather than log 2 (initial dioxin). A p-value for an overall test of independence

between the dependent variable and initial dioxin also is reported.

Similar to the log-linear analysis using initial dioxin, unadjusted and adjusted analyses3
of discrete dependent variables with more than two categories were performed using current
dioxin and time since tour. For the unadjusted analysis, sample sizes, relative frequencies
(within each current dioxin level), current dioxin contrasts for specified pairs of dependent3
variable levels with rela~tive risks. 95 percent confidence intervals on the relative risks, and
associated contrast p-values were reported for each time since tour stratum. For these
analyses a categorized form of current dioxin (i.e., low, medium, and high), rather than the
continuous form Of log 2 (current dioxin), is used. For the adjusted analysis, contrast-specificI
adjusted relative risks with 95 percent confidence intervals, associated contrast p-values,
and covariates and interactions rctaincd in the model along with associated pý-values are
presented. For both the unadjusted and the adjusted analyses, a p-value is provided thatI
tests the significance of the interaction between current dioxin and time since tour and, for
each time stratum., another p-value is reported as an overall test of independence between

the discrete dependent variable and current dioxin.

For log-linear analyses of initial dioxin, and those concerning cizrent dioxin and time
since tour, the curpoints between the three dioxin categories (i.e., between low and medium
dioxin, and between mcdium and high dioxin) are the same under both the minimal and
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maximal assumptions. The actual curpoints are relevant for log-linear analyses, and this
standardization was done to permit a more valid comparison of category contrasts between3 the minimal and maximal assumptions.

* .1 Unadjusted and adjusted analyses comparing relative frequencies for discrete dependent
variables of more than two categories also were performed to compare the four current dioxin
categories. For the unadjusted analysis, sample sizes, relative frequencies (within each of
the four categories), Ranch Hand versus Comparison contrasts for specified pairs of
dependent variable levels with relative risks, 95 percent confidence intervals on the relative

- risks, and associated contrast p-values were reported. For the adjusted analysis, sample
sizes, contrast-specific adjusted relative risks with 95 confidence intervals, associated
contrast p-values, and covariates and interactions retained in the model along with
associated p-values are presented. For both the unadjusted and the adjusted analyses, an
all categories p-value is provided that tests the independence of the categories and the
discrete dependent variable.

GRAPHICS
The analytic activities for the serum dioxin analyses were supplemented by two sets of

graphic displays: data plots/histograms and interaction plots/histograms. These graphics
were produced using the SYSTAT' graphics procedure (16).

Data Plots/Histograms
As part of the serum dioxin analyses, graphic displays were produced describing the

relationship between each dependent variable and serum dioxin level, as well as relevant
covariates and serum dioxin level. Evaluations of the relationships between dioxin and the
covariates were carefully made because such relationships particularly are important in the
interpretation of dioxin effects for this study (see Chapter 5, Covariate Associations). Initial

"and current dioxin levels were used in continuous form. Transformations used in statistical
analyses also were incorporated into the graphic presentations.

I For initial dioxin, dependent variable and covariate relationships were displayed
separately for Ranch Hands under the minimal and maximal assumptions. In addition, graphic
relationships between dependent health variables and current dioxin level, as well as
relevant covariates and current dioxin levei, were presented separately for all Comparisons
and Ranch Hands.

For continuous dependent variables, bivariate scatterplots were produced. r'or binary
or categorical dependent variables, bar charts with percentage5 of participants classified as
abnormal for common interval groupings of dioxin were generated for each of the clinical
areas. For the covariate associations section, relative frequency histograms were produced
for each level of the covariate.

I Figure 4-5 presents an illustration of the bar charts seen in the appendix for each
clinical area. Figures 4-5(a), (b), and (c) display a positive relationship, no relationship, and
a negative relationship between the percentage of participants classified as abnormal and
dioxin. These displays were generated assuming equal sample sizes for each bar;, inference
based on unequal sample sizes is not straightforward. Figures 4-6(a), (b), and (c) illustrate
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examples of a positive relationship, no relationship, and a negative relationship between a
dependent health variable and dioxin.

/ I.
Interaction Plots/Histograms

Dioxin-by-covariate interactions also were investigated through appropriate graphic 3
displays. Analogous to the data plots/histograms, transformations were used in the I
presentations when appropriate. If the dependent variable was continuous (e.g., blood urea
nitrogen), a significant interaction between dioxin level (e.g., initial dioxin) and a covariate I
"(e.g.. age) was presented as a set of bivariate scatterplots (dependent variable versus initial I
dioxin) for each level of a categorized covariate. For a discrete dependent variable (e.g.,
kidney disease: yes versus no), a significant interaction between initial dioxin and a
covariate was displayed using bar charts at each level of a categorized covariate. The bar
charts contrasted percentages of participants classified as abnormal for common interval
groupings of initial dioxin.

Statistical Analysis Protocol
Except for changes suggested by the Advisory Committee (deletioning conditional

analyses and moving fasting glucose from Chapter 10, Gastrointestinal Assessment to
Chapter 15, Endocrine Assessment), all statistical analyses summarized in this report were
carried out as specified in an analytical plan (17) written in July 1989 and the contract
Statement of Work; the analyses began in October 1989 and concluded in November 1990. I
The analytical plan specified statistical methods, dependent variables, covariates, and
exclusions. These analyses did not deviate from those specified in the plan. In certain cases,
clarification analyses were carried out, however. Stict adherence to the plan was maintained
to avoid the possibility that some analyses might be conducted based on the observation of
significant results. Such analyses are called "post hoc" and are known to be biased (18).

I
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CHAPTER S

CO VARIATE ASSOCIATIONS

INTRODUCTION
This chapter evaluates the covariates used in adjusted statistical analyses for signifi-

cant associations with initial dioxin levels for the Ranch Hand participants and current dioxin
levels for the Ranch Hands and the Comparisons. The evaluation, with respect to initial
dioxin levels for the Ranch Hand participants, was performed under both the mi-nimal and the
maximial assumptions (Le., Ranch Hands with current dioxin above 10 ppt and above 5 ppc,
respectively- see Chapter 4, Statistical Methods, for a further discussion of these
assumptions). Associations between the covanaes and the health staus variables are
documented in the previous Air Force Health Study report of the 1987 examination data (1).

Table 5-1 presents geometric mean dioxin levels (transformed from the logarithm base
2 scale) and saznpie sizes by covariate category uinder both assumptions for initial dioxin anrd

* under both group classifications (i.e.. Ranch Hands and Comparisons) for current dioxin.
Mean dioxin levels, expressed in parts per trillion (ppt). were evaluated for statistical
significz~nce across the defined categories of a particular covariate (e.g., under both
assumptions, initial dioxin means of Black and non-Black Ranch Hand participants were
compared for a statistically significant difference). The aggregate sample size and the
significance probability a&soiated with comparing dioxin means across covariate levels are
included in the table. Aggrugate sample sizes may differ from covariate to covariate because
of missing covariate infoniation. The significance probability was determined from statistics
cilculated on the logarithm base 2 scale of the serum dioxin concentration. For covariates on
a continuous scale, the correlation coefficient and the associated significance probability are
presented in the cab!e. The ccrrelation coefficient is based on the association between the
covariate and the logarithm base 2 of the serum dioxin concentration. Dioxin levels equal to
zero were assigned a value of 0.1 ppt due to the logarithmic transformation used in the
analyses of all Ranch Hands and ail Comparisons.

MATCHING VARIABLES (AGE, RACE, AND OCCUPATION)
The variables age, race, and military occupation were used in the design of the Air Force

Health Study to match Ranch Hand participants with Comparisons and thus reduce the
association between these varibles and group status. It was not possible to eliminate the
association of these variables with serum dioxin through the study design, however.

In general, age at Baseline (1982) exhibited a significant negative correlation with liiriial
dioxin (p<0.001 under bath the minimal and maximal assumptions). For Ranch Hands born in
or after 1942, and for those born before 1942. initial dioxin means were 226.6 ppt and 148-5
ppt under the minimal assumption. Corresponding means of initial dioxin under the maximal
assumption were 149.9 and 101.6 ppt, respectively. For all Ranch Hand participants a
significant negative correlation between age and current dioxin was exhibited (p<0.00 1). The
current dioxin mens were 19.3 ppt and 11.7 ppt for Ranch Hands born in or after 1942 and
Ranch Hands born before 1942. For the Comparisons the correlation between age and
current dioxin was also significant, but positive (p<0l.001). The current dioxin means were
3.0 ppt for Comparisons born in or after 1942 and 4.0 ppt for Comparisons born before 1942.
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TABLE $4.
S.... Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin

,-ig nr Dioxin (Ranch Hands) I
Afsumption in

Variable , Statsic Minimal Maximal Ha, Comparison

"Matcbing Variables

/ Age a 521 742 166 I04(continuous) Correlation -0.240 -0.200 -0=2 0.155"p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Age (year n- 521 742 866 804of birth) Mean (n)(discrete) Borna1942 226.6 (237) 149.9 (314) 19-3 (55) 3.0 (330)-Bon<1942 148.5 (284) 101.6 (428) 11.7(511) 4.0 (474)"p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 3
Race 5 521 742

Mean (a) $6 9Black 134.5 (32) 114.7 (38) 14.6 (44) 2.9 (49) 1Non-Black 183.5 (489) 120.0 (704) 14.4 (822) 3.6 (755)p-Value 0.011 0.701 0a904 0.288
Occupation n 521 742 866 804

mean (a)527480OfficMe 91.7 (108) 61.4 (246) 7.7 (319) 4.0 (291) 3Enlisted Flyer 172.3 (108) 134.7 (132) 16.3 (148) 3.7 (127)' •Enlisted,o-uvndcrw 232.1 (305) 180.2 (364) 23.2 (399) 3.2 (386)p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.007
Alcohol Variables
Current n 518 737 861 804Alcohol Use Correlation 0.043 0.014 0.039 0.023(continuous) p-Value 0326 0.703 0.7M 0.523
Cumrent a 518 737 861 804 9Alcohol Use Mean (n)
(drinks/day) 0-1 181.8 (420) 121.4 (594) 14.3 (696) 3.6 (630)(discrete) >1-4 158.4 (83) 105.5 (124) 13.6 (143) 3.2 (143)

>4 276.6 (15) 182.2 (19) 22.3 (22) 4.5 (31)p-Value 0.051 0.049 0.171 0.100
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TABLE S-I. (Continued)

Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin

Initial Dioxin (Ranch Handst
Assumption Current Dioxin

Ranch
Variable Statistic Minimal Maximal Hand Comparison

LifeW me n 515 733 857 802
Alcohol Correlation 0.044 0.057 0.012 0.005
History p-Value 0.318 0.125 0.728 0.894
(continuous)

uf-tiime n 515 733 857 802
Alcohol Mean (n)
History 0 233.7 (57) 163.7 (73) 18.7 (85) 3.8 (61)
(drink-years) >0-40 167.5 (345) 110.1 (507) 13.4 (599) 3.5 (547)
(discrete) >40 192.8 (113) 134.3 (153) 15.8 (173) 3.6 (194)

- p-Value 0.012 0.001 0.021 0.810

Current n 517 737 861 803
Wine Use Correlation -0.111 -0.110 -0.054 -0.007
(continuous) p-Value 0.011 0.003 0.110 0.853

Current n 517 737 861 803
Wine Use Mean (n)
(drinks/day) 0 197.2 (349) 139.9 (459) 16.7 (526) 3.6 (458)
(discrete) >0 148.5 (168) 92.1 (278) 11.3 (335) 3.5 (345)

p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.656

Ufetime n 517 736 860 802
Wine History Correlation -0.160 -0.107 -0.059 0.018
(continuous) p-Value <0.001 0.004 0.086 0.603

Lifetime n 517 736 860 802
Wine History Mean (n)
(drink-years) 0 727.4 (301) 144.2 (398) 16.9 (458) 3.6 (403)
(discrete) >0-10 151.9 (191) 97.1 (302) 11.8 (363) 3.5 (367)

>10 117.9 (25) 87.5 (36) 12.9 (39) 4.3 (32)
p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.482

.//
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TABLE S-L (Continued)
Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin

Initial Dioxin (Ranch Fands)S Assumption _ Current Dioxin__

RanchVariable Statistic ,Minial Maximal Hand Comparison

Smoking Variables
Current n 521 742 866 804Cigarette Correlation 0.013 0.034 -0.067 -C.074Smoking p-Value 0.758 0.355 0.049 0.035
(continuous)

Current n 521 742 866 804Cigarette Mean (n)Smoking 0-Never 189.0 (135) 114.1 (207) 15.2 (236) 4.3 (223)(cigarettes/ 0-Former 169.1 (196) 113.6 (282) 14.5 (323) 3.5 (336)day) >0-20 187.9 (001) 137.4 (131) 14.5 (159) 2.9 (128)(discrete) >20 I827 (89) 126.6 (022) 12.9 (148) 3.1 (117)p-Value 0.603 0.208 0.587 <0.001
Lifetime n 521 742 866 804Cigarette Correlation -0.064 -0.010 -0.094 -0.013Smoking p-Value 0.147 0.783 0.006 0.719History
(continuous)
lifetime n 521 742 866 804Cigarette Mean (W)
Smoizng 0 187.7 (136) 113.8 (208) 15.1 (237) 4.3 (223)History >0-10 180.6 (152) 124.5 (206) 15.3 (237) 2.9 (218)
(pack-years) >10 175.3 (233) 120.7 (328) 13.5 (392) 3.6 (363)(discrete) p-Value 0.749 0.621 0.297 <0.001
Sin Expasurc.Related Variables
Average n 489 704 821 750Wifetime Mean (a)Revidential Ladtude <37" 196.5 (205) 126.1 (295) 14.8 (344) 3.7 (385)Latitudea Latitude .37" 174.6 (284) 115.8 (409) 14.2 (477) 3.6 (365)p-Value 0.128 0.247 0.596 0.786
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TABLE 5-L (Continued)

Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin

I Initial Dioxin (Ranch Hands)
Assumption CLurrent Dioxin

* Ranch
Variable Statistic Minimal Maximal Hand Comparison

* Ethnic n 476 687 S01 738
Backgroundab Mean (n)

AB 179.8 (447) 116. (654) 14.0 (767) 3.7 (701)
CDE 260.4 (29) 214.8 (33) 29.1 (34) 2.9 (37)

p.Value 0.022 <0.001 <0.001 0.115

Skin Colora n 489 703 821 755
Mean (n)

Peach 183.3 (395) 122.5 (559) 14.7 (651) 3.6 (615)
Non-Peach 184.3 (94) 111.5 (144) 13.4 (170) 3.5 (140)

p-Value 0.952 0.293 0.354 0.582

Hair Colora n 489 704 822 754
Mean (n)

Black/Dark Brown 196.7 (332) 129.0 (467) 15.7 (541) 3.6 (524)
Other 158.4 (157) 104.2 (237) 12.2 (281) 3.7 (230)

p-Value 0.008 0.005 0.004 0.486

Eye Colora n 488 703 821 753
Mean (n)

Brown 206.2 (150) 135.4 (211) 16.4 (242) 3.4 (227)
Hazel/Green 167.8 (144) 113.5 (205) 13.3 (241) 3.4 (188)
Grey/Blue 179.6 (194) 114.4 (287) 13.8 (338) 3.9 (338)

p-Value 0.101 0.097 0.103 0.072

Reaction of a 489 704 822 755
Skin to Sun Mean (a)
After at Burned Painfully 182.6 (35) 123.3 (48) 14.8 (56) 5.0 (48)
Least 2 Hours, Bunted 170.1 (63) 117.6 (97) 14.9(102) 3.7 (90)
After First Became Red 192.8(195) 120.1(292) 141(345) 3.5 (326)
Exposures No Reaction 179.1 (196) 120.1 (277) 14.3 (319) 3.5 (291)U p-Value 0.720 0.995 0.997 0.062
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TABLE S-L (Continued)
Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin I

Initial Dioxin (Ranch Hands)

Varable Saistic Minimal Maximal H--and ComparisonReaction of n 489 704 822 754Skin to Sun Mean (n)After Freckled-No Tan 202.4 (11) 138.1 (15) 15.9 (18) 5.6 (18)Repeated Tanned Mildly 207.2 (74) 149.4 (95) 16. (119) 3.4 (109)Exposurea Tanned Moderately 178.3 (246) 113.8 (366) 14.5 (4!7) 3.8 (393)Tanned Deep Brown 179.9 (158) 118.2 (228) 13.4 (268) 3.4 (234)p-Value 0.565 0.094 0.507 0.088
Composite n 489 704 822 754Sun Reaction Mean (n)
Index€,c Low 180.7 (358) 116.5 (526) 14.0 (609) 3.5 (557)Medium 194.3 (90) 134.5 (121) 15.8 (147) 3.4 (139)High 184.9 (41) 124.4 (57) 15.1 (66) 5.1 (58)p-Value 0.764 0.319 0.496 0.008
Carcinogen Exposure Variables
Asbestos n 521 742 866 804
Exposure Mean (n)84

Yes 183.6 (129) 121.3 (185) 14.6 (212) 3.7 (195) 1No 178.8 (392) 119.3 (557) 14.3 (654) 3.5 (609)p-Value 0.754 0.832 0.802 0.580Ionizing n 521 742 866 804Radiation Mean (n)Exposure Yes 160.6 (105) 115.7 (143) 12.3 (175) 3.5 (212)
No 185.2 (416) 120.8 (599) 15.0 (691) 3.6 (592)p-Value 0.118 0.626 0.070 0.833Industrial a 521 742 866 804chemical Mean (n)Exposure Yes 196.8 (311) 138.8 (408) 16.6 (470) 3.4 (443)

No 157.8 (210) 100.0 (334) 12.1(396) 3.8 (361)p-Value 0.003 <0.001 CO.001 0.043

I
I
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TABLE S-L (Continued)

Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin

Inidal Dioxin (Ranch HandsM
Asrrnntion Current Dioxin

Ranch
Variable Stadstic Minimal Maximal Hand Comparison

Herbicide n 521 742 866 804
Exposure Mea (n)

Yes 180.5 (493) 119.7 (703) 14.6 (816) 3.8 (263)
No 170.6 (28) 121.3 (39) 11.9 (50) 3.5 (541)

p-Value 0.728 0.933 0.227 0.151

Insecticide n 521 742 866 804
SExposure Me-.n (n)

Yes 173.0 (381) 118.0 (537) 14.1 (626) 3.7 (454)
No 200-. (140) 124.6 (205) 15.2 (240) 3.5 (350)

p-Value 0.074 0.484 0.391 0.430

Degreasing n 521 742 866 804
Cbemicai Mean (n)
Exposure Yes 196.0 (353) 1373 (471) 17.1 (529) 3.6 (496)

No 150.5 (168) 94.5 (271) 10.9 (337) 3.6 (308)
p-Value 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.926

Anthracene n 521 742 866 803
Exposure Mean (n)

Yes 83.4 (1) 83.4 (1) 15.0 (1) 4.0 (3)
No 180.3 (520) 119.8 (741) 14.4 (865) 3.6 (800)

p-Value 0.357 0.704 0.971 0.832

I Arsenic n 521 741 865 803
Exposure Memn (n)

Yes 156.0 (11) 100.5 (18) 12.9 (21) 3.1 (13)
No 180.6 (510) 120.4 (723) 14.4 (844) 3.6 (790)

p-Value 0.567 0.426 0.669 0.557

3 Benzene a 521 742 866 804
Exprure Mean (n)

Yes 226.2 •21) 162.6 (27) 16.9 (33) 3.7 (21)
No 178.3 (500) 118.4 (715) 14.3 (833) 3.6 (783)

p-Value 0.201 0.089 0.522 0.893

I
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TABLE 5-L (Continued) I
Relationship of Covarlates to Tnitial and Current Dioxin I

iial Dioxin (Ranch Handt s

i Variable Satsuc M�imal Maxima Hand Comparison
Bewzi~e n 521 742 866 802Exposure Mean (n)

Yes 127.5 (5) 93.8 (7) 7.5 (9) 3.7 (9)NO 180-6 (516) 120.0 (735) 4.5 (857) 3.6 (793)p-Value 0.355 0.495 0.313 0.929Chromate n 519 739 863 804Exposure Mean (n) IYes 237.5 (36) 159.2 (47) 17.8 (55) 3.3 (39)No 176.6 (483) 117.5 (692) 14.2 (808) 3.6(765)p-Value 0.057 0.034 0.160 0.593Coa]Tar a 521 742 866 804EXPOsUVO Mean (n)
Yes 137.0 (18) 121.7 (20) 9.7 (27) 4.1 (27)No 181.8 (503) 119.7 (722) 14.6 (839) 3.6 (777)p-Value 0.158 0.940 . 0.207 0.459

Creosote n 521 742 866 04Exposure Mean (n) 804Yes 175-7 (47) 125,6 (62) 13.8 (76) 3,2 (63)No 180.4 (474) 119.2 (680) 14.4 (790) 3.6 (741)p-Value 0,837 0.683 0.752 0.381Aminodiphenyl p 521 742 866 8Exposure Mean (n) 802Yes 83.2 (2) 83.2 (2) 14.4 (2) 4.4 (4)No 180. (519) 119.9 (740) 14.4 (864) 3.6 (798)p-Value <0).001 O<0.001 0.998 0.649Chloromethyl a 520 740 864 80

Ether Mean (n) 204
Exposure Yes 144.3 (3) 65.4 (8) 6.0 (10) 4.2 (II)No 180.1 (517) 120.5 (732) 14.5 (854) 3.6 (793) -p-Value 0.648 0.070 0.015 0.267

I
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I TABLE S-L (Continued)

3 Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Currnt Dioxin

Inital Dioxin (Ranch Handsg
Assumption Qurrent Dioxin

Ranch
Variable Statistic Minimal Maximal Hand Comparison

Mustard Gas n 521 742 866 804
Exposure Mean (n)

Yes 126.3 (3) 126.3 (3) 10.2 (4) 3.8 (4)
No 180.4 (518' 119.7 (739) 14.4 (862) 3.6 (800)

p-Value 0.461 0.923 0.553 0.633

Naphthylamine n 521 741 865 803
Exposure Mean (n)

Yes 219.1 (23) 179.5 (26) 19.9 (30) 3.3 (20)
No 178.4 (498) 118.2 (715) 14.2 (835) 3.6 (783)

p-Value 0.249 0.028 0.217 0.759

Cutting Oils n 521 742 866 804
* Exposure Mean (n)

Yes 174.1 (76) 118.8 (107) 13.9 (124) 3.0 (102)
No 181.0 (445) 119.9 (635) 14.5 (742) 3.7 (702)

p-Value 0.706 0.924 0.693 0.076

Trichloro- n 518 738 862 804
ethylene Mean (n)
Exposure Yes 207.5 (57) 142.4 (76) 15.5 (91) 3.3 (71)

No 176.7 (461) 117.3 (662) 14.2 (771) 3.6 (733)
p-Value 0.170 0.092 0.547 0.386

IUltaviolet n 521 742 866 803
Light Mean (n)

S(Not Sun' Yes 142.7 (13) 101.1 (18) 13.8 (20) 4.2 (17)
Exposure No 181.1 (508) 120.3 (724) 14.4 (846) 3.6 (786)

p-Value 0.311 0.445 0.808 0.232

3Vinyl Cblc-.., n 520 741 U65 803
Exposure Mean (n)

Yes 209.1 (10) 144.1 (13) 17.0 (15) 4.1 (11)
I No 179.5 (510) 119.3 (728) 14.3 (850) 3.6 (792)

p-Value 0.568 0.478 0.564 0.363

.1
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TABLE S-L (Continued) I
Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin I

Initia! Dioxin (Ranch Hands) U
Variable Statistic Minimal.Maial Hand Comparison

Composite a 515 731 855 796Carcinogen Mean (n)Exposure Yes 192.9 (155) 134.2 (208) 16.4 (236) 3.3 (179)
NO 174.3 (360) 114.7 (523) 13.6 (619) 3.6 (617)p-Value 0.209 0.045 0.038 0.157

Personal and Family Health
Variables

Cholesterol n 521 742 866 804(continuous) Correlation 0.054 0.046 0.051 0.046p-Value 0.217 0.215 0.137 0.196
Cholesterol a 521 742 866 804(mrg/dl) men (a)
(discrete) e,200 168.4 (163) 1120 (238) 13.0 (287) 3.4 (281)>200-230 175.8 (177) 120.7 (244) 15.2 (275) 3.4 (244)>230 195.6 (181) 126.4 (260) 15.1 (304) 3.9 (279)p-Value 0.227 0.362 0.175 0.139HDL a 521 742 866 804 1(Continuous) Correlation -0.074 -0.142 -0.136 -0.099p-Value 0.090 <0.001 <0.001 0.003

HDL a 521 742 866 804(Ag/ld) Mean (W)(discrete) 140 18.7 (206) 138.6 (261) 17.5 (289) 3.9 (264)>40-50 188.6 (173) 121.7 (251) 14.5 (294) 3.7 (294)>50 166.5 (142) 99.6 (230) 11.6 (283) 3.1 (24A)p-Value 0.400 <0.001 <0.001 0.008
Cholesterol- n 521 742 866 804HDL Ratio Correlation 0.078 0.146 0.148 0.109(continuous) p-Value 0.076 <0.001 <0.001 0.002

I
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TABLE S-L (Continued)

Relationship of Covarlates to Initial and Current Dioxlr

Initial Dioxin Ranch Hn~d)I . - ~~~~~Aasumprionl , 'urn ~xr

RanchVariable Statistic Mnimal Ma-Xial Hand Comparison
Cholesterol- n 521 742 866 804HDL Ratio Mean (n)(discrete) 14.2 158.1 (133) 97.0 (222) 11.3 (274) 3.0 (264)>4.2-5.5 187.9 (199) 124.5 (283) 15.2 (322) 3.9 (286)>5.5 189.3 (184) 139.3 (237) 17.2 (270) 3.9 (2S4)

p-Value 0.104 <0.001 <0.001 0.001
Diabetic a 519 740 863 802
Classd Mean (W)Normal 174.4 (371) 112.8 (548) 13.5 (648) 3.4 (620)Impaired 176.2 (82) 123.7 (110) 14.8 (130) 4.0 (115)Diabetic 221.9 (66) 169.9 (82) 21.9 (85) 4.5 (67)p-Value 0.095 0.001 0.001 0.028

Differential n 509 721 839 770
Conisol Correlation -0.024 -0.059 -0.076 -0.052
Response p-Value 0.583 0.112 0.027 0.152
(continuous)
Differential n 509 721 839 770Cortisol Mean (n)Response S0.6 191.7 (185) 132.0 (251) 15.7 (288) 3.6 (275)(mg/dl) >0.6-4.0 189.0 (192) 127.5 (265) 16.4 (299) 3.8 (262)(discrete) >4.0 155.5 (132) 101.4 (205) 11.5 (252) 3.3 (233)

p-Value 0.056 0.007 <0.001 0.315
Percent Body a 521 742 866 804Fat Correlation 0.139 0.210 0.300 0.154
(continuous) p-Value 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.0013 Percent Body a 521 742 866 804Fat Mean (n)(discrete) Lean/Normal: <25% 170.4 (389) 110.2 (579) 12.9 (693) 3.3 (608)Obese: >25% 211.4 (132) 161.1 (163) 22.4 (173) 4.4 (196)p-Value 0.018 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001I
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TABLE 5-1. (Continued) I
Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin I

uri~aI D (oxin Ranch Hands)- Ansumptiol - _vurntDoin
Variable Statistic Minimal MatinRal Hand Comparison

Family n 521 742 866 804History of Mean (n)
Hear Disease Yes 176.9 (125) 118.5 (178) 13.9 (208) 3.5 (177)No 181.0 (396) 120.2 (564) 14.6 (658) 3.6 (627)p-Value 0.793 0.867 0.591 0.765Family n 521 742 866 804History of Mean (n)

Heart Disease Yes 179.0 (17) 106.5 (27) 14.5 (30) 2.3 (26)Before Age SO No 180-0 (504) 120.3 (715) 14.4 (836) 3.6 (778)
p-Value 0.979 0.515 0.970 0.134Other Variables

Educationa 517 737 860 799a
Mean (a)High School I98.0 (322) 153.1 (395) 18.2 (448) 3.5 (400)College 153.4 (195) 89,8 (342) 11.1(412) 3.7 (399)p-Value 0.001 <0-00 1 <0.001 0.378Blood Type n 519 738 $61 802 1
A 182.4 (224) 125.0 (307) 15.0 (352) 3.6 (311)AB .171.9 (18) 111.8 (27) 14.6 (31) 4.3 (24)184.5 (54) 128.5 (72) 14.9 (87) 3.8 (98)0 177.3 (223) 114.4 (332) 13.8 (392) 3.4 (369)

"p-Value 0.973 0.593 0.773 0.469
Preserce of a 521 742 866 804Pre-SISA Acne Mean (,u)

Yes 193.0 (53) 133.6 (71) 15.1 (S8) 2.8 (88)No 178.6 (468) 118.4 (671) 14.3 (778) 3.4 (716)
p-Value 0.523 0.309 0.819 0.246
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TABLE S-L (Continued)

Relationship of Covariates to Initial and Current Dioxin

Initial Dioxin (Ranch Hands)
Assumption Current Dioxin

Ranch
Variable Statistic Minimal Maximal Hand Comparison

Peronality n 5W6 717 834 769
Type Mean (n)

Type A 173.9 (222) 112.3 (331) 13.6 (381) 3.5 (325)
Type B 185.2 (284) 128.3 (386) 15.3 (453) 3.6 (444)3p-Value 0.401 0.061 0.148 0.685

*flhacka excluded.
bEutuic Background - A: English. Welsh. Scottish. or Irish

8: Scandinavian. Cweman. Polish. Russian. Gume Slavic. ]*wish. at French
C: Spanish. Italim. or Greek
D Mexican. An ican Indian, or Asian

AD: A orB
CDL C. DA at

'compnuiw Sun Re.acto Index (from reaction of Ain After at leas 2 hours aft flnt uXpWum mad rmacda of skin
au repeated expos•re) - High: Burns phin•ly ,ndict freckles with n tm

t~ AHl odhm reacton.
dDi-bet Clas - Normal: <140 m/dl 2-hour posqrandial glucose

ba~pairs& z140-<200 mg/dl 2-hour postpraridiai glucose
Diabetic Verified past histry of disbets or ?.200 mg/dl 2-hour posta•ndld glcose.

M~oir All memns expressed in parts per mfiaon and have been transformed frm she logazmhxa (baes 2) scable

I,
I
I
I
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Under the minimal assumption, the Black and non-Black Ranch Hand categories had
significantly different initial dioxin means (134.5 ppt versus 183.5 ppt. p=m0.01 1). Under the
maxima assumption, the initial dioxin means were not significantly different between the race
categories (p=0.70 1). The current dioxin means were also not significantly different between
the race categories for all Ranch Hand participants and for all Comparisons (Ra nch Hands,
p=0.90 4; Comparisons, p=0.288).

As expected, the initial dioxin means differed significantly, under both assumptions,3
among d.- Ranch Hands who served as officers, enlisted flyems and enlisted groundcrew
(minimal, P<c0.00!; maximal, P4O.00I). Ile initial dioxin means, under the minimal
assumption, were 91.7 ppt for the officers, 172.3 ppt for the enlisted flyers. and 232.1 ppt for3
the enlisted groundcrew. The corresponding mens under die maximal assumption were 61.4,
134.7, and 180.2 ppt, respectively. The current dioxin means also differed significai'dy for all
Ranch Hands (p4.~001) and for all Comparisons (p-0.007). However, for the Ranch Hands,
the enlisted groundcrew had the highest current dioxin mean (officers: 7.7 ppt; enlisted flyeis:
16.3 ppt; enlisted groundcrew: 23.2 ppt), whereas, for the Compe~sons, the officers had the
highest current dioxin mean (officems 4.0 ppt; enlisted flyers: 3.3 ppt; enlisted groundcrew:

3.2 ppt). (See Chapter 2, Dioxin Assay, for a further tixcussion of these results.)

DRINKINJG HABITS
Drinking habits were analyzed cn the basis of current alcohol use. lifetime alcoholI

history, current wine use, and lifetime wine history.

Under the minimal assumption, the mean initial dioxin levels for Ranch Hands withI
current alcohol use values categorized as zero to one drink per day, over one but no mnore
than four drinks per day, and over four drinks per day were marginally significant (p-0.05 1:
0-1 drink perdzr. 181.8 ppt; >1-4 drinks per day: 158.4 ppt; >4 drinks per day: 276.6 ppt).I
Under the maximal assumption, the mean initial dioxin levels differed significantly (p-0.049)
with corresponding means of 121.4 ppt, 105.5 ppt,, and 182.2 ppt for increasing current alcohol
use categories. However, when current alcohol use was tree~ed as a continuous variable, theI
correlation between current alcohol use and initial dioxin was not significant under both
assumptions (minimal, p-0.326, maximal, p=0.703).

For all Ranch Hand participants, the mnean current dioxin levels did not differ
significantly among the current alcohol use categories (p-0.17 1). The differences were
marginalfly significant for all C~omparisons.(p-0.lI M, 0- 1 drink per dar. 3.6 ppt; >1-4 drinks
per day: 3.2 ppr, >4 drinks per day. 4.5 ppt). The correlation between current alcohol use.
when treated as a continuous vzriable, and current dioxin was nonsignificant for both groups

(Ranch Hands, p-0.25; Comparisons, p-0.523).

Under both assumptions, mean initial dioxin levels differed significantly among Ranch
Hands who had lifetime alcohol history values of 0 drink-years, over 0 but no mort than 40I
drink-years, and over 40 drink-years (minimal, p-0.01Z2 maximal, p-0.001). (See Chapter 7,
Malignancy Assessment, for a definition oi drink-years.) For these iifetime alcohol history
categories, the mean initial dioxin levels for the minirmal cohort were 233.7, 167.5, and 12.-8
ppt, respectively. For the fmaximnal cohort the corresponding mean initial dioxin levels were
163.7, 110.1, and 134.3 ppt, respectively. Under both assumptions, however, the correlation
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between lifetime alcohol history and initial dioxin was not sigifiat when lifetime alcohol
history was treatrd as a continuous variable (minimal, p4,.3 18; maximal, p-0.12 5).

The riaean current dioxin levels were significantly different among the lifetime alcohol
categories for all Ranch Hand paricipants (p-0.021). The ctment dioxin me=a for the
categories of 0 drink-years. over 0 but no mor than 40 drink-years, and over 40 drink. years
were 18.7, 13.4, and 15.8 ppt. For all Comparisons, the differencms in the mean current dioxin
levels were not significant (p-0.810). When lifcime alcohol history was teared as a
con;,nuous variable, the coiT'ulation between lifetime alcohol history and current dioxin was
not signiricant for both groups (Ranch Hands, p.0.728; Comparisons, p.0.894 ).

Under both the minimal and maximal assumptions, the mean initial dioxin levels differed
significandy between Ranch Hands who reported they did no drink wine and Ranch R-nds
who reported they drank %tine at the time of the 1987 examination (minimal, p<O.001;
inaTxinal. p<O.O01). The mean initial dioxin levels for the minimal cohort were 197.2 ppt for
Ranch Hands with zero drinks per day and 148.5 ppt for Ranch Hands with more than z'::rt
drinks per day. For the maximal cohort, the corresponding mean initial dioxin levels were
139.9 ppt and 92.1 ppt. When current wine use was teated as a continuous variable, a
significant negtive correlation between current wine use and initial dioxin was exhibited
under both essumptions (minimal, p.0.011; maximal, p-0.003).

For &:I Ranch Hand uarticipants, the mean current dioxin level was signiAcantly higher
for Ranch Hands who reported they did not drink wine than for Ranch Hands who reported
they drank wine at the time of the 1987 examination (p<0.001). The current dioxin means
were 16.7 ppc and 11.3 ppt for the two current wine use strata (Le., 0 drinks per day and >0
drinks per day). However, the correlation between current wine use, when treated as a
eantinuous variable, and current dioxin was nonsignificant for All Ranch Hand participarts
(p-0.1 10). For all Comparisons, the current dioxin means did not differ significantly between
Lhe two current wine use categories (p-0.656). The correlation between current wine use
and cirrent dioxin was also nonsignificant for the Comparisons (p.0.853).

The mean initial dioxin levels differed significantly among the lifetime wine history
categories (0 drink-years, >0-10 drink-years, and >10 drink-years) under both assumptions
(minhi-al, p<O.OGl; maximal. p<O.001). U.%der the minimal assumption, the mean initial dioxin
levels were 207.4, 151.9, and 117.9 ppt for the lifetime wine history categories (0 drink-years,
>0-10 drink-year, and >10 drink-years). Under the maximal assumption, the corresponding
means were 144.2, 97.1, and 87.5 ppt, respectively. When lifetime wine history wes treated
as a continuous variable, a significant negative correlation between lifetime wine history andcurrnmt dioxin was exhibited under both assumptions (minimal, p<O.O01; maximal, POO.004 ).

There was a significant difference in the mea= curmnat dioxin levels for all Ranch Hand

participants with lifetime wine history values of 0 drink-years, greater than 0 but no more
than 10 drink-years, and greater than 10 drink-years (p<0.001). The mean current dioxin
levels were 16.9, 11.8, and 12.9 ppt for the lifetime wine history categories, rempectively. For
all Ranch Hand participants, tiere was a marginally significant negative correlation between
lifetime wine history, when teated as a continuous variable, and current dioxii (p-0.086).
For all Comparisons, the difference in mean current dioxin levels among the lifetime wine
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history categories was not significant (p-0.432). In contrast to the Ranch Hands, the
correlation between lifetime wine history and current dioxin was positive, but nonsignificant
for all Comparisons (p=0.603).

SMOKING HABITSI
The covariates used to evaluate smoking habits were current cigarette smoking and

lifetime cigarette smoking history. I
Under the minimal and maximal assumptions, the mean initial dioxin levels were not

significantly different for Ranch Hands with current cigarette smoking habits categorized as
follows: never smoked, formerly smoked, smoked no more than 20 cigarettes per day, and I
smoked over 20 cigarettes per day (minimal, p-0.603; maximal, p,0.208). Similarly, the
mean current dioxin levels were not sigrnificantly different among the defined current cigarette
smoidng categories for all Ranch Hand participants (p=0.587 ). However, for all Comparisons,
there was a significant difference in the mean current dioxin levels among the current
cigarette smoking categories (p<0.001). The mean current Woxin levels were 4.3 ppt for
those who never smoked, 3.5 ppt for those who formerly str.)ked, 2.9 ppt for those who
smoked no more than 20 cigarettes per day, and 3.1 ppt for those who smoked over 20
cigarettes per day.

When current cigarette srnoking was treated as a continuous variable, the correlation 1
between initial dioxin and cunent cigarette smoking was not significant under both
assumptions (minimal, p-0.7 53; maximal, p=0.355). However, for all Ranch Hand
participants, the correlation between current dioxin and currw,:t cigarette smoking was I
significantly negative (p-0.049). For all Comparisons, thev-- was also a significant negative
association between current dioxin and current cigarette smoking (p-0.035).

Mean initial dioxin levels were compared for Ranch Hands who had categorized lifetime
cigaw te smoking history values of 0 pack-years, up to 10 pack-years, and over 10 pack-
years. (See Chapter 7 for a definition of pack-years.) Under both assumptions, the means I
were not significandy different (minimal, p-0.749; maximal. l,0.621). In addition, mean
current dioxin levels also did not differ significantly among all K-nch Hand participants for the
categorized lifetime cigarette swoking history values (p-0.297). .1owever, there was a
significant difference in mean current dioxin levels for all Comparisons (p<O.00l; 0 pack-yew.'s: 4.3 ppt: >0-10 pack-years: 2.9 ppt; >10 pack-years: 3.6 ppt).

The correlation betweea initial dioxin and lifetime cigarette smoking, when treated as a
continuous variable, was not significant under both assumptions (minimal, p,,0.147; maximal,
p-0.783). Likewise, the correlation between current dioxin and lifetime cigarette smoking U
was not 3ignificant for all Comparisons (p-0.719). However. for all Ranch land participants,
there was a significant negative correlation between current dioxin and lifetime cigarette
smoking (p-0.006).

SUN EXPOSURE CHARACTERISTICS
The following covariates characterize sun exposure and reaction to sun exposure:

average lifetime residential lI.tirude, ethnic background, skin color, hair color, eye color,
reaction of skin to sun after it least 2 hours of exposure after first exposure, reaction of skin
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to sun after repeated exposure, and a composite sun-reaction ind:x. These variables were
candidate covariates for the skin neoplasm analyses. Since Blacks were excluded in the
analyses of skin neoplasms, they were also excluded in these analyses.

A line connecting San Frncisco, California, and Richmond, Virginia, approximates 37
degrees North latitude. Participanu were classified into two categories depending on
whether their average lifetuine residential latitude was above or below 37 degrees North
latitude. The determination of each participant's avenge lifetime residential latitude is
discussed in Chapter 7. Under both the minimal and maxims assumptions, the initial dioxin
means did not differ significantly between Ranch Hands who resided in the northern latitudes
(237" N. latitude) and those who resided in the southern ladimdes (<37" N. latitude)
(minimal, p-0.12 8; maximal, p=0.247). The current dioxin means aLso did not differ
significantly between the north and the south for all Ranch Hand participants (p-0.596) and
for all Comparisons (p-0.786).

3 For this study, ethnic background was divided into five categories (A: English. Welsh.
Scottish, or Irish; B: Scandinavian. German, Polish. Russian, Other Slavic, Jewish, or French;
C: Spanish, Italian. or Greek; D: Mexican. American Indian. or Asian; E. African). These
five categories were combined into two categones for this analysis (A and B in one category:
C, D. and E in the other). Under the mininmal assumption, there was a significant difference in
the mean initial dioxin levels between tnese two categories (p.0.022; AB: 179.8 ppt, CDE:
260.4 ppt). The mean initial dioxin levels also differed significantly under the maximal
assumption (p<O.001; AB: 116.5 ppt CDE: 214.8 ppt). For all Ranch Hand participants
there was a significant differemce in the mean current dioxin levels (p<0.001; AB: 14.0 ppt
CDE: 29.1 ppt), but, for all Comparisons, the difference in the current dioxin means was not
significant (p-0.1 15). For the Ranch Hands, the current dioxin mean was greater for the
CDE category, whereas, for the Comparisons, the AB category had the larger curreni dioxin
mean.

There were no significant differences, under either assumption, in the mean initial dioxin
levels between Ranch Hands with skin color categonzed as peach and those whose skin
color was not peach (minimal, p-0.952; maximal, p-0.293). The diftrence in the mean
current dioxin levels was nonsignificant for all Ranch Hand participants (p-0.354) and for all
Comparisons (p-0.582).

Under both assumptions, the initial dioxin neans were significantly different between
Ranch Hands with black or dark brown hair and other Ranch Hands (minimal, p,.0008;
maximal, p.0.005). The means, under the minimal assumption, were 196.7 ppt for black or
dark brown hair and 158.4 ppt for other hair colors. Under the maximal assumptio the
corresponding means were 129.0 and 1042 ppt. The difference in the current dioxin means
was significant for all Ranch Hand participants (p-0.004). but not for all Comparisons
(p-0.486). For the Ranch Hands, the current dioxin means were 15.7 ppt (black/dark brown)
and 12.2 ppt (other); whereas, for the Comparisons, the current dioxin mean w.s lower for3 the black/dark brown hair category than for the other category.

No significant association was found between eye color and initial dioxin under the3 minimal assumption (p-0. 101). However. under the maximal assum'rtion. there was a

3 5.17
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marginally significant difference in the initial dioxin means among the eye color categories of
brown, hazel/green, and grey/blue (p=0,097) The initial dioxin means were 135.4, 1135, and
114.4 ppt, respectively. For all Ranch Hand participants, the association between eye color
and current dioxin was nonsignificant (p-0.103). There was, however, a marginally
significant association for all Comparisons (p=0.072). The current dioxin means for the
Comparisons were 3.4, 3.4, and 3.9 ppt for the brown, hazel/grcen, and grey/blue categories.

The reaction of one's skin after at leag 2 hours of exposure to the sun, after the first
exposure, was not significantly a.•ociated with initial dioxin under either assumption
(minimal, p,,0.720; maximal, p-O.995). There was also no significant association with current
dioxin for all Ranch Hand participants (p-0.997). For all Comparisons, however, there was a
marginally significant difference in the cur=n dioxin means among the skin reaction
categories (p*0.062). The means were 3.5 ppt for Comparisons who reported they I
experienced no reaction, 3.5 ppt for those who became red, 3.7 ppt for those who burned, and
5.0 ppt for those who burned painfully.

The reaction of one's skin, after repeated exposure to the sun, was not significantly
associated with initial dioxin under the minimal assumption (p-0.565). However. under the
maximal assumption, there was a marginally significant association (p10.094). The initial
dioxin means were 118.2 ppt for those who reported they tanned deep brown, 113.8 ppt for
those who tanned moderately, 149.4 ppt for those who tanned mildly, and 138.1 ppt for those
who freckled with no tan. For all Ranch Hand participants, there was no significant
association between current dioxin and skin reaction to repeated sun exposure (p-0.507).
For all Comparisons, however, the differences in the current dioxin means among the skin
reaction categories (tanned deep brown, tanned moderately, tanned mildly, and freckled with
no ran' were marginally significant (p-0.088). The current dioxin means were 3.4, 3.8, 3.4,
arAd 5.6 ppt, respectively.

A composite sun-reaction index was formed from the two skin reaction measures and I
categorized as follows: high (burns painfully and/or freckles with no tan), medium (burns
and/or tans mildly), and low (all other reactions). The mean iritial dioxin levels for these
categories did not differ significantly under both the minimal and the maximal assumptions
(minimal, p-0.764; maximal, p-O.319). There were also no signiflicant differences in the mean
current dioxin levels for all Ranch Hand participants (p-O.4,%). However, for all
Comparisons, the current dioxin means differed significantly (p,0.008) with means of 3.5, 3.4, i
and 5.1 ppt for the low, medium, and high sun reaction categories.

EXPOSURE TO CARCINOGENS I
Information was gathered on each participant's exposure to 21 different carcinogens.

(See Chapter 7 for a discussion of these carcinogens.) These carcinogens were divided into
two sets. The 'rus set consisted of asbestos, ionizing radiation, industrial chemicals, I
herbicides, insecticides, and degreasing chemicals. The other set contained anthracene,
arsenic, benzene, benndine, chromate, coal tar, creosote, antinodiphenyl, chloromethyl ether,
mustard gas, naphthylamine, cutting oils, tichooethylene. ultraviolet light, and vinyl I
chloride. A composite carcinogen exposure variable was created from the second set. The
response was coded as "yes" if the individual had been exposed to any of the 15
carcinogens. 5
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3 The mean initial dioxin levels did not differ between hose Ranch Hands who had bee
exposed to ionizing radiation and those who had not been exposed (minimal, p-0. 1 8;
maximal, p=0.626). There was also no significant difference in the current dioxin means for all
Comparisons (p-0.833). However, for all Ranch Hands, there was a marginally significant
difference in the current dioxin mearas between those who had been exposed to ionizing
radiation and those who had not been exposed (p-0.070; exposed: 12.3 ppt, not exposed:

3 15.0 ppt).

Under both the minimal and maximal assumptions, Ranch Hands who had been exposed
to industrial chemicals had a significandy higher mean initial dioxin level than those who had
not been exposed (minimal p-0.003; maximal p<O.001). Under the minimal assumption, the
mean initial dioxin levels were 196.8 ppt for those who had been exposed and 157.8 ppt for
those who had not been exposed. Under the maximal assumptiMo the meas were 138.8 ppt
and 100.0 ppt. Ranch Hand participants who had been exposed to indusntial chem-icals also
had a higher mean current dioxin level than those who had not been exposed (p<0.001;
exposed: 16.6 ppt; not exposed: 12.1 ppt). There was also a significant diffeience for all
Comparisons (p-0.043), but the exposed category had a lower current dioxin level m, ean than
the nonexposed category (exposed: 3.4 ppt: not exposed: 3.8 ppt).

I Under the minimal assumption. there was a marginally significant difference in the mean
initial dioxin levels between Ranch Hands who had been exposed to insecticides and those
who had not been exposed (173.0 ppt versus 200.5 ppt; p•0.074). Under the maximal
assumption, the difference was not significant (p-0.484). For all Ranch Hand participants
and for all Comparisons, the mean current dioxin levels did not differ between the two
insecticide exposure categories (Ranch Hands, pC.391; Comparisons, p-0.4 30 ).

Under both assumptions, the Ranch Hands who reported being exposed to degrasing
chemicals had a higher mean initial dioxin level than those who had not been exposed
(minimal, p-0.001; maximal, p<0.001). The means, under the minimal assumption, were
196.0 ppt for those who had been exposed and 150.5 ppt for those who had not been exposed.
Under the maximal assumption, the corresponding means were 137.3 ppt and 94.5 ppt,
respectively. The mean current dioxin level was also higher for all Rach Hand participants
who reported exposure to degreasing chemicals than for those who reported no exposure
(17.1 ppt versus 10.9 ppt; p<0.00). For all Comparisons, the difference was nonsignificant3 (p-0.9 26 ).

For the other two carcinogens in the first set (asbestos and herbicides), no significant
differences in the initial dioxin mans were found between the exposed cagory and the
nonexposed categtry, under both assumptions. There were also no significant differencez in
the current dioxin means for all Ranch Hands and all C,.mpar-sons (see Table 5-1 for the* 3 associated significance probabilities).

There was no significant difference, under the minimal assumption between the initial
dioxin mean for those who had been exposed to benzene and the initiald &,.-in mean for those
who had not been exposed (p-0.201). However, under the maximal assumptiv' !hose who
had been exposed to benzene had a marginally higher initial dioxin mean thin thou ;ho had

I not been exposed (162.6 ppt versus 118.4 ppt; p-0.089). The current dioxin means did not
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differ significantly for all Ranch Hand participants and for all Comparisons (Ranch Hands,
p=0.522; Comparisons, p,0.893).

Ranch Hands who had been exposed to chromate had a arginally hiPer initial dioxin
mean, under the minimal assumption, and a significaitly higher initial dioxin mean, under the
maximal assumption, than those who had not been exposed (mnnimal, p-0.057; maximal. *
p=0.034). The means under the minimal assumption were 232.5 ppt for the exposed category
and 176.6 ppt for the nonexposed category. Under the maximal assumption, the
corresponding means were 159.2 ppt and 117.5 ppt. respectively. For all Ranch Hand 3
participants and for all Comparisons, the current dioxin means did -ot differ significantly
(Ranch Hands, p=0.160; Comparisons, p-0.593). 1

The mean initial dioxin levels differed significantly between Ranch Hands who had been
exposed to aminodiphenyl and those who had not been exposed, under both assumptions
(minimal, p<0.001; maximal, p<0.001). Those who had been exposed had a lower mean than I
those who had not been exposed (minimal, 83.2 ppt versus 180.5 ppt; maximal, 83.2 ppt
versus 119.9 ppt). For all Ranch Hand participants and for all Comparisons, the mean current
dioxin levels did not differ significantly (Ranch Hands, p=0.998; Comparisons, p--0.64 9).
However, there were only two Ranch Hand participants and four Comparisons who had been
exposed to aminodiphenyl.

Under the minimal assumption, there was no significant difference between the initial
dioxin mean for Ranch Hands who had been exposed to chloromethyl ether and the mean for
those who had not been exposed (p=0.648). Under the maximal assumption, the difference
was marginally significant (p-0.070). The means were 65.4 ppl for those who reported being I
exposed to chioromethyl ether and 120.5 ppt for those who reported no exposure. There
were, however, only three Ranch Hands in the minimal cohort and eight in the maximal cohort
who had been exposed to chloromethyl ether. The current dioxin means for the two exposure
categories did not differ significantly for all Comparisons (p=0.267), but did differ significantly
for all Ranch Hand participants (p=0.015; exposed: 6.0 ppt, not exposed: 14.5 ppt).

Under the maximal assumption, the mean initial dioxin level for those Ranch Hands who
had been exposed to naphthylamine was significantly higher than for those who had not been
exposed (179.5 ppt versus 118.2 ppt; p-0.028). The difference wa& not significant under the
minimal assumption (p.0.249). For all Ranch Hand participants and for all Comparisons,
there was no significant difference between the naphthylamine exposure categoies (Ranch
Hands, p-0.217; Comparisons, p-0.759). I

Under both assumptions, there was no significant difference in the initial dioxin means
for Ranch Hands who were exposed to cutting oils and those who were not (minimal, I
p=0.706; maximal, p=O.9 24). There was also no significant difference in the current dioxin
means for all Ranch Hand participants (p-0.693). For all Comparisons, however, the current
dioxin mean was marginally lower for those who had been exposed to cutting oils than for U
those who had not been exposed (3.0 ppt versus 3.7 ppt p-0.076 ).

Ranch Hands in the maximal cohort who had been exposed to trichloroethylene had a 3
marginally higher initial dioxin mean than those who had not been exposed (142.4 ppt versus
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3 1173 ppt; p4-.092). The difference was not significant under the minimal assumption

(p=0.170). There was also no significant difference in the current dioxin means for all Ranch
Hand participants and for all Comparisons (Ranch Hands, p,0.547; Comparisons, p.0.386).

U With respect to the remaining carcinogens in the second set (anthracene, arsenic,
benzidine, coal tar, creosote, mustard gas, ulrzviolet light, and vinyl c~horid:), the initial
dioxin means did not differ significantly between the exposed and nonexposed categories.
Similarly, for all Ranch Hand participants and all Comparinsts, the current dioxin means were
not significantly different between the exposed and nonexposed categories. Table 5-13 presents the associated significance probabilities.

For the composite carcinogen exposure variable, under the minimal assumption, there
was no significant difference between the initial dioxin mean of the exposed category and the
initial dioxin mean of the nonexposed category (p-0.209). Under the maximal assumption,
those Ranch Hands who had been expozed to any of the carcinogens in the second set had a
significandy higher initial dioxin mean than those who had not been exposed (134.2 ppt
versus 114.7 ppt; p=0.045). The mean current dioxin level was also significantly higher for all
Ranch Hands who had been exposed, as compared to those who had not been exposed (16.4

- ppt versus 13.6 ppt; p--0.0 38). In conr'ast, for all Comparisons, those who had not been
exposed to any of the carcinogens had a higher current dioxin mean (3.6 ppt) than those who
had been exposed (3.3 ppt), but the difference was not significant (p=0.157).

5 PERSONAL AND FAMILY HEALTH
"The personal health covariates used in this study were cholesterol, high-density

- lipoprotein (HDL), cholesterol-HDL ratio, diabetic class, differential cortisol response, and
percent body far. Family health was also taken into account by means of family history of
heart disease and family history of heart disease before the age of 50. No participants were
excluded from the association analyses for these variables..3|

The correlation between cholesterol and initial dioxin was not significant under either
assumption (minimal, p=0.217; maximal, p=0.215). The differences in the initial dioxin means
for the three cholesterol categories (S200 mg/dl; >200-230 mg/cU; >230 mg/dl) were also
nonsignificant under both assumptions (minimal, p=0.227; maximal, p=0.362). For all Ranch
Hand participants and for all Comparisons, the correlation between current dioxin and
cholesterol was not significant (Ranch Hands, p-0.137; Comparisons, p=0.196). The current
dioxin means also did not differ significantly among the cholesterol categories (Ranch Hands,
p-0.175; Comparisons, p=0.139).

I Under the minimal assumption, there was a marginally significant negative correlation
between HDL and initial dioxin (p-0.090). However, the initial dioxin means for the three
HDL categories (s40 mg/dl; >40-50 mg/d1; >50 mrg/d) did not differ significantly (p-0.400).
Under the maximal assumption, there was a significant negative correlation between HDL
and initial dioxin (p<0.001), and the differences in the initial dioxin oeans among the HDLIcategories was also significant (p<O.001; _40 mg/dl: 138.6 ppt; >40-50 mg/dl: 121.7 ppt
>50 mg/dl: 99.6 ppt). The correlation between current dioxin and HDL was significant for all
Ranch Hand participants (p<O.O01) and for all Comparisons (p-0.005). The mean currentIdioxin levels also differed significantly among the HDL categories for both groups (Ranch
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Hands, p<0.001; Comparisons, p-.0008). For all Ranch Hand padcipants,'the means were I
17.5, 14.5, and 11.6 ppt for the HDL categories (40 mg/dl, >40-50 mg/dl, and >., Jg/di).

For all Comparisons, the corresponding means were 3.9, 3.7, and 3.1 ppt, respecdvely.

The results for the cholesterol-HDL ratio were similar, but in the opposite direction, to
the HDL results. Under the minimal assumption, there was a marginally significant positive
correlation between initial dioxin and the cholesterol-HDL ratio (p=0.076), but the inidal
dioxin means did not differ significantly among the cholesterol-HDL categories (p=0.104).
Under the maximal assumption, there was a significant correlation between initial dioxin and
the cholesterol-HDL ratio (p<0.001) and there was a significant difference in the initial dioxin
means (p<0.001; 14.2: 97.0 ppt; >4.2-5.5: 124.5 ppt >5.5: 139.3 ppt). For all Ranch Hand
participants and for all Comparisons, there was a significant positive correlation between
current dioxin and the cholesterol-HDL ratio (Ranch Hands, p<0.001; Comparisons, I
p-0.002). The current dioxin means for the cholestrol-HDL categories also differed
significantly for both groups (Ranch Hands, p<0.001; Comparisons, p-0.001). For the
cholesterol-HDL ratio categories (S4.2, >4.2-5.5, and >5.5), the current dioxin means were U
11.3, 15.2, and 17.2 ppt for the Ranch Hands and 3.0, 3.9, and 3.9 ppt for the Comparisons.

Under the minimal assumption, there was a marginally significant difference in the mean;
initial dioxin levels for Ranch Hands classified as normal, impaired, and diabetic (p=0.095).
The mean initial dioxin levels were 174.4, 176.2, and 221.9 ppt for the normal, impaired, and
diabetic classes. Under the maximal assumption, the mean initial dioxin levels differed
significantly among the three diabetic classes (p=0.001; normal: 112.8 ppt; impaired: 123.7
ppt; diabetic: 169.9 ppt).

For all Ranch Hand participants, a significant difference in the mean current dioxin levels
was exhibited among the three diabetic classes (p=0.0 0 1). The means were 13.5, 14.8, and
21.9 ppt for the normal, impaired, and diabetic classifications. For all Comparisons, there was
also a significant difference in the mean cunent dioxin levels for the three diabetic classes
(,p0.028). The means were 3.4, 4.0. and 4.5 ppt, respectively.

The correlction between initial dioxin and dif',erential cordsol response was not
significant under either the minimal or maximal assumptions (minimal, p=0.583; maximal,
p-0.11 2). However, the differences in the initial dioxin means among the differential cortisol
response categories (sO.6 pLg/dl; >0.6-4.0 Vig/dl; >4.0 gg/dl) were marginally significani I
under the minimal assumption (p=0.056) and significant under the maximal assumption
(p=0.007). The initial dioxin means were 191.7, 139.0, and 155.5 ppt under the minimal
assumption and 132.0, 127.5, and 101.4 ppt under the maxima) assumption. For all Ranch
Hand participants, there was a significant negative correlation between current dioxin and
differential cortisol response (p-0.027) and a significant difference in the current dioxin means
among the differential cortisol response categories (p<0.001; t0.6 pg/dl: 15.7 ppt; >0.6-4.0 I
spg/dl: 16.4 ppt; >4.0 tg/dl: 11.5 ppt). For all Comparisons, neither the correladon between
current dioxin and differential cortisol response (p-0.152) nor the difference in the current
dioxin means among the differential cortisol response categories (p=0.315) was significant.

Percent body fat and initial dioxin exhibited a significant positive correlation under both

assumptions (minimal, p-0.001; maximal, p<0.(10l). There was also a significant positive
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correlation between percent body fat and -urrent dioxin for all Ranch Hard participants and for
all Comparisons (Ranch Hands, p<O.001; Comparisons, pl<=01).

Under both the minimal and maximal assumptions, Ranch Hands who had been
classified as obese had a significandy higher mean initial dioxin level than those who had
been classified as normal or lean (minimal, p=O.018; maximal P<.001). The means, under
the minimal assumption, were 211.4 ppt for the obese categoy and 170.4 ppt for the
normal/lean category. Under the maximal assumption, the ctmusponding means were 161.1
ppt and 110.2 ppt, respectively. Similarly, for current dioudn levels, all Ranch Hands who had
been classified as obese had a higher mean current dioxin level than those who had been
classified as normal or lean (p<0.001; obese: 22.4 ppt; ntomaldlm 12.9 ppt). The mean
cI r=. dioxin level for all Comparisons who had been classified as obese was also higher
than the mean for all Comparisons who had been classified = normal or lean (p<O.O01;
obese: 4.4 ppc normal/lean: 3.3 ppt).

Under both the minimal and the maximal assumptions, there was no significant
association between initial dioxin and either family history of heart disease (minimal,
p=0.7 93 ; maximal, p--0.8 6 7) or family history of heart disease before the age of 50 (minimal,
p=0.979; maximal, p=0.515). For all Ranch Hand participants and for all Comparisons, the
association with current dioxin was also nonsignificant for family history of heart disease
(Ranch Hands, p-0.591; Comparisonm, p=0.765) and for family history of heart disease before
the age of 50 (Ranch Hands, p=0 .97 0; Comparisons, p=0.134).

OrHER CHARACTERISTICS
The relationship with initial and current dioxin was also examined for education, blood

type, presence of pre-Southeast Asia (SEA) acne, and personality type.

I Ranch Hands with only a high school education had a significantly higher mean initial
dioxin level than those with a college education, under both assumptions (minimal, p-0.001;
maximal, p<0.001). Under the minimal assumption, the means were 198.0 ppt and 153.4 ppt
for the high school and college categories. Under the maximal assumption, the means were
153.1 ppt and 89.8 ppt, respectively. The mean current dioxin level for all Ranch Hand
participants with only a high school education was significandy greater than the mean for all
Ranch Hand participants with a college education (18.2 ppt versxs 11.1 ppt; p<0.00l). For all
Comparisons, the college graduates had a larger current dioxin mean than those with (,nly a
high school education, but the difference was not significant (p=0.378).

No significant differences in te mean initial dioxin levels were found among the four
blood types (A, B, AB, and 0) under either the minimal or the maximal assumption (minimal,
p-0.97 3; maximal, p=0.593). For all Ranch Hand participants and for all Comparisons the
differences in the mean current dioxin levels among the four blood types were also
nonsignificant (Ranch Hands, p-0.773; Comparisons, p-0.469).

Under the minimal and maximal assumptions, the initial dioxin mean for the Ranch
Hand.s with acne prior to their first SEA tour was not significand- different from the mean for
those without acne before their first SEA tour (minimal, p=0.523; maximal, p-0.309 ). The
current dioxin means also did not differ significantly between the Ranch Hand participants
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with pre-SEA acne and those without (p=0.819) nor between the Comparisons with and
without pre-SEA acne (p-0.2 46 ). I

Under the minimal assumption, the mean initial dioxin levels for individuals classified as
either type A or type B (by the Jenkins Activity Survey administered at the 1985 followup -
examination) were not significantly different (p=0.401). However, under the maximal
assumption, the mean initial dioxin levels for Ranch Hands classified as type A (112.3 ppt)
and Ranch Hands classified as type B (128.3 ppt) were marginally different (p=0.061). For
all Ranch Hand participants, the difference in the me~a current dioxin levels between type A I
and type B individuals was not significant (p=0.148). For all Comparisons, there was also no
significant difference in the mean current dioxin levels (p=0.685). I
SUMMARY

Among the matching variables, age and occupation exhibited a significant association
with dioxin in one direction for Ranch Hands and in the opposite direction for Comparisons.
Age had a negative correlation with initial dioxin for Ranch Hands under the minimal and
maximal assumptions and a negative correlation with current dioxin for all Ranch Hands;
whereas, for all Comparisons, age and current dioxin were positively correlated. In the I
analysis of occupation, the dioxin means were greatest for Ranch Hands in the enlisted
groundcrew, but for Comparisons, the officers had the greater dioxin means, although all
Comparison means were below generally accepted background levels (10 ppt).

For most of the alcohol variables, a significant association was exhibited with initial
dioxin for the minimal and maximal cohorts, and with current dioxin for all Ranch Hands. I
However, for all Comparisons, the association with current dioxin was not significant For
Ranch Hands, the correlations between alcohol use and dioxin, when significant, tended to be
negative. I

For both smoking variables (curre.it cigarette smoking and lifetime cigarette smoking
history), the current dioxin means differed significantly among the smoking categories for all I
Comparisons. In both cases the correlation between smoking and cdoxin was negative. In
contrast, for the minimal and maximal cohorts and for all Ranch Hands, the dioxin means did
not differ significantly.

The only sun exposure-related variables that had a significant association with dioxin
were ethnic background and hair color for Ranch Hands and the composite sun reaction index
for Comparisons.

In the analyses of the carcinogen exposure variables--degreasing cherticals, chromate, 3
and naphthylaminc--the exposea category had a higher dioxin mean than the nonexposed
category, when the dioxin means differed significantly. In the analyses of aminodiphenyl and
chloromethyl ether, the nonexposed category had a higher mean than the exposed category.
Ranch b.iars (including those in the minimal and maximal cohorts and all Ranch Hands) who
had been exposed to industrial chemicals had higher dioxin means than those who had not
been exposed; whereas, Comparisons who had been exposed to industrial chemicals had a
lower dioxin mean than those who had not been exposed. For the composite carcinogen
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3 exposure variable, Ranch Hands with an affirmative response had a higher dioxin mean than
those who had not been exposed to any of the 15 specific carcinogens.

DLAmong the personal and family health variables, percent body fat and the cholesterol-HDL ratio showed a significant positive correlation with dioxin for Ranch Hands and

Comparisons, and HDL showed a significant negative correltioa with dioxin. For both
Ranch Hands and Comparisons, diabetic cl.;.ss also exhibited a significant association with
dioxin, in which the dioxin means were g;eatest for the diabetic category.

Education was the only other variable to be significantly associated with dioxin. This
association, in which college graduates had a lower dioxin mean than high school graduates,
was only significant for Ranch Hands.

CONCLUSION
Many of the significant associations between dioxin and the covariates in the Ranch

Hand group can be attributed to an indirect effect of occupational rank, which is highly
associated with current serum levels of dioxin. For example, the decreasing relationship
between age and dioxin occurred because enlisted groundcrew, who have the highest current
dioxin levels of the Ranch Hands, were also the youngest occupational category, while
officers, who have the lowest levels, were the oldest occupational category. Adjusting for
occupation, the association between dioxin and age became nonsignificant under both the
minimal (p=0.138) and maximal (p=0.712) assumptions. By contrst, the reason for the
significant positive association with age in the Comparison group is not as apparent, but may
be due to accumulation of normal background levels with time.

Significant associations in the Ranch Hand group between dioxin and education,
industrial chemical exposure, degreasing chemical exposu-e, and wine consumption can also
be explained by occupaticnal differences (officers were more likely to be college educated,
less likely to have been exposed to industrial or degreasing chemicals, and more likely to
drink wine than the enlisted personnel). As with age, these associations (except for lifetime
wine consumption under the minimal assumption) became nonsignificant after adjusting for
occupation.

More difficult to understand are the associations in the Comparison group between
current levels of dioxin with several of the covariates. Most of the Comparison group are
assumed to have background levels (97.8% are less than 10 ppt) and there is nc obvious
related factor (such as occupation) that could explain the associations. Of the 51 covariates
(discrete and continuous versions counted as one), 9 were significant at or below the 0.05
level. By chance alone, one would expect about two sigrificant associations. The
interrelatedness of some of the covariates may have inflated the number of significant results
oberved. Most of the significant associations were for the health variables (HDL,
cholesterol-HDL ratio, diabetes, and percent body fat) that were also associated si'nificandyI with dioxin in the Ranch Hand group.
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CHAPTER 18

CONCLUSIONS

3 INTRODUCTION
This chapter summarizes the conclusions drawn from staistidcal analyses performed on

approximately 300 health-related endpoints in 12 clinical areas. The analyses focused on
dioxin measurements obtained from serum samples collected at the L987 Air Force Health
Study (AFHS) examination. This report summarizes the frst largeo-wae study of dose-
response effects based on an accurate measurement of current dioxin levels. This
investigation is an important enhancement of the AFHS and SUppleIMMUS previous AFHS
reports, which focused on group contrasts between exposed (Ranch Hand) and unexposed
(Comparison) cohorts.

Appendix Tables Q-i to Q-18 summarize the results of the statistcal analyses. The
significant results discussed in this chapter describe associations between clinical endpoints

i and dioxin; however, independent of outside criteria (e.g., strength and consistency of
association, biological plausibility), they do not necessarily imply cause and effect.

Statistical Models
Three statistical models were used to evaluate associations betw=e the health of

study participants and their serum dioxin levels:

I • Model 1: Estimated initial dioxin levels using Ranch Hand patcipants only

- Model 2: Current serum dioxin levels and time since military service in Vietnamr
I using Ranch Hand participants only

- Model 3: Four categories of current dioxin levels using both Ranch Hand and.
I Comparison partie'pants.

Analyses based on model I depend directly on first-order kinetics and a constant dioxin
decay rate, while analyses based on model 2 assume nothing about diosia elimination other
than that Ranch Hands were exposed in Vietnam and that their body butlens have decreased
over time in an unspecified manner. Thus, with model 1, one assumes everything is known
about dioxin elimination in Ranch Handt. with model 2, one assumes noating about dioxin
elimination in Ranch Hands. All health data were analyzed using both of these models to
reduce the likelihood that an effect would be missed due to incorrt asumptions regarding
dioxin elimination. Models I and 2 were implemented under two assumptions: a minimal
assumption and a maximal assumption. The minimal assumption included only Ranch Hands
with current dioxin levels above 10 par:; per mllion (ppt) (n=521); the maximal assumption
expanded the analysis to include all Ranch Hands with current dioxin levels above 5 ppt
(n=742). In addition, model 3, using both Ranch Hands and Comparisons, assessed the
health consequences of current dioxin body burdens above background. This assessmentrequired no assumptions about when or how increased dioxin body burdeu were attained.

Wa. s
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Statistical analyses often were applied to clinical endpoints in continuous (iLe., original
me~asuremenCft) and discrete (i.e.. measurements; gouped into categories based on abnormal
levels) forms. Analyses also were performed to account for the effects that demographic and
personal characteristics may have had on the clinical measurements. Such analyses are
termed "adjusted analyses."

RESULTS

General Health AssessmentI
'The general health assessment examined the associations between serum dioxin levels

and the following five variables: self-perception of health. appearance of illness or distress at
physical examination, relative age, percent body fat, and erythrocyte sedimentation rate.
These variables were thought to be sensitive to the overall state of health rather than to any
single organ system. Of these variables, the percent body fat and sedimentation rate
consistently showed significant positive associations with the initial and current levels of
dioxin.

Percent body fait can sere as an indicator of the presence of subclinical disease. ForI
these analyses, percent body fat -was determined from a -formula using weight and height.
The findings for percent body fat 6re consistent with the association between dioxin and

diabetes mellinus in the endocrine assessment and lipids in the gastrointestinal assessment.

Sedimentation rate can be a sensitive, although nonspecific, index of general health.
Consistent with the findings in this report, the Ranch Hand group had a significantly higherI
mean sedimentation rate than the Comparison group in both the previous report of the 1987
examination and the 1985 examination report. The results from these reports suggest that a
subtle, chronic inflammatory response may be related to higher levels of dioxin exposure. The
association between diabetes and dioxin noted in the endocrine assessment might be
responsible for the sedimentation rate findings. However, a significant positive association
between dioxin and sedimentation rate remained when the analysis was restricted toI

* nondiabetics. As expected, diabetics had higher sedimentation rates than nondiabetics.

The longitudinal analyses of self-perc~eption of health demonstrated significant positive
associations with initial dioxin and current dioxin. However, the percentage of participants
who reported fair or poor health decreased by more than 50 percent from 1982 to 1987. In the
longitudinial analyses of sedimentation rate, the percentages of abnormalities in 1987 differedI
significantly among the current dioxin categories, with Ranch Hands in the low and high
current dioxin categories exhibiting significant positive relative risks in relation to the
background current dioxin category.3

Malignancy Assessment

The relationship between dioxin and malignant anid benign neoplasms, carcinomas inI
situ and neoplasms of uncertain behavior or unspecified nature was assessed. Neoplasm
refers to any new growth that may or may not be malignant; malignant neoplasms are
neoplasms capable of invasion and metatasis. The evaluation was based on the incidence of
neoplasms after the Southeast Asia (SEA) tours. Skin and systemic neoplasms were
studied separately. The malignant skin neoplasmn analyses were based on non-Blacks only;
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the benign skin neoplasms analyses included Blacks. Risk factors such as age, ability to tan,
cumulative sun exosure, and parental ethnicity, as well as eye, skin. and hair color, were
considered as candidate covariates in the analyses of skin neoplasms.

The results of the serum dioxin analyses for the skin neoplasm assessment did not
support a positive dose-response relationship. In each of the three previous AFHS reports,
an increased risk of basal cell carcinomas was noted in the Ranch Hand group relative to the
Comparison group. According to the group conntasts for the 1985 and 1987 examinations.
Ranch Hands also had a significantly increased risk of sun exposure-related skin neoplasms
(predominantly basal cell carcinoma, but also squamous cell carcinoma. melanoma, and
malignant epithelial neoplasms not otherwise specified).

In this report, the initial dioxin analyses and the current dioxin and time since tour
analyses found that the relative risks for basal cell carcinoma and sun exposure-related skin
neoolasms often were less than 1. The relative risk was significantly less than I for the
adjusted model I analyses of basal cell carcinoma on the car, face, head, and neck under the
minimal assumption. There was no increased risk for the development of any skin neoplasm
related to dioxin except for occupation-specific analyses.

Analyses were performed within military occupational grnups (officer, enlisted flyer, and
enlisted groundcrew). Statistically significant incr-ases in the incidence of basal cell
carcinoma of sites other than the ear. face, head. or neck were found for the associations with
the initial and current serum dioxin levels for Ranch Hand enlisted flyers. However, these
results may be the result of a multiple-testing artilact. since they were not noted for the
Ranch Hand enlisted groundcrew who, as a group, had higher levels of serum dioxin than the
enlisted flyers. The Air Force will continue to monitor basal cell carcinoma in subsequent
phases of the study.

The serum dioxin analyses detected significantly increased risks of benign, but not
malignant, systemic neoplasms. Und.t the maximal assumption, Ranch Hand pai-,ipants
with high levels of initial dioxin had a greater incidece of benign systemic neoplasms (9.7%)
than did Ranch Hands with medium (5.7%) or low (1.6%) levels (approximately 75% of
benign neoplasms in Ranch Hands and 70% in Comparisons were lipomas). Under both
assumptions, the adjusted current dioxin and time since tour analyses revealed that current
dioxin was associated with significa-ntly increased risks of benign systemic neoplasms for
Ranch Hands with earlier tours. In the categorized current dioxin analyses, the adjusted
relative risk was 2.13 for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category (>33.3 ppt).

By contast, the adjusted initial dioxin analyses found that the relative risks were less
than I, but not sigi * ..;ant, for malignant systemic neoplasms. The model 3 analyses showed
that Ranch Hands in the low current dioxin category (>15-33.3 ppt) had a significantly
increased risk relative to Comparisons in the background category (10 ppt or less), but none
of the Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category had any malignant systemic
neoplasms.

At the 1985 examination, one Ranch Hand and one Comparison had verified soft tissue
sarcoma (STS) (fhrous histiocytoma and fibroa~rcoma, respectively). The Ranch Hand was
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not pan of the 1987 study because he died prior to his scheduled examination; the
Comparison with the fibrosarcoma participated in the 1987 examination. At the 1985
examination, one Ranch Hand was classified as having a suspected leukemia, Hodgkin's
disease (HiD), or non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL). He was subsequently diagnosed as
having leukemia by the time of the 1987 examination. There was one verified case of NHL in 1
a Ran'-' Hand at the 1987 examination.

In summary, dioxin was significantly associated with an increased risk of benign, but not
malignant, systemic neoplasms. The study provided no evidence of increased risk for the
neoplasms most commonly thought to be linked with exposure to chlorophenols (HD, NHL,
and STS). However, the number of participants with these specific neoplasms was very
small, limiting the statistical power to detect a significant relative risk. The increased U
incidence of basal cell skin neoplasms in Ranch Hands documented in previous examination
cycles was not as:•ociated positively with serum dioxin, except among the enlisted flyers with
basal cell carcinormas at sites other than the ear, face, head, or neck. 3
Neurological Assessment

The neurological assessment was based primarily on extensive physical examination 3
data on cranial nerve function (CNF), peripheral nzive status, and central nervous system
(CNS) coordination processes. These data were supplemented by verified histories of
neurological diseases. 3

The neurological analyses revealed no consistent evidence to indicate that dioxin was
associated with neurological disease. The analyses of hereditary and degenerative diseases 3
found no association with dioxin, in contrast to the finding from the previous report that
showed a significant increase in benign essential tremor in Ranch Hands. The adjusted
analyses for the other historical variables also were not significant. l

There were few statistically significant associations between dioxin and the physical
examination variables. The power to detect significant results was limited for many of the I
CNF and CNS variables because there were few abnormalities. Peripheral neuropathy -
clearly has been shown to be associated with 2,3,7.8-terrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD)
exposure in other studies, but no significant findings were noted for the eight peripheral motor
and sensory indices.

Most of the significant findings in the neurological assessment were noted for the CNS
variables. For the adjusted model 3 analyses, there was a significantly increased risk of
coordination abnormalities for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category relative to
Comparisons in the background current dioxin category. This finding is consistent with the
previous report, which found that Ranch Hands on the whole had significantly more 1
coordination abnormalities than Comparisons. The adjusted model 3 results for the CNS
index (a composite variable based on coordination, reor, and gait) displayed similar
findings. The adjusted model I results were marginally significant for coordination and I
significant for the CNS index. The longitudinal analyses of the CNS index under the maximal
assumption revealed a marginally significant positive assoc.ation with initial dioxin.

I
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In summary, dioxin was associated significantly with coordination and the CNS index,3 but CNP and peripheral nerve status variables were not associated with dioxin.

Psychological Assessment
The psychological assessment examined verified psychological disorders, reported

sleep disorders, and the results of two cUnical psychological tests the Symptom Check List-
90-Revised (SCL-90-R) and the Millon Clinical Muldaxial Inventory (MCMI). The
SCL-90-R is a 90-item checklist of physical and mental symptoms that provides a
reasonable measure of health-related concerns and associated anxiety. depre.sion, and
general emotional discomfor. The MCMI provides backup measures of depression, anxiety,
somatizadon, and hypochondriasis for the SCL-90-R. while also screening for personality
patterns, disorders, and major psychiatric syndromes, including psychoses. Both the
SNM.-90-R and the MCMI have been used extensively in research and in some clinical
setngs requiring economical assessment of psychiatric disorders, physical disability status,3and response specific therapies. The SCL-90-R variables were discretized as abnormal or
normal for analysis, while each MCMI variable was analyzed in its continuous form.

3 The serum dioxin analyses did not indicate that dioxin was associated significantly with
either the verified questionnaire disorders or the reported sleep disorders. The unadjusted
analyses for the SCL.-90-R variables were often significant, but in most cases became
nonsignificant after covariate adjustment. This was due primarily to adjustment for education.
The education covariate was associated indirectly with serum dioxin levels because both of
these variables were highly associated with military occupation and rank.

By contrast, the adjusted analyses for many of the MCMI variables showed a
significant association with dioxin. After adjustment, the initial dioxin analyses found that 9
of the 20 MCGI scale results were significant under either the minimal or maxtimal
assumption (positive: schizoid. avoidant. dependent. schizotypal, somatoform. psychotic
thinking, and psychotic depression scores; neýative: histrionic and narcissistic scores).
Most of these variables also were associated significantly with clirrent dioxin levels in the
model 2 analyses based on Ranch Hands with more than 18.6 years since service in SEA.
The adjusted model 3 analyses detected fewer significant results. Ranch Hands in the high
current dioxin category relative to Comparisons in the background current dioxin category had
significantly higher mean schizoid and schizotypal scores and a significanldy lower mean
histrionic score.

I Although the MCMI resu!ts suggest the possibility of a relationship between dioxin and
personality disturbances and/or psychotic disorders, they are inconsistent with the resulu for
the verified questionnaire data and the SCL-90-R scales. The relatively large number of
statistically sigr.ficant MC2 results may be explained in pan by substantial overtap
inherent to the construction of test scales. Because t.ere was a lack of consistency across
similar variables included in the SCL-90-R. MCMI. and verified disorders, the available3 evidence does not suggest that the body burden of dioxin is related to psychological or
psychophysiological disorde.

I
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Gastrointestinal Assessment3
The gastrointestinal assessment examined the history of eight categories of liver

disease: viral hepatitis. acute and subacute necrosis of the liver, chr'onic liver disease and
cirrhosis (alcohol-related and nonulcohol..rlated were analyzed separately), liver abscess3
and sequelac of chronic liver disease, other disorders of the liver (abnormal liver scans.
abnormal enzyme elevations unspecified hepatitis, and unspecified disorders of the liver),
hepatowgaly, and jaundice. Verified histories of ulcers and skin patches, bruises. and
sensitivity also were analyzed. Hepatomegaly diagnosed at the physical examination wasI
investigated in addition to 13 laboratory variables (aspartate aminotransferase (AST],
alanine saminotrrasferase [ALIJ, gamrma-glutamyl traspeptidase (GGT], alkaline
phosphatase, d-glucatic acid, total bilirubin, direct bilirubin, lactic dehydrogeniase, choesterol,
high-density lipoprotein [HDLI, the cholesterol-HDL ratio, triglycerides, and creatine
kinase).

The serum dioxin analyses of the hepatic enzymes found significant positive
associations with ALT and GGT, but the findings were not significant for the other enzymes.
The lipid indices were associated significantly and consistently with dioxin. T7he analyses of
the variable triglycerides showed strong positive associations with both the initial levels of
dioxin and the current serum levels; this variable is highly sensitive to body fat. Cholesterol,
HD", and the cholesterol-HWL ratio also showed significant associations with dioxin.3

Initial dioxin level was associated with a significantly increased risk of an abnormally
high level for several of the laboratory variables (AST, ALT, GOT, and the cholesterol.HDL
ratio) in Rauch Hands who had reported no exposure to degreasing chemicals. This patternI
is puzzling since it contradicts a synergistic effect of degreasing chemicals and dioxin
exposure. The relative risk for these variables was not significant for Ranch Hands waho had

reported exposure to degressing chemicals.

In surmmary, the gastrointestinal analyses did not indicate that the historical liver
conditions were associated with dioxin at this time. However laboratory results showed aI
consistent pattern suggestive of a subclinical effect on lipid metabolism, possibly related to
fth positive association between dioxin and percent body fat that was observed in the
general health assessment.1

Dermastologlc Assessment3
Thet derinatologic evaluation was based on verifled questionnaire data on the occurrence

and location of acne (lifetime and relative to SEA tour). These data were supplemented with
eight variables derived f~rom the physical examination: comnedones, acneiformn lesions,
acnei'form scars, depigmentation, inclusion cysts, hyperpigmentation, other abnormalities, andI
a dermatology index. The "other abnormalities" variable included jaundice, spider
angiomata, palnar trytherna, palmnar keratoses, actinic keratoses, petechise, ecchymoses,
conjunctival abnormality, oral mucosal abnormality, fingernail abnormality, toenail
abnormality, dermatogiraphia, cutis rhoambokdais. nevus. and other abnormalitiesL The
dermatology index was based on the presence of cornedones, acneiform lesions. acneiform
scars, and inclusion cysts.



Tho clinical endpoint, chloracne, has been linked conclusively to topical dioxin exposure3 in other studies. No evidence of actve chloracne has been detected at any of the three AFHS
examination cycles. This is not surprising since the concentations of TCDD exposure in
Ranch Hands probably were much less than the concentratons needed to produce overt
lesions, based on animal and human studies. Recognizing the remote possibility that
chloracne may have occurred in acute form and been resolved, the physical examinaton
emphasized chronic cutaneous conditions, such as scarring and pigmentation. which are

-3 complications of all forms of acne.

Dermatclogic endpoints were not consistently associated with dioxin Concentrations.
The adjusted current dioxin and time since tour analyses displayed several statistically
significant findings, but they were not supported by the adjusted initial dioxin analyses or the
adjusted categorized current dioxin results. The adjusted cwnumt dioxin and time since tour

Sanalyses under the maximal assumption for Ranch Hands with laer to of duty in Viemam
(time since tour'l8.6 years) showed significant or marginally significant positive
associations between current levels of dioxin and the occucrtnce of acne and several of theIother acne-related physical examination variables after service in SEA. The corresponding
adjusted relative risks for Ranch Hands with an early tour (time since tour> [8.6 years) were
either not significant or were tignificantly less than 1. Under the minimal assumption (but not
the maximal), current levels of dioxin were associated with an increased risk of acne on the
temples, eye, and ears for Ranch Hands with an early tour.

The adjusted initial dioxin analyses found i significantly Increased risk of
hyperpigmenuttion abnormalities under the maximal assumption, but the adjusted relative
risk was not significant under the minimal assumption. The questionnaire variables were not

I associated significantly with initial dioxin in the adjusted analyseL The adjusted categorized
current dioxin results did not find dh Ranch Hands in the high cm"ent dioxin category
differed significandy with Comparisons in the background current dioxin category for any ofE the variables analyzed.

Cardiovascular Assaement
3The cardiovascular assessment was based on reported and verified heart disease

(essential hyper:ension, overall heart disease, and myocardial infarction) and the
measurement of central cardiac functicn and peripheral vascular functi. The analyses of

I central cardiac function examined systolic blood pressure, heat sounds, and several variables
from the elecuoc=diograph (ECO) readings (overall interpreudon, right bundle branch block,
left bundle branch block, nonspecific ST- and T-wave changes, tradycardia, avrhydtia, and

I other diagnoses). The evaluatio of peripheral vwauLr function was based on diastolic blood
pressure, fundoscopic examinaton of small vessels. carodd ruits. and manual palpack-n of
the radial femoral, poplitesi. dorsalls pedis, ani postar pWue.

I Diabetes is a major risk fact for the development of cudiovascular disease. The

cardiovascular assessmen excluded diabetics from mot analyses so that the semum dioxin
I findings would be based on cardovascular endpoints independent of a diabetes-related

etiology. Additional analyses based on diabetics only were done for myocardial inf•etion and
leg pulses.

I
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An increased risk of criovascular disease was not associated with dioxin levels.
There was a significantly increased risk of essential hypertension for Ranch Hands in the high
current dioxin category relative to Comparisons in the background current dioxin category,
when the effect of body fat was not considered. Because body fat is associated with dioxin I
levels, adjustment for body fat couid mask a dioxin effect. By conrast, the analyses of
verified heart disease (excluding essential hypertension) fobnd that the adjusted relative risk
was significantly less than I for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category; the
association with initial dioxin also exhibited a significantly decreased risk under the maximal
assumption. In the assessment of cenotl cardiac function, the analyses of systolic blood
pressure in its continuous form displayed significant associations with dioxin when the effect
of body fat was not considered, but the corresponding discrete analyses did not show a
significant increase in the prevalence of abnormally high levels of systolic blood pressure
(>140 mm Hg). By conturst, the adjusted analyses for "other ECO diagnoses" found
significantly decreased risks in the adjusted current dioxin and time since tour analyses and
in the adjusted categorized current dioxin analyses. Longitudinal analyses of the overall
ECG displayed significant negative associations with dioxin.

The assessment of petipheral vascular function found significant associations between
dioxin and decreases in the peripheral pulses. The adjusted categorized current dioxin
analyses showed that Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category had significantly more
periphcral pulse abnormalities than Comparisons in the background current dioxin category,
although Ranch Hands in the low current dioxin category had the most peripheral pulse
abnormalities. Consistent with the systolic blood pressure findings, the adjusted meanr
diastolic blood pressure was significantly higher for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin
category relative to the background current dioxin category when the effect of body fat was
not considered. However, the corresponding discrete analysis did not show a significantly I
increased risk of an abnormally high level of diastolic blood pressure (>90 mm Hg).

•The cardiovascular findings in this report offered no consistent evidence of an adverse
dioxin effect. At present, there is no evidence that humans experience cardiovascular
sequelae related to chronic low-dose dioxin exposure. However, the blood pressure and

'pulse observations could represent early subclinical effects and emphasize the need for
continued evaluation in subsequent phases of the study.

Hematologic Assessment
The hmatologic assessment examined nine laboratory variables: red blood cell count,

white blood cell (WBC) count, hemoglobin, henautocrit, mean covpu=ulw volume, meani
corpuscular hemoglobin, mean capcla hemoflobin concentratiom, platelet count, ad
prothrombin tim These variabla can be used to indicate hematopoictic- and,
perhals moan om, to alert the ciciaan to dte praence of dlsa in other organ systems. I

The hematologic, resuLts revealed no evidence that overt hematopoietic toxicity was
related to dioxin exposire. The WS coav revealed statistically significant increasesI
consistent with a doe.-response effect in all three modeIx consistent significant results were
not found for the other variable. The a ed categadzed curent diotin analyse for
platelet cousn found a significantly Wneased risk of a elevated platelet count for Ranch
Hands in the high coent dioxin category relative to the.Comparisons in the backgroundcurren dioxin category. These findings suggest the presence of a low-level, chronic
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inflammatory response that may not be considered clinically significant., but underscores the
need for continued surveillance.

Renal Assessment
History of kidney disease and five laboratory variables (urinary protein. urinary occult

blood, urinary white blood cell count, blood urea nitrogen, ad urine specific gravity) were
analyzed in the assessment of renal function. The statistical analyses did not indicate any
renal health detriment related to dioxin. Under the maximal assumption of model I (but not
the minimal), the initial lioxin analyses found a significantly increased risk of u-inary occult
blood cells, but results .were not signif-cant for the model 2 sad model 3 analyses.
Statistically significant .esuks were not noted fop the other variable. These results are
consistent with the rentl assessments from the previous AFHS rpo, which did not find3 significant differences :etween the Ranch Hand and Comparison grup&

Endocrine Assessment
The endocrine assessment focused on thyroid, testicular, and pancreatic functions.

Seven laboratory variables were analyzed: T3 % uptake, thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH),
follicle stimulating hormone, testosterone, fasting glucose, 2-hour postprandial glucose, and a
composite diabetes iMdcator. Physical examination data for the thyroid gland and the testes
also were evaluated.

4..e

- In the evaluation of thyroid function, the categorized current dioxin analyses found a
significant decrease in the mean T3 % uptake and a significant increase in the mean TSH for
Ranch Hands in the high curent dioxin category relative to Compaisons in the background

Scurrent dioxin category. There was a significant negative c=oeltn between initial dioxin
and T3 % uptake. Tnough these results were consistent with subclinical decreases in thyroid
function related to dioxin exposure, the magnitude of the differences between Ranch Hands in
the higher and lower dioxin categories were not considered physiologically significant. In
addition, the discrete analyses for theme variables did not indicate that dioxin wu associated
with an increase ia the prevalence of abnormal levels.

Decreased testicular size was associated significantly with initial and current levels of
serum dioxim The clinical meaning of this finding is unclear at this time. The discrete
analyses of testosterone did not find a significant association between dioxin and abnormally
low levels of serum tesmosterone (<260 ng/dl), but the continuoas analyses detcted a
significant negative associad with dioxin when the effect of body fkt was not considered.
Fertility and other.repmductive outcomes will be assessed in a separate repot

Initial dioxin and cr-enrt lews of serum dioxin both wer assoated highly with an
increased risk • diabetes. Slpiicant positive associations were noted for the analyses of
fasting glucose and 2-hour posrpraMa glucose. The results dearly established a stong

i asso tm between glucose intolerance and dioxin, but concdlng that dioxin directly causes
diabetes would be premattm Clinicay, obesity is recognized as the mnP irmmn cause of
adult-onset diabetes mellitna. The goneral health asses:t r,,vealed a moeg positive

iassociation be•t se-rm dioxin levels and pa nt body fat, but the diabe= findings
rmained sigifican after adjusting for body fa Whether these fndingsimply in increase in
diabetes or the earlier appearance of clinical dMees in susceptible n remain s an openI_ £6
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questio. The basis of these relationships will be investigated during subsequent phases of
this study. i

Immunologic Assessment
The immunologic assessment analyzed composite skin-reaction test results in addition

to various laboratory measurements consisting of cell surface marker studies, three groups of U
functional stimulation tests, and quantitative immunoglobulins. The evaluated indices of
immunologic capability provide a comprehensive reflection of in vivo and in vitro immune
function in the study population. Because of the complexity of the assays and the expense of 3
the immunologic tests, a random sample of approximately 40 percent of the participants was
chosen to receive these tests. Of the subset of participants chosen for immunologic testing
and assayed for serum dioxin levels, 9.9 percent were diabetic. This percentage was not i
significantly different from the percentage of assayed participants not selected forimmunologic testing (8.3%).

Previously reported Ranch Hand and Comparison group contrasts based on the 1987
physical examination found that significantly more Ranch Hands than Comparisons had
possibly abnormal reactions on the delayed hypersensitivity skin-test response, but results I
for the laboratory variables revealed no medically important differences. In this report, the
serum dioxin analyses for the composite skin test diagnosis did not support a dioxin-related
effect, suggesting that the previously noted group difference may not be related to dioxin. t

Evaluaon of the immunoglobulins found a significant association between initial dioxin
and IgA increases, consistent with a subtle inflammatory response. The analyses of the i
other immunoglobulins (IgG and IgM) did not indicate the presence of any dioxin-related
effects. Analyses for the other laboratory variables revealed several statistically significant
findings, but they either were internally inconsistent or were noc in a direction expected in an I
impaired immune system. In conclusion, the immunologic assessment did not exhibitclinically significant trends related to the current serum dioxin level or the initial level.

Pulmonary Assessment
T7e pulmonary assessment was based on the verified histories for five self-reported

illnessem, five physical examination variables, and seven laboratory measurements from the I
pulmonary func tests.

Analyses of pulmonary diseas history found no evidence of a dioxin effect on the five I
verified respiratory illnesses studied (asthms, bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia, and
tuberculosis). Caus_ t with the findings fm the previous report of the 1987 examination i
dam none of these conditions was sigfiady associated with either the initial level or the
current level of srum dioxin.

The five physical examination variables were hyperesonance, dullness, wheees, rales,I
and a composite of these variables (denoted as thorax and lung a l ). These
variables can provide valuable clues to the presene of pulmonary disesse, but as of limited
use in confirming a diagnosis bams of their lack of specificity. Wbez and
hype, asnce, for example, will occur in obstuctive airway disease, in asthma, or in chronic
obsctive pulmonau disease (COPD or emphysema) secondary to cigareue use. m
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3 The dioxin analyses of the physical examination variables detected increased risks of
statistical significance or marginal significance for each variable in at least one adjusted
analysis. The adjusted model 3 analyses found that the relative risk for each variable (other
than dullness, which had only three abnormalites) was significantly or marginally more than
I for Ranch Hands in the high current dioxin category relative to Comparisons in the
background current dioxin category. The previous 1987 examinadon finding that Ranch Hands
had marginally more thorax and lung abnormalities than Comparisons in an adjusted analysis
is consistent with these results.

3 The laboratory vaUables evaluated for this study were x-ray interpretation, forced vital
capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume at 1 second (FEyV), forced expiratory flow

i maximum (FEFmax), the ratio of observed FEVI to observed PVC, loss of vital capacity,
and obstructive abnormaliy. The x ray, when normal, is highly reliable for excluding
pulmonary pannchymal disease. The spirometric indices are designed to measure lung
volume (FVC) and respiratory air flow (FEV), and are used to help diagnose restrictive and
obsru'cdve disease. Restrictive disease is characterized by reduced vital capacity as seen in
interstitial fibrosis or reduced lung volume after surgical resection. The flow dependent
indices (FEVI and FEFmax) are abnormally prolonged in obstructive airways disease,
usually COPD.

Serum dioxin was not associated significantly with the x-ray intapteton. By
cona=ast. the analyses of the spirometric indices were often significant but the differences in
the mean levels were not clinically imporant. Initial dioxin was significantly associated withS decreases in FVC FEV1, and FEFmax in addition to a sigfca inmease to rado of
observed FEVI to observed FVC. Adjusted results for the model 2 and n: ? alyses
also displayed significant findings for these variables. In cinical pactice, - known to

I cause a reduction in vital capacity. The results described here may be due in van to the
significant positive association between serum dioxin and percent body fat that is detailed in
the general health asssment. Accordingly, interpretation of these results must await3 further evaluation of the dioxin and body fat relationship.

In the longitudinal analysis of the ratio of observed FEYI to observed PVC, there was
I a significant positive association with crrent dioxin and a significant difference among the

curret dioxin categories.

I Extrapo m a t Ro ul
Extapolaton of the serum dioxin results to the general population of ground amops who

served in Viewsm is diffWll because Ranch Hand and ground-troop exposu; situaionsI were quite different Based oan ser=m dioxin testing results done by other researchers, nearly
all gomn troops tested have cmrt levels of dioxin similar to bacirgzend levels. Even
ground troop who served in herbicide-sprayed areas of Vieumim had cun levels
indistinguishable from levels in men who nevrm left the United Sta. The APES subgroup
most like thew mops in tema of cment dioxin levels ane Ran Hands who cmmtly
have backVound levels o( dioxin (10 ppt or less, designated as the "wunkowe - rn 1 et dioxin
category in the model 3 analyses). Therefore, if the results of the AFPS ane applied to the
general populato of V'=m= vemms, the focus should be on the oknown Ranch H-nd
versus b ground Coupris contrast in the model 3 analyses. However, extrapolating the

I



Iresults of these analyses to Vietnam veteras should still be made cautiously. There may be

•-----•...•demographic distinctions between the unknown group of Ranch Hands and other Vietnam 1
veterans that may be: healhh-related. In general, the adjusted model 3 analyses found &.ta1

Ranch Hands in the unknown current dioxin category did not show a significant health
detiment relative to Comparisons in the background current dioxin category. This was
particularly true for the variables that exhibited a significant high versus background coruast.

SUMMARY
The serum dioxin analyses in this report detected significant associations with lipid-

related health indices. In particular, diabetes and body fat were associated positively with
dioxin. Cholesterol, HDL, the cholesterol-HDL ratio, and 2-hour postprandial glucose also
were associated significantly with dioxin. Ezyhrocyte sedimentadon rate, WBC count, IgA,
and platelet count were positively associated with dioxin, suggesting the presence of a
chronic dose-related inflammatory process. Other variables, such as the spirometric indices
in the pulmonary assessment and benign systemic neoplasms in the malignancy assessment,
showed significant associations with dioxin that may be related to the body fat results
(approximately 75% of the benign systemic neoplasms in Ranch Hands and 70% ia
Comparisons were lipomas). These findings and their possible relationship to dioxin
elimination wi1l be explored in future examination cycles. The serum dioxin analyses also I
revealed a significant positive association between dioxin and decreased testicular size, but
the importance of this finding is unclear (fertility and other reproductive outcomes will be
assessed in a separate report). Results for the other variables revealed no consistent
patne (within or across clinical areas) indicative of a health detriment due to dioxin

exposure. 3.
Occasionally there was a significant finding in the analysis of a variable in its continuous

form, but the corresponding results for the discrete analysis were not signifcant. Small but
significant mean differences in a continuously measured heAlth variable when there are no 1
corresponding differences in the percentage of abnormal tests are difficult to assess in any
study. For example, in the discrete analysis of serum :estosterone, abnormally low levels
were not associated significantly with dioxin. However, the adjusted continuous analysis I
found a significant negative association between dioxin and testosterone when the effect of
body fat was not considered. The continuous and discrete analyses of systolic and diastolic
blood pressure also exhibited conflicting results. Observations such as these could represent I
an early subclinical effect, or they could be the result of a multiple-testing artifact. Significant
trends in the man with increasing levels of dioxin are interpreted as a dioxin-related effect if
a conesponding wend is seea in the proportion above or below the normal range' Thee
observations emphasize the importance of continued evaluation of a broad spectrum of health
endpoints in the subsequent physical examination phases of the AFHS.

The graphical displays for fasting and 2-hour postprandial glucose, AST, cholesterol, the
cholesteroL/HDL ratio, and diastolic blood pressure show a remarkable si•ilarity in the
pattern of results between the Comparisons and those Ranch Hands with dioxin levels below I
1 pp. Oftn, a dioxin-related increase is seen in the Comparism as well as the Ranch
Hands, without an obvious threshold. The medical importance of these observations is not
clewr, but thene damn suggest that there may not be a threshold for a subtle dioxin effect, even
at levels considered to be at or near bckground.
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In sum"021, many of the findings in this MVM reveal a consise relationship betweendiox•n and body fat. Two hypothcs may Plain the Observed relationships. tn one, dioxin

could cause an inc.ease in body fat. or the level Of body (at could influence rheos i on cay
m.which. in ri-m, ar.sh " • _ . ilen the dioxin decaaw-ra wr Phys'olog'c ouzcomcs, such as blood Preure, 3 lpid

alterations, and blood sugar levels. An alternaive hypothesi involves d-ox. n as a drecL
cause of two or more of the observed endpoints, including body fa. Whether dioxin causes
these observed effects dr.ctly Or is & step in an extended causal pathway cannot bedeter-mined from these data. Additonal analys following the neas physical eXani=tionscheluled for 1992 may help eoive this question.
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3 CHAPTER 19

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The development of a method to determine levels of dioxin in serum has been a
significant enhancement to this study. This procedure permtined the study scientists toI develop a measure of exposure for each individual that did not require making assumptions of
2,3,7,8-teuachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) exposure based on a surtogate indicator
(developed from available historical data on fixed-wing spray missions used to disseminate

* U Herbicide Orange, Herbicide Purple, Herbicide Pink, and Herbicide Green). The method
* provided the opportunity to move from relatively simple group contrasts of Ranch Hands and

Comparisons to detailed analyses of dose response on an individual basis.

I While this breakthrough has led to dramatic improvements in the study, it also has
highlighted opportunities for further refinements to the study that will be implemented for the
next phase of the study scheduled for 1992. These refinements in exposure assessment will
include an evaluation of the pattern of dioxin isomers in the serum of a selected group of
participants. These participants would include all Comparisons with 1987 TCDD levelsI above 20 ppt and a random - aiple of Ranch Hands. Additionally, serum samples will be
collected for dioxin assays crom all participants who did not provide blood for testing in 1987
or whose assays did a;c. result in a valid determination in the laboratory. The Air Force alsoI plans to obtain serum samples at the 1992 examination on a selected grcu of Ranch Hands
so that a third &;a point will be available in the determination of dioxin half-Ufe over the 10
years since 192. These dam, coupled with the results of half-life studie3 in men exposed toI TCDD in Seveso, Italy, in 1976, will be used to assess the validity of the first-order pharma-
cokinetics assumption for dioxin elimination in humans.

Dam on weight changes and intervening illness also will be included in half-life
determinations for the 1992 examination. If the first-order elimination assumption is
supported by the Seveso data, a specific half-life determination for each individual will be

* determined for use in the statistical analyses rather than the single value used for everyone
in this report.

Modifications to the format of the physical examination also are envisioned for 1992.
; * These include the determinAion of serum insulin levels, Doppler studies of peripheral arterial

circulation, replacement of the T3 % uptake with a refined methodology to measwe the thyroidI stimulating hormine accurately in both hyperthyroid and hypothyroid conditions, and the
collection of data oan the presence of claudication and peripheral vascular insufficiency. In
addition, the compoet of the immunological assessment will be evaluated to ensure thati the most current mes of immunological function are used.
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